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ABSTRACT
Field. The introduction of the Multi-Touch technology on mobile devices
has changed the way people interact with these devices. The gestures, that
we use to interact with mobile devices, try to extend the natural gestures that
the humans do while they are directly manipulating an object in the real life.
However, these gestures are not exactly what the humans experience with the
direct manipulation in the real world, they are not really “natural” and need
time for the users to be learned. Moreover for the users it’s not always obvious
and easy to understand which gestures are available for the items on the screen.
Users may miss out possible ways of interacting and lose the opportunity to
use new functionalities. Or they can be frustrated if they don’t find a way
to accomplish their tasks. Sometimes these situations will lead to unpleasant
user experience, or in the worst case they will lead the user to renounce and
leave the app.
Only a few researches have been explored this topic. There is still a lot of
work to do. The gesture hinting topic will rise and became increasingly important with new technologies that requires direct manipulation to manipulate
objects on the interfaces. New strategies and patterns will grow. This is a
work that extends the concept described in Alchemy and find a better solution
to display available gestures on mobile devices.
Issue. This thesis will start by implementing and testing Alchemy, which
is a system of visual gesture hints, i.e. symbols indicating which gestures one
can do on a touch surface, proposed by Lundgren and Hjulström (2011). This
master thesis project is about implementing it fully and then test it, redesign
symbols, find improvements or alternative solutions. Thus, the project focus
is in interaction design, mobile computing, graphic design and test evaluation
methodology.
Some of the main issues with Alchemy are: the use of the touch and hold
for activating the hints, the occlusion problem, the necessity to use combined
icons. During the master thesis project a new concept was designed. Cicero is
a gesture hinging system that solves many of the weakeness of Alchemy, with
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ABSTRACT

the introduction of a helping mode, a new way of selecting the target items
and showing their available gestures. Both the prototypes were user tested
and compared.
Solution. The user testing offers very good results for comparing the two
approaches. The results show differences in all the aspects considered. The
Cicero approach is more effective (less errors and omissions), more efficient
(less time spent) and more satisfactory. Therefore, after the user test this
concept was developed further.
The refinements and improvements on the new concept make it enough
flexible to be integrated in any operating system (OS) for mobile devices,
extensible with more gestures and adaptable to different devices. Cicero is a
significant improvement towards solving the gesture hinting problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This master thesis project is aimed to explore the gesture hinting topic,
to analyse the Alchemy concept proposed by Lundgren and Hjulström (2011)
and find alternative possible solutions. Since the aim is to find a solution to
the gesture hinting topic on mobile devices, it’s important to understand how
gestures are introduced in the mobile devices that we use today.
Only in the last six years, since the announcement of the iPhone and Microsoft’s Surface (both in the 2007) the Multi-Touch technology became popular to many people, common and ubiquitous in our mobile devices nowadays,
but the origins of this technology dates back to the 1960s. Buxton (2013)
explains very well in his article the long history of the touch screens and
Multi-Touch technology, which covers the last thirty years. The story of these
technologies starts with the first research of Johnson (1965) on Touch Display, which “Describes a workable mechanism for developing a touch screen.
What is interesting is that the touch screen used capacitive sensing - as do
most consumer devices today” (Buxton , 2013), and the researches at CERN
(Stumpe , 1977, 1978) which explore the one-point touch screens and give the
reminder that there are more dimensions that can be explored in order to
provide rich interactions. The first paper that discusses the properties of the
touch-screen based user interfaces dates back to 1980s (Nakatani and Rohrlich
, 1983), and the first researches on the Multi-Touch technology started in the
following years. Only after those first forty years of incubation the Multi-Touch
technology grows and become the technology that we use today.
Since Steve Jobs’s presentation of the iPhone (9 Jan. 2007), with the introduction of the Multi-Touch technology to the big audience, the mobile devices
moved in a new direction. They dismissed the big QWERTY keyboards, or
the standard phone keypads, and they embraced this new technology that allows the devices to have a big screen and a keyboard that changes adapting
to the application is running on it. The major companies that produce mobile
phones and mobile devices understood the potentiality of this technology and
followed the path shown by Apple. This revolutionary user interface changed
the devices we use today and the way the users behave.
1

2

INTRODUCTION

The Multi-Touch technology allows the users to interact with the screen
with their fingers. Apple (2007) announced the launch of this new technology
with Steve Jobs’s words “We are all born with the ultimate pointing device
– our fingers – and iPhone uses them to create the most revolutionary user
interface since the mouse.” The difference between the touch screens and the
Multi-Touch technology lies in the number of fingers that the user is allowed to
use to interact with the device. The more fingers that can be used, the greater
is the number of degrees of freedom we have. Nowadays this technology is used
in many different products, and the number of products that use this technology is expected to grow. The most common devices that use this technology
are: smartphones, tablets, laptops, car systems, home systems, touch-tables
and touch-walls.
Since the gesture offers a direct manipulation, the way the users interact
with the devices should be easier, more natural, but for the user is not always
easy to understand in which ways he can interact with the items on the screen.
One of the major side effects of a touch screen interface is the difference between
touch and mouse-based input. This implies for example the risk of obscuring
important information by the pointing finger, the absence of a cursor hinting
and the inability to use the dynamic visual hinting typical of the mouse over in
the desktop graphical user interfaces (GUIs). None of the devices mentioned
above gives a gesture hinting system, cross applications, that can suggest to
the users which kind of gestures they are able to do in different context and
with different items on the screen.

1.1. Focus of the Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to explore the concept of gesture hinting for mobile devices, explore and design well-working solutions for showing to the users
which gestures are currently available on different targets on the screen. In
Norman and Nielsen (2010), the authors discuss the gestural interfaces and
pose the following question: “How is anyone to know, first, that this magical
gesture exists, and second, in which settings it operates?” This question proposes a critical aspect of gestural interfaces. Lundgren and Hjulström (2011)
have explored this issue to, and stated that
“To aggravate this issue even further, there are no standards or
guidelines on how to indicate the gestures themselves: the guidelines provided by Apple, Android and Windows respectively only
give instructions regarding which gesture to use for what (and in a
consistent way!), but not how indicate it.”

1.2 Research Questions
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This thesis will start by implementing and testing Alchemy, which is a system
of visual gesture hints, i.e. symbols indicating which gestures one can do on
a touch surface, proposed by Lundgren and Hjulström (2011). This master
thesis project is about implementing it fully and then test it, redesign symbols, find improvements or alternative solutions. Thus, the project focus is
in interaction design, mobile computing, graphic design and test evaluation
methodology.

1.2. Research Questions
As introduced above, users may miss out possible ways of interacting and
lose the opportunity to use new functionalities. Or they can be frustrated if
they don’t find a way to accomplish their tasks. It will be important provide
a gesture hinting system that gives more freedom to the user to explore the
environment and discover which gesture he can perform over different items
on the screen.
The main research questions of this master thesis project are:
• Are the users able to easily and clearly see which gestures are available
with Alchemy?
• Can Alchemy be improved? And how can it be improved?
• Is it possible design a better concept for a gesture hinting system?

1.3. Planned Results
Based on these research questions, the results expected form this master
thesis project are:
• A prototype of Alchemy that can be used to conduct a user test that
probe the effectiveness and efficiency of the concept.
• A prototype of an alternative concept that can be compared with Alchemy,
to explore and improve the gesture hinting concept.
• Data collected from a user test with Alchemy that show the effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction of the users.
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1.4. Delimitations
The scope of this master thesis is to explore and analyse the possibility of
creating a gesture hinting system that could work cross-applications and OSes
on mobile devices. The project is focused on mobile devices; therefore I’ll
explore the concept only for mobile phones and tablets. Since I’m designing
a concept that should be a general framework for different OSes and brands,
I focused my attention on the common gestures used in all of them. Custom
gestures are not implemented in these prototypes, but the framework should be
enough flexible to allow further implementations in this direction. The aim of
this master thesis is not to find a solution to all the problems connected with
gesture hinting, rather explore the potentiality of a gesture hinting solution
based on the Alchemy concept. I’m proposing a concept, along with some
high-fidelity prototypes, but it’s out of the scope of this thesis to create a final
product that can be released on the market.

2. BACKGROUND
The touch screens and the Multi-Touch technology have become ubiquitous
in our life in the last ten years. We can find touch screens everywhere: in our
appliances in the kitchen (stoves, dishwashers, refrigerators) and in the bathroom (showers, washing machines), in the home automation systems (control
panels), in the cars (infotainment systems), in the public spaces (kiosks, ticket
machines, informative maps). We are moving in toward a sort of “A Day Made
of Glass”, as the Corning Company proposes in his futuristic videos (Corning
, 2013), or how Microsoft is envisioning the productivity in the next five-ten
years (Microsoft , 2012).
The touch screen technology introduces a new kind of interaction that uses
our finger as pointing device, and the Multi-Touch technology introduces the
gestures commands that allow users to use many fingers at the same time to
interact in a more natural way.

2.1. The Magic Effect of Touch Screens, and
Hoping for the Best
The introduction of the Multi-Touch technology introduces the gesture
metaphor – that allows user to interact with the device with “natural” gestures
that require the movement of the finger(s) on the screen. The gestures try
to extend the natural gestures that the humans do while they are directly
manipulating an object in the real life – i.e. pointing an object is mapped
with the tap; turning a page with the swipe; carry an object with the drag;
stretch an elastic sheet is mapped with the pinch.
All the gestures are a synthesis of the real world gestures, and like a
metaphor they can extend their properties where the real world can’t. Turning a page in the real world means take a page edge, lift it up and release it
on the other side; while in the gesture metaphor is sufficient swipe a finger
along the screen. Stretching an object in the real world doesn’t allow us to see
the inner content bigger, but the pinch metaphor extend this feature and it
5
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zoom in. These gestures are not exactly what the humans experience with the
direct manipulation in the real world, they are not really “natural” and they
need time for the users to be learned. Moreover for the users it’s not always
obvious and easy to understand which gestures are available for the items on
the screen.
So if the gestures are not that natural for the users, and they need time to
learn them, the question is: why has the touch screen been so successful on
mobile devices? There are two major aspects to take in consideration: first
users are forgiven with new technologies, and second the mobile devices are
always with them. The companies sell their product as new smart technologic
devices, and they stress the easiness of use of their products. When the users
start to interact with them, the first interaction is not easy and fluent as they
can aspect. However, the users are in an explorative mode and therefore more
permissive to unexpected consequence of their actions. They learn by trying
and they don’t expect to learn everything immediately. What is essential is
that the mobile device allows them to do the basic tasks easily – what Apple
guidelines define like “focus on the Primary Task” – and their actions are
always reversible – “people often expect to be able to undo recent operations if
they change their minds” (Apple , n.d.). Another factor to be reckoned with
is that the mobile devices, especially the mobile phones, are always with us;
the users spend a lot of time with them, the users get used to, and become
attached to them. They are personal objects and users establishing a personal
relationship with them. Since they are always with us, the users use them very
often, and the intensive use makes them of course easier to learn and opens a
new way of learning, by the experience of our friends or relatives. The mobile
devices are becoming an important element for the entertainment and sharing
in the relationship between people. Nowadays when we are with friends we
start listen to music, share with them the best songs we found out, watch
hilarious videos, show the pictures of the last party, share the new fabulous
apps we discovered, play together, etc. All these interactions create the perfect
environment for collaborative learning. The users learn from each other: while
I’m looking how my friend is browsing his photo album, I can discover a new
way to skip from a detail view to the album view with only one swipe with
three fingers from the left to the right – introduced in Photos with iOS 7 –
or I can suggest him that for switching directly between the apps he can just
double click the home button (iOS 6). These kinds of interactions between
people and the devices increase the spread of the knowledge between users
and it this helps the learnability of the system. These three main reasons
can explain why users are still so positive toward touch screen mobile devices,
also when they make mistakes during the interaction with them. However,
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why do some users consider this interaction magical? The reason lies behind
the unpredictability of the gestures and the surprise of discover new functions
accidentally. Landin (2009) described this as follows:
“The interaction form is magical if interaction and function are
related to each other in a magical way. For instance, if something
more or something else, than there is, seems to be there, or if it is
done in an enchanting way.”
The magical effect is more due to the interaction than to the function;
people are surprised to see what they can do through gestures on their mobile
devices, rather than what the devices can do for them. While the user is interacting with gestures, it’s possible to accidentally stumble on hidden features
of the apps. Sometimes the differences between two behaviours of the app are
very subtle. Some are depending on the context, i.e. if the user is watching
one picture in Photos app (iOS 7), by pinch gesture the user can zoom-in or
-out in the picture, but if accidentally he zoom-out from the full view, the
app shows directly the photostream view with all the pictures. Anyway these
unpredictable features can really positively surprise the user, and challenge
him to try to discover other hidden functions.
There are however bad consequences of this magic interaction. If the gesture is not hinted, the user will hardly find it out. This is why many people
miss functionalities, or find out new functionalities only after months of use
of the app. Norman and Nielsen (2010) described very well the way people
discover new functionalities. When we discuss something new that we discover
we have usually two reactions: the first a surprised reaction of our friend that
doesn’t know that function, and second she will propose another example –
did you know that if you do this, followed by that, the following happens? –
and this time is our turn to be surprised. Norman and Nielsen (2010) say that
“This is no way to have people learn how to use a system”, but this is the way
we do it. They implicitly intend that the users don’t have to feel stupid while
they are learning how to use their devices; but who doesn’t feel a bit stupid
when a friend come up with “Didn’t you know. . . ?” To everyone has happened
at least a couple of times. The key point is to don’t make people feel stupid;
as Cooper et al. (2007) stated, one of the guidelines that interaction designers should apply is “the universal human goal of not looking stupid”. So the
magical effect that sound always fabulous and enjoyable, sometimes becomes
annoying if the user feels stupid.
Since the complex gestures are hard to figure out without hints the Apple
guidelines suggests to
“use complex gestures as shortcuts to expedite a task, not as the
only way to perform a task. Although most users know the more
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complex standard gestures – such as swipe or pinch open – these
complex gestures are not as common.”

This guideline shows first that the complex gestures are not that common,
and second that it’s necessary to support alternative ways to accomplish the
tasks the user can do with gestures. If the action is a shortcut for a task, then
the user could be disappointed since he could save much of his time with a
simple gesture. This guideline implies also that the complex gestures should
be used as shortcuts; this means that the designer should:
“Try to ensure that there is always a simple, straightforward way
to perform an action, even if it means an extra tap or two. Simple
gestures allow users to focus on the experience and the content, not
the interaction.” Apple (n.d.)
Anyway this guideline sometimes is not respected, for example the way to
edit the order of the icons in the main screen of an iPhone/iPod, is by holding
the finger on the icon to activate the edit mode, and then by drag the icon in
the desired position. This action can be accomplished only in this way, but
there are not hints for the users to touch and hold the finger over the icon
to activate the edit mode. The ways the users can learn this function are:
find information on Internet, discover it accidentally, or learn it from other
people. Most of the users however are forgiving toward the system and do
not perceived this like a real problem; but what happens if the same problem
occurs in an app? In this case the user is not always so forgiving. The most
common reactions are reading the instructions – if they are present and don’t
require a lot of effort – or keep using only parts of the app, or in the worst
case they will quit using the app and they will choose another one.
The guidelines for Android (Android , n.d.), iOS (Apple , n.d.) and WP
(Windows Phone , n.d.), the three main OS for mobile devices, don’t suggest
any specific rule for gesture hinting. The guidelines regarding the gestures provide only instructions regarding which gesture can be used for which purpose
(which is subtly different between the OSes) and stress the designers to use
the standard gestures and be consistent also through different apps –
“People are comfortable with the standard gestures because the builtin apps use them consistently. Their experience using the built-in
apps gives people a familiar set of gestures that they expect to be
able to use successfully in most other apps.” (Android , n.d.) –
except for games – “Unless they’re playing a game, people expect
apps to respond to their gestures in predictable ways.” (Apple ,
n.d.)

2.2 Gesture Hinting in Current Applications
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The WP guidelines provide also a description of the gestures, with graphical
images that show the user interaction.
This lack of specific guidelines for gestures and gesture hinting leads to
ad-hoc solutions created by the app’s designers. A common approach, well
described by Lundgren and Hjulström (2011), is the rule of hoping for the best:
“just show or indicate the most important gestures in the interface, hoping that
users will stumble across other functions during use.” This approach is risky
because it relies on the ability of the users to find out the hidden functionalities.
Other patterns emerge between applications and good examples of gesture
hinting are presented in the next paragraph.

2.2. Gesture Hinting in Current Applications
Gesture hinting in current applications is made trough different methods.
In this paragraph some examples adopting different solutions for gesture hinting will be shown, and for each of them will follow a discussion of pros and
cons.
None of these examples could be applied in a general framework that can
help the user with gesture hinting through all the systems and apps. However
some examples show that these methods are really good in some situations.
It is not in the scope of this thesis find guidelines on how and when is better
to use one of these methods; anyway each example will be discussed to better
grasp the current way of suggesting to the users the gesture interactions.
Neither has this thesis the aim to find a gesture hinting solution that will
replace all these methods. These methods have reason to exist, and the solution
proposed in the thesis should work along with them. The advantage with the
proposed solution is that in any moment, wherever the user is, he can ask for
gesture hinting in a quick and dynamic way.
Let’s take a look to the current methods for gesture hinting. They are divided in four categories, according to Lundgren and Hjulström (2011): standard components, written instructions, animations, videos and tutorials.

2.2.1

Standard Components

Android, Apple and Windows are the main three companies leader in mobile devices; each of them has his own standard components, many of them are
however similar, with subtle differences. Therefore I’ll present some of them
for each system.
The standard components are elements that have a specific meaning, and
appear the same also cross applications. The consistency through the all sys-
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tem and in non-native applications makes them easy to remember for the users.
Once the user learns them, he knows which kind of interactions is able to do
with them each time that they appear on the screen.
Android. In the figure 2.1 we can see some screenshots of Android Jelly
Bean OS. Before presenting some examples, it should be said that standard
components in Androind have subtle differences depending on the type of
device and the version of the OS.

Figure 2.1: On the left part the new interface of Android Jelly Bean; from left to right the unlock screen,
the browser view and the home screen. On the right part the Google Play Apps shows the details for the
Instagram app, the content (both the image and the text at the bottom) is cut in order to show that there
is more content.

In the first screenshot the user can understand that the phone is locked
(lock icon in the middle), but the system doesn’t suggest any hint to unlock
the phone. It’s only with the experience that she/he learns how to unlock the
phone. Once unlocked the home screen shows the search bar for Google, the
clock, the icons of the apps, and under a subtle line the quick access to the
most important apps. The icons give affordance for the user tap, but they don’t
show any hints for touch and hold and drag, used to edit the home screen. The
subtle line is used not only as a separator between apps on the home screen
and the most important apps, but is used also as a page controller, to show the
current position between the different screens available. This page controller
is a standard component used in many Android apps. The same style of this
standard component is used also for the tabs, highlighting the current tab with
a thicker line.

2.2 Gesture Hinting in Current Applications
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On the right an example of a de facto standard, used almost every app
that requires it. In order to show that there is more content, and to hint to
the users to swipe with their finger, in the mobile devices the content is cut.
The more content is revealed only partially in order to show to the user that
he can reveal this content with a swipe. In the example the images with some
screenshots of the app, and the text at the bottom are cut to hint to the user
that he can swipe.
Apple. The figure 2.2 shows some screens from iPhone Apple’s device that
present some standard components used in the OS.

Figure 2.2: On the left part the new interface of iOS 7; from left to right the unlock screen, the home and
the control panel. On the right part the App Store application, detail view for an app (in iOS 6).

The unlock screen shows two small arrows (on the top and on the bottom) that indicate that the user can swipe/drag down and up to reveal a new
panel. The arrows are a hint for the interaction, but they are not gesture hint.
The user will learn with the experience that these arrows show that you can
swipe/drag (but not tap on them).
In the home screen two dots indicate that there is more content (two pages).
This hint is very subtle, but very effective if the user knows his meaning. It
shows at the same time the number of pages and the current position of the
user in them, all within a very small space, without cluttering the interface.
This is the reason why this element is so used also in applications and cross
OSes. In the home screen we have also the icons’ shape and size that suggest
that they are tap-able. The app icons give affordance to the user, because
she’ll immediately understand that she could tap on it. Anyway it’s hard to
imagine that the user will know immediately that a touch and hold on the icon
will reveal an edit mode for the home menu.
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The control panel shows the same small arrow, described for the unlock
screen, this time on the top to indicate that the control panel can be hided
with a swipe/drag down gesture. This shows the consistent use of standard
components, which is very important for the user learnability, allowing users to
remember easily the meaning of the standard components. The sliders used in
the control panel – which are well known to the users, because the users know
how to interact with them from previous experiences on pc and other devices
– give affordance to the user, and suggest him to slide his finger over them.
This is a standard component used cross OSes and applications, especially for
the settings (when we should set a value in a predefined range).
The last example of standard components presents the same de facto standard showed before for Android. More content is revealed only partially in
order to show to the user that he can reveal this content with a swipe or a
flick. In the figure the screenshots of the app are shown horizontally: the first
screenshot is visible, the second is revealed on the right with only a portion
of the image, and suggests to the users to swipe in that direction to see more
screenshots.
Windows Phone. In Windows Phone 8 the interface is very different.
The icons of the home screen are flat and without any shadows. The user
learns through experience that the square frames with icons, text and images
are tap-able or not.

Figure 2.3: On the left the home screen interface of Windows Phone 8, the icons are square or rectangle
frames of different sizes. On the right the detail view of an app on the Windows store.

2.2 Gesture Hinting in Current Applications
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Also Windows Phone 8 use the standard to show more content revealing
more content only partially (i.e. in both the examples in the figure 2.3 more
content is shown by cropping – on the left the icons, on the right the text
description of the app), although in the home screen is not always immediately
visible that there is more content. If we look at the figure 2.3 on the left the
yellow icons are half cropped, for the user it’s easy to understand that there
is more content under them. In the same figure, the images in the purple and
red interfaces don’t look cropped, only the users’ previous experience with the
operating system will let them understand that there could be more content if
they swipe. The square and rectangle icons on the home screen interface make
harder for the user to understand when the content is cropped.

2.2.2

Written Instructions

Written instructions are one of the most common gesture hinting techniques
used in the applications. There are several different ways to propose written
instructions to the users. We can describe this different ways along two axes:
the prominence and the persistency. The prominence is the characteristic
for the written instructions to be in foreground or in the background. The
persistency is related with the time; the written instructions can be persistent
or transient (only the first time you use the app, for the first seconds of use,
pop-up when new items are revealed).

Figure 2.4: From left to right some examples of: the written instruction of Sudoku2 at the beginning of
the app, the persistent written instruction in the background of the Logic Box app, the transient written
instructions in the background from TopTruckLite app.
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The first screenshot (on the left) in Figure 2.4 shows an example of written
instructions in foreground and transient mode. The information is displayed
in foreground, indeed the users have to read them and dismiss them before
starting the game. This information is displayed in an inner view only at the
first time that the user opens the app. Other apps have one or more specific
view with instruction, before the user can start using the app.
The image in the middle in Figure 2.4 shows an example of written instructions placed in the background and permanent. This time the written
information is written close to the target elements. The user can interact directly with the app, and the instructions will stay there to show the goal and
the possible interactions. However, in this way the view becomes a bit cluttered and could be annoying for the user to see all these instructions that are
always there.
In the last example presented in Figure 2.4 the written instructions (along
with images – the green button and the iPhone) are placed in foreground and
are transient. The written instructions are placed in front in the middle of the
view in order to make them very visible and allow the user to understand how
to interact. This written instructions will disappear after the user will start
to use the controls. Anyway, they are shown only the first time that the user
opens the app.

Figure 2.5: These screenshots caught from Cut the Rope app shows how to use pop-up written instructions
in the background to give instructions to the users for the new items on the screen.

A different example comes from the app Cut the Rope. The written instructions appear when needed by the user (i.e. a new element appear in the
game), and disappear when the user accomplish the gesture correctly. The
written instructions are placed in the background and therefore the user can
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start directly to interact with the game. The transient character of these transient written instructions offers other two advantages. Since the instructions
appear only for describing how the user can interact with new elements, the
instructions are not given to the user only at the beginning of the app. The
instructions come along with the new elements, only when they are needed.
This makes the information more useful and easy to remember. Since the
written instructions disappear when the user accomplish the correct gesture,
the screen is not cluttered by unnecessary text information.

2.2.3

Animations

Animations are a very good example of gesture hinting. With subtle animations we can attract the focus of the user and hint him the available gesture.
The animations allow also to showing to the user how to perform the gesture.
Therefore this technique is more intuitive for the user, because he has just to
mimic the gesture shown by the animation.

Figure 2.6: On the left the slide to unlock animations from Apple devices: on the top iOS 6 and on the
bottom the redesign for iOS 7. The second image is from the Mini Golf app, showing an animation of a finger
tapping the redo button. The third image shows the swipe gesture over the fruit, this is the action required
to the user for play with Ninja Fruit app. On the right the animation for cut the rope in the homonym app.

A first example of animation is the slide to unlock of the Apple mobile
devices (Figure 2.6 on the left). The user has to slide his finger along the
animated text that shows how to unlock. The text says: “slide to unlock” and
the hint is made with a scrolling highlighted animation from left to right. In
the iOS 6 the animation was augmented with a button that display an arrow
pointing to the direction where it should be dragged. In the new version –
iOS 7 – the hint is made as minimal as possible, the designers left only the
animations. This is reasonable for the expert users, since once you know that
you have to slide to unlock is sufficient a very subtle hint; at the same time for
the new users it won’t be hard to discover the hint and perform the gesture.
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Another example of animation, taken from the Mini Golf app, shows a
hand tapping on the redo button. This animation mimics the gesture that the
user has to accomplish. The same happens in the Ninja Fruit app and in the
Cut the Rope app, where the user has to slide his finger respectively over the
fruit and on the dotted line trough the rope. In all these three examples the
user can intuitively understand what he can do, and he can see how to perform
the gesture in order to accomplish the task.

2.2.4

Videos and Tutorials

Some apps use videos or tutorials to describe the tasks that the user can
accomplish with the app and show to the users which kind of actions they
are supposed to do. The videos and tutorials are usually presented at the
beginning, the first time that the users open the app (Figure 2.7). They are
a short introduction to the app. The videos are not interactive, while the
tutorials can be also interactive (teaching step-by-step how to interact with
the app).

Figure 2.7: On the left the introduction screen of miniDraw app shows the possibility for the user to see a
video tutorial, the video is presented in the right image.

The tutorials lead the user through the basic steps that allow she to accomplish the main task of the app. Usually they should be short and don’t require
too much time and effort for the user. A big difference is the interactivity of
the tutorial.
In the Figure 2.8 are presented some screenshots taken from the SketchBookX app. This app uses a tutorial with four screens that highlight the basic
gestures that the user have to accomplish in order to sketch on the canvas.

2.2 Gesture Hinting in Current Applications
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Figure 2.8: The short introduction tutorial of SketchBookX app, shows in four steps the available gestures
(tap-drag, double-tap, tap-drag, tap-hold) for painting on the canvas.

The background shows an image with the action, while in foreground an alert
box presents written instruction for the user. The tutorial starts when the user
opens for the first time the app. The user is forced to go through the tutorial’s
screens; only after that he can start using the app.

Figure 2.9: The Mini Golf app shows an interactive tutorial, where the instructions are shown step-by-step
after the user accomplishes each step.

Instead the Figure 2.9 shows the interactive tutorial of the Mini Golf app.
The tutorial starts only for the first game of the player, and helps the player
step-by-step. The tutorial is interactive, since the written instructions that
appear in the comic show only one action per time. For example, the first
comic says “Place your ball on the starting pad” and an animation with a
hand that taps the pad appears, showing to the user where he should tap.
Only once the user tapped on the pad the tutorial show the new information.
The same happens for the other actions. In this way the task is simple to
understand for the user, the gestures are easier to remember and retain (since
the user have to accomplish them correctly to skip to the next action), the
user can perceive a good feeling since he is successfully completing the tasks.
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2.3. Good and Bad Aspects
To conclude this chapter, it follows a short discussion of the gesture hinting techniques abovementioned. The discussion will briefly compare these
techniques highlighting the good and bad aspects of each – summarized in the
Table 2.1 at the end of this section.
Standard components have the advantage to be cross-apps and cross-OS.
Each standard component has a specific meaning and purpose. The Android,
Apple and Windows Phone guidelines suggest to the app developers to use
this standard component each time they have to implement that meaning and
purpose, rather than design their own custom component. This makes the
standard components common and spread between many apps. The user will
hardly misunderstand their meaning and purpose, since they are consistent for
all the software in his mobile device. This allows the user to easily understand
how to interact with them, just in a glance. Nevertheless, despite the standard
components should look the same and behave the same, there are differences
between OSes in the implementation of this standard components. As we saw
in the paragraph 2.2.1 each company adopts his own standard components,
and even worse for Android also between different devices and version of the
OS the implementation of standard components are subtle different. This
decreases the effectiveness, because each time that the user interacts with
a different device, he has to re-map his mental model to the new standard
components. The second cons is that the standard components are hard to
introduce, because also if the developers can design standard de facto, more
often the OS’s companies decide which component will become a standard and
how should be implemented in their OS.
For the written instructions we should make three different analyses, because changing the prominence and persistency changes also the pros and cons
of this technique. Starting with the written instructions in foreground and
transient, we can argue that they require the attention of the user only once at
the beginning of the interaction with the app and they don’t interfere while the
user is using the app. These two advantages have however negative implications. The user has to read the instructions all at once and this slow down the
starting process (or if they are too long the user will probably skip them to start
to use directly the app). Second the user has to remember all the instructions,
because they are presented only once at the beginning, but at the same time
she doesn’t know which instructions are more relevant since she didn’t use the
app yet. The written instructions in the background and persistent solve these
problems. The user doesn’t have to remember the instructions, since they are
always visible in the background, and the instructions doesn’t slow down the
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interaction of an expert user, since the user will read the written instructions
in the background only when he doesn’t know how to interact and needs help.
Therefore this kind of written instruction doesn’t break the flow of the user.
The negative side is that they can clutter the screen and can be annoying for
the users, once they have read them or they know them already. One of the
best solutions seems to be using the written instructions in background in a
transient mode. The written instructions appear only when needed, and disappear when they are not. They guarantee the same advantages of the previous
one but don’t make the screen cluttered and are less annoying for the expert
users. This information should however be designed with a lot of care: they
should appear in the right moment, they shouldn’t disappear to fast, and they
shouldn’t be too redundant (a good rule is show them only when a new item
appears on the interface for the first time and the user has to interact with it).
Animations are usually more intuitive than written instructions, especially
when they mimic the gesture that the user has to accomplish. The perception
of the user is very positive toward this technique. Since the “motion sensitivity in the periphery is better than static sensitivity” (Ware , 2013), also if
the animations are small they will catch immediately the focus of the eyes.
Therefore is important to not make the animation too prominent if the hints
are secondary, otherwise the user can be distracted from his flow and could be
annoyed of that. The animations are effective also if they are subtle and this
offers also the advantage that they don’t require lot of space. Moreover they
will be present only when needed, otherwise they could disappear.
Videos and tutorials are used less compared with other techniques; anyway
they have many similarities with the pros and cons described for the transient
written instructions in the foreground. They require the full user attention
only once at the beginning of the app the first time the user opens it. They
have the full attention of the user and they could be more attractive then
written instructions. The disadvantages however are: that they slow down the
start of the user interaction; the instructions are hard to remember later when
the user needs them; the tutorials, but the videos in particular, make the user
passive for all the time of the presentation of the app. The interactive tutorials
partially solve these problems, because they make the user protagonist. They
help step-by-step the user to discover the functionality of the app. Since they
require an interactive process, the user learns the available gestures by doing
them and seeing the consequences. This way of learning makes easy for the
users understand the available gestures, remember and retain them. The only
negative side of this technique is the persistent slowdown of the first interaction
with the app.
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Table 2.1: In the table are summarized the pros and cons of the gesture hinting techniques in current
applications.

PROS

CONS

- same for the OS and apps
- common and spread
- hard to missunderstand

- different between companies
(and also versions of Android)
- hard to introduce

FOREGROUND
TRANSIENT

- require the attention of the
user only once at the beginning
- don’t interfere with the apps

- slow down the start
- hard to remember

BACKGROUND
PERSISTENT

- don’t need to be memorized
- don’t break the flow of the
app
- don’t slow down the interaction of an expert user

- can clutter the screen
- can be annoying once read

BACKGROUND
TRANSIENT

- are present only when needed
- don’t break the flow of the
app
- don’t slow down the interaction of an expert user

- can disappear too fast
- can anyway be annoying for
an expert user

ANIMATIONS

- more intuitive for the users
- effective also if they are subtle
- are present only when needed

- can distract the user

VIDEOS AND TUTORIALS

- have the user’s full attention
- require the attention only
once

- slow down the start
- hard to remember
- make the users passive

INTERACTIVE TUTORIALS

- make the user protagonist
- let the users try immediately
the gestures
- easier to remember and retain
- assists the user step-by-step

- slow down the start

STANDARD COMPONENTS

WRITTEN
INSTRUCTIONS

2.3 Good and Bad Aspects
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Each technique has its pros and cons. Each of them is best suited for a
specific context of use. None of them address the research question, since they
are not general enough to address the gesture hinting problem in all contexts.
These solutions are ad-hoc solutions that well fit with the specific needs of
some apps, but don’t offer a general solution that can be used everywhere.
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3. THEORY
The Multi-Touch technology and touchscreen displays introduce a new generation of graphical user interfaces (GUI). The introduction of these technologies changes the way the users interact with the devices, and thus changes
also the users’ mental model of them. Therefore, when the technology brings
such kind of difference in the way people interact with their devices the designers should adapt and sometimes reinvent the GUI to better suit the new
characteristics and requirements of the devices.
The size of the screen has a very wide range depending on the device: from
the touch walls (65 inches wide) to the small touchscreens of the smartphones
(4 inches wide). The focus in this thesis is on mobile devices, in particular,
smartphones and tablets. Also within these two types of devices we have slight
differences between the design guidelines (Android, n.d.; Apple, n.d.). It’s
important that the GUI is always designed specifically for the target device,
but is consistent within the same OS cross devices. This is the reason why
tablets have split views that consist of two side-by-side panels. The split views
on tablets show more content in one view, while the same content is divided
in many pages on smartphones. Both types of mobile devices have also two
different orientations – portrait and landscape orientation – that affect the
appearance of the GUI. All these factors make the graphical interface design
challenging.

3.1. Designing for Touch Screen Mobile
Devices
Using your finger as a pointing device changes the mental model of the
users and the paradigm of interaction. The users now interact with gestures,
from simple gestures like a tap, to complex gestures like a pinch or rotate. In
the Oxford Dictionary the word gesture is defined as follows: “a movement of
part of the body, especially a hand or the head, to express an idea or meaning”.
Talking about touch screen devices, the gestures are the bridge between user’s
23
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intentions and device reactions. We can describe gestures like the movements
of the fingers that the user executes to carry out an action that the device
interprets like a command. If the meaning conveyed by the gesture matches
the intention of the user, then the interaction looks natural and fluid. Since
the touch is inherently physical, it conveys a sense of direct manipulation of
the objects onscreen. The experience appears more fluid than the interaction
with a mouse, or any other intermediary tool. The experience also looks more
natural because it mimics the real-world physical interactions and augments
them beyond what is possible in the real world. Wigdor and Wixon (2011)
have called this phenomenon Super Realism:
“Super realism pushes beyond what is physically natural so that experiences do more than is possible in the real world. At the same
time, super real is an intuitive extension of the real. Super interactions are both grounded and magical.”
This magical effect, and the pleasure of interacting with a direct manipulation of the onscreen objects creates a joyful and pleasant way of interacting.
Norman and Nielsen (2010) describe this experience in this way “We can tilt
and shake, rotate and touch, poke and probe. The results can be extremely
effective while also conveying a sense of fun and pleasure.” At the same time
they argue that while on one side the gestures create an exciting, joyful interaction, on the other side “the lack of consistency and inability to discover
operations, coupled with the ease of accidentally triggering actions from which
there is no recovery, threatens the viability of these systems.” It’s important
that gestures are consistent and follow the basic usability guidelines.
Gestures, introduced with the Multi-Touch technology and touch screen devices, allow users to touch the objects on the screen and feel a direct interaction
with them. Android guidelines recommend “Gestures allow users to interact
with your [i.e. the developer’s] app by manipulating the screen objects you provide.” The interaction with the devices moves from an indirect manipulation,
where the users used a mouse, keyboard or keypad, to a direct manipulation of
the objects on the screen. This suggests that it should be easier for the user to
interact with the interface of the touch screen devices. Apple explicitly states
that the new technology introduces a new way of interacting that allows direct
manipulation and thus more connection between the users and their devices.
“The Multi-Touch interface gives people a sense of immediate connection with
their devices and enhances their sense of direct manipulation of onscreen objects.” (Apple , n.d.) The advantages that gestures offer are related with the
user experience: “Using gestures gives people a greater affinity for, and sense
of control over, the objects they see onscreen, because they’re able to touch
them without using an intermediary, such as a mouse.” (Apple , n.d.) This
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quote highlight the difference of using direct manipulation instead of indirect
manipulation, and put the focus on the difference between the finger and the
mouse, the pointing device used in the traditional GUI.
Using the finger as a pointing device changes the design of the interface.
The first observation is that all the tap-able elements on the screen should be
enough big to be easily pointed at with the finger. The Android and Apple
guidelines suggest respectively: 48dp, which on average translate to a physical
size of 9mm, which is in the comfortably range of recommended target size (710mm) for touchscreen objects; and 44 x 44 points (88 x 88 on high-resolution
retina display), that correspond to 15mm, is the confortable minimum size of
a tap-able UI element. This introduces a big restriction on the mobile device
GUI: the screens are small but the touchscreen objects shouldn’t be smaller
than the recommended target size; this forces the designers to find a tradeoff. Another problem with the use of the finger as a pointing device is the
occlusion made by the user’s finger/hand. No matter how the user will touch
the screen, part of it will be occluded by his finger/hand; therefore the interface
should be designed in such a way that allows the user to see the information
displayed and interact with it without missing part of it. A good example
that shows the difference between designing for a cursor and designing for a
hand is shown in the book Designing Gestural Interfaces. In this book Saffer
(2008) highlights that in the graphical interfaces for mobile devices, where
the user interact with her fingers on the display surface, the buttons should be
placed on the bottom of the interface to limit the occlusions provoked by the
fingers and hands of the user. A good practice is to “never put the essential
information or features such as a label, instructions, or subcontrols below an
interface element that can be touched, as it may be hidden by the user’s own
hand and arm.” In consequence of this principle, the buttons bar is often
placed in the bottom part of the interface. For example, while in the desktop
GUI it’s common that the menu and the tab bars are placed on the top part of
the interface, Android’s devices always have the navigation bar in the bottom
part of the device, and iOS’s devices have the tab bar and the toolbar placed
on the bottom part of the screen.
The size of the elements and the occlusions are only part of the consequences of the new paradigm. The absence of the cursor hinting is another
important consequence of the difference between touch and mouse-based input.
In the traditional GUI the user can move the cursor over the elements of the
interface and receive more information about the target, or hints for actions
that he can accomplish on them. For example, the YouTube homepage shows
on the right the suggested channels (figure 3.1). When the user pointer is over
a channel link the remove icon – a grey “x” on the top right corner of the row
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– appears. When the pointer is over the title of the channel a tooltip appears
to describe the channel. When the pointer is over the channel’s subscription
button another tooltip appears showing the number of subscribers for that
channel. Also the cursor icon changes between the first two and the last two
pictures. The hand cursor indicates that the target object is clickable; while
the arrow cursor means that it is not.

Figure 3.1: In the stream, taken from the suggested channels in the YouTube homepage, we see four
screenshots of the different hints received with the mouse over event.

All these hints and information are triggered without any click of the user;
they are triggered only by the rollover event. Cooper et al. (2007) called this
dynamic visual hinting:
“when the cursor passes over a pliant object, it changes its appearance. This action occurs before any mouse buttons are clicked and
is triggered by cursor fly-over only, and is commonly referred to as
a rollover.
If we consider the first picture on the left, we are not able to discern the hidden information and available actions. When we are using the touch screens,
all these interactions and cursor hints are not possible, since there isn’t any
cursor. The information and hints should be already there, or appear independently at the appropriate moment, or as a consequence of a user gesture.
Cooper et al. (2007) suggests:
“the key to successful direct manipulation is rich visual feedback.
It should be obvious to users which aspects of the interface are manipulable, which are informational, and which are décor.”
This changes not only how the designers should design the GUI; it changes
also how the users behave. Saffer (2008) states that “With touchscreens, users
are seldom dragging their fingers across the screen as they do with the cursor
– instead, they will likely lift their fingers and place them on the new target.”
The way the users interact with the interface is changed, and the way the
designers should show those information and hints also.

3.1 Designing for Touch Screen Mobile Devices
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Affordance, Pliancy and Hinting

The word affordance was originally invented by the perceptual psychologist
Gibson (1977, 1979) to refer to the actionable properties between the world
and an actor (a person or animal). To Gibson, affordance is a relationship.
Norman (1988), in his book The Design of Everyday Things, refined this
concept and gave us a new definition: affordance is “the perceived and actual
properties of the thing, primarily those fundamental properties that determine
just how the thing could possibly be used.” Affordance gives us the perception
of what the object could do, and how we can interact with it. In the GUI
the affordance relies on shading, highlighting, and shadows to give the manual
affordance, which Cooper et al. (2007) defines as an instinctive understanding
of how objects are manipulated with our hands.
Since the user manipulate the interface’s graphic objects on the screen,
as opposed to physical, three-dimensional objects, the affordances should be
communicated though the visual aspect of them. Cooper et al. (2007) terms
all the objects or screen areas on the screen that can be manipulated by the
user as pliant components. The pliancy of the objects or screen areas must
be communicated to the users through the visual aspect. Therefore the visual
appearance is a crucial aspect to convey to the users the ways in which they can
interact. Cooper et al. (2007) proposed four different ways to communicate
pliancy in the traditional GUI:
• Static object hinting is when the pliancy of an object is communicated
by the static rendering of the object itself. Due to the recent changes in
GUI components, the common way to achieve this is to apply a small
shadow and/or highlight, giving them a sense of 3D-structure. There are
many examples of static object hinting in the GUI: embossed buttons,
application’s icons in the Mac dock, windows frames, etc. This technique
is used also in mobile devices for example the icons of the apps, or the
buttons in the navigation bar. The main problem with this hinting is
that the interface will be soon cluttered.
• Dynamic visual hinting works like this: when the cursor passes over a
pliant object, it changes its appearance. This solves the previous problem
since the hints appear only temporarily when the user places the pointer
on the pliant component and disappear when the user moves the pointer
somewhere else. Removing the persistent visual affordance significantly
reduce the cluttering on the screen. Examples of this are present in
the toolbox of office applications, or with the magnification effect for
the application’s icons in the Mac dock, etc. This kind of hinting is
not possible in the touch screen devices, since the pointing devices don’t
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allow to passing over the objects without interact with them – unless
the user is in a mode that doesn’t trigger the events associated with the
gestures available.
• Pliant response hinting should occur if the mouse is clicked (but not
released) while the cursor is inside a control. The control must visually
show that it is poised to undergo a state change. This hinting is a temporary hinting that occurs only when the user holds down the mouse
button over a pliant component. If the user moves her pointer out of the
component, the component should restore his previous state. Following
the previous examples, the toolbox’s icons of office applications became
darker when pressed, and application’s icons in the Mac dock became
darker and reveal also a pop-over menu. This type of hinting is used
also in mobile applications, usually but not only, associated with touch
and hold gesture. Some examples are app’s icons, buttons or drop-down
or pop-over menus. In the Android design guidelines there is a specific
paragraph called “Touch Feedback” that stress the importance of highlight the interaction with pliant components. “Whenever a user touches
an actionable area in your app, provide a visual response. This lets the
user know which object was touched and that your app is listening” (Android , n.d.) and this is made by using the colour and illumination to
respond to touches.
• Cursor hinting communicates pliancy by changing the appearance of
the cursor as it passes over an object or screen area. For example when
the pointer is over a link the cursor becomes a hand, while when the
pointer is over a window’s frame edge then it becomes a pointer with
two arrows (that suggests that the edge of the window can be stretched),
or when the user should wait the cursor can become a pinwheel or a
hourglass, etc. This approach is currently not used in touch screen interfaces, since there is no cursor displayed on the screen. However, the
dynamic gesture hinting, proposed by Lundgren and Hjulström (2011),
is similar to the touch screen version of the cursor hinting approach.

3.1.2

Gestures in Mobile Devices

Nowadays there are three main operating systems for mobile devices: Andoid, iOS and Windows Phone (WP). All of them have their own design guidelines for the developers (Android , n.d.; Apple , n.d.; Windows Phone , n.d.)
and all include a review of the supported gestures for their devices. The names
and the descriptions of the gesture are slightly different, but the main gestures
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Table 3.1: In the table are presented the basic gestures for the three main operating systems (Android, iOS,
Windows Phone) running on the smart devices.

GESTURE

WHAT

HOW

OS

Tap/Touch

to press or select a control or
item

a single, brief touch on the
screen within a bounded area
and back up off the screen
again

iOS, WP,
Android

Drag/Pan

to scroll or pan, or to drag an
element

a single finger placed down and
moved across the screen in any
direction; it ends when the finger is lifted from the screen

iOS, WP,
Android

Flick

to scroll or pan quickly

a single finger down moved
rapidly in any direction and
ends with the finger lifted up

iOS, WP

Swipe

to scroll overflowing content, or
navigate between views in the
same hierarchy.
(iOS): To reveal the Delete
button in a table-view row, or
to hide a view in a split view,
or the Notification Center

touch the surface with a sweeping motion

iOS, Android

Double Tap/Touch

to zoom in and center a block
of content or an image, or to
zoom out (if already zoomed
in)

two quick taps
bounded area

a

iOS, WP,
Android

Pinch (Open/Close)
Pinch and Stretch

pinch open to zoom in, pinch
close to zoom out

two fingers down within separate bounded areas followed
by the fingers moving closer together (pinch) or further apart
(stretch)

iOS, WP,
Android

Touch and Hold /
Long Press

in editable or selectable text,
to reveal a magnified view

a single finger down within a
bounded area for a defined period of time

iOS, WP,
Android

Shake

to initiate an undo or redo action

shaking the device

iOS

within
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are supported in all the platforms. The Apple guidelines place emphasis on
the necessity for developers to use the basic built-in gestures: “People are
comfortable with the standard gestures because the built-in apps use them consistently.” This gives a familiar set of gestures that they can use consistently
all over the system and applications.
All the basic gestures, listed with their name, function and interaction, are
shown in the Table 3.1. There are eight gestures in the iOS Human Interface
Guidelines; six of these are supported also by the other two operating systems.
The “shake” is the only gesture that is supported only by iOS; while the
“flick” and the “swipe” are similar gestures, supported respectively by WP
and Android, and both supported by iOS.
What it is possible to conclude from the table is that there are slightly differences and inconsistencies between different platforms, but the basic built-in
gestures are always the same six: tap, double tap, touch and hold, drag, flick/swipe, and pinch. To these basic built-in gestures the Alchemy concept –
discussed in the next section of this chapter – adds a rotate gesture, which
uses two fingers, placed like at the edges of a circumference, that move simultaneously describing a circle and perform a rotation of the target object under
it.

3.2. Gesture Hinting on Mobile Devices
Besides the importance of the topic of gesture hinting in mobile devices, it
is hard to find out papers, books, or articles that describe, explore and analyse the problem. A literature review is a good method that allows finding
sources related to the topic, compare the literature, analyse, synthesize and
evaluate them. I used for my researches the following digital library resources:
Google Scholar (scholar.google.com), ACM Digital Library (dl.acm.org), IEEE
Xplore Digital Library (ieeexplore.ieee.org), Citebase (www.citebase.org redirected to adsabs.harvard.edu), CiteSeerX (citeseerx.ist.psu.edu), CiteULike
(www.citeulike.org), Scirus (www.scirus.com), Collection of Computer Science
Bibliographies (liinwww.ira.uka.de/csbib). These digital libraries provide accessible web search engines that collect and rank full text of scholarly literature,
papers, articles and books from computer science publications on the web.
The first step was to try to find relevant publications on the digital libraries.
The first researches with “gesture hinting” or “gesture hints” keywords shows
only few relevant results: “Alchemy: dynamic gesture hinting for mobile devices”, “Visual hints for tangible gestures in augmented reality”, and “Tap
Tips: lightweight discovery of touchscreen targets”. Tap Tips (Aoki, Hurst,
and Woodruff, 2001) it’s an old paper that presents the problem of providing
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touch screen target location hints. The concept is designed for pen user interfaces for mobile devices – in 2001 the most common precise pointing devices
for small touchscreen mobile devices. The second paper (White, Lister and
Feiner, 2007) listed above presents the same problem addressed by Alchemy
but in the context of augmented reality (AR). This paper is relevant since
offer a good description of different techniques that can be adopted for gesture hinting in AR – they discussed textual hints, diagrammatic hints, ghosted
hints, animated hints, and composite hints – and techniques for activate/deactivate the hinting mode – pausing or lack of motion, an activation gesture,
a key or a button pressed. Lastly Alchemy Lundgren and Hjulström (2011)
of course is the main reference for this thesis; it is described in detail in the
Theory chapter and is addressed also in the following section. From these few
articles I followed some good references and I explored deeper the concepts
presented. Other relevant papers and concepts have been collected. Hover
Widgets Grossman et al. (2006) descirbes a way to associate simple gestures
to activation of functionalities, by providing a fast and pointer-centred set of
hints for each function. Ripples presented by Wigdor et al. (2009) that shows
a way to reduce feedback ambiguity for touch interactions with touchscreen
devices. The OctoPocus concept Bau and Mackay (2008) that shows gesture
hints combining feedfarward and feedback for mouse-based interfaces.
To extend in someway the focus of the literature review and find more
sources I tried also to search for “gesture mobile devices” and “hints mobile
devices”, but without successful results. The majority of the results show
papers related with the design of new gestures, systems that can interpret and
recognize gestures faster and more precisely, motion-based gesture recognition
on mobile devices, etc. While gestures recognition is widely explored and there
are a lot of papers on the argument, the gesture hinting is largely unaddressed.
Only one paper stands out from this expansion of the research, in fact recently
Anthony et al. (2013) explored the gesture hinting topic in the mobile devices
for kids topic; the article “Examining the need for visual feedback during gesture
interaction on mobile touchscreen devices for kids” shows how difficult it is for
users interpret gestures behaviours without visual feedback. They provide also
several design recommendations for new surface gesture interfaces for children,
teens, and adults on mobile touchscreen devices.
A large amount of research has been dedicated to the occlusion and precise
selection of small targets problem (Potter, Weldon, and Shneiderman, 1988;
Benko, Wilson, and Baudisch, 2006; Esenther and Ryall , 2006; Vogel and
Baudish , 2007; Yatani, Partridge, Bern, and Newman, 2007), generally known
as the fat finger problem. However, only few researches have been made in the
equally important topic of gesture hinting. Few concepts have been proposed
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in the literature: Hover Widgets (Grossman et al. , 2006), Ripples (Wigdor et
al. , 2009), OctoPocus (Bau and Mackay , 2008), and Alchemy (Lundgren and
Hjulström , 2011).
Hover Widgets offer a first example of gesture hinting for touch screen
mobile devices with pen-based interfaces. The system offers a set of custom
gestures that allows the user to quickly activate some functionality with a
button-free UI activation. The user accomplishes a short gesture (in the prototype developed by the authors an “L” gesture), followed by a pressure with
the pen that triggers the activation of the functionality. This prototype is
interesting because provides a new command layer, that show up over the application interface, that is clearly distinguishable from the input layer of a user
interface. The system recognizes the gesture because the user follows a predefined tunnel and activation zone. The tunnel zone has a shape of an “L”, and
after the user has accomplished the 40% of the tunnel zone, the tunnel zone
fades-in and at the end of it an activation zone is displayed as a square icon.
Once the user has completed the tunnel gesture and has pressed on the activation zone, the functionality is revealed. The Hover Widget example shows
also other two good aspect of this kind of visualization: widgets are always
local to the cursor position and users maintain their focus of attention always
on their current area. The information needed are always close to the focus of
attention of the user, therefore this method save time for the user, reduce the
physical movements, and reduce the focus moments.
Ripples is a system that provides feedback for the users on successes and
errors of their gestures on touch interfaces. One of the most relevant observations that Wigdor et al. (2009) made presenting Ripples concept is that
current systems give feedback to the users only when they successfully accomplish a gesture otherwise no event is triggered. They stated a good observation
about touch system feedback to user gestures:
“When interacting with a touch system, there are a number of situations where the user’s input will result in an unexpected behaviour.
[. . . ] Did the hardware fail to detect the touch? Did their fingers
miss the target? Is the multi-finger response not what they believed
it to be? Was there a simultaneous accidental activation elsewhere
on the device that changed the state of the object? Is the object not
enabled for touch interaction?”
The users may often stumble in these situations. Contrarily to what standard systems do, Ripples provides this feedback always, and therefore resolves
the ambiguity of unsuccessful gestures and unexpected behaviours. It is implemented on Microsoft Surface, a big touch screen display, where more users
can interact together, with two hands and all ten fingers. Ripples reduces the
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problem of ambiguity of feedback when the system reacts with an unexpected
behaviour to the interaction of the user. To do so it provides some visual hints
that show to the user when the surface has been touched. The hints appear
like simple, minimal amorphous shapes that appear under the finger of the
user. When the user touch the screen the interface reacts by giving this light,
minimal shape where the user touched the interface. While the user is moving
his fingers on the surface, the light hints will leave a trail in their wake, giving
a prompt feedback to the user. In this way the user can clearly distinguish if
he is touching the surface or not.
OctoPocus (Bau and Mackay , 2008) is an example of dynamic gesture
hinting that use on-screen feedforward and feedback to help the user to learn,
execute and remember gesture sets. OctoPocus is a mouse-based prototype for
dynamic gesture hinting. The user will start drawing a gesture on the screen,
following the paths showed on it. These paths, with a label that indicates
the name of the gesture that the user can accomplish following that track,
represent the feedforward hints for the user – see the first image on the left in
the figure 3.2 presented below. While the user is following a path the others will
gradually disappear, showing only the remaining available gestures, as shown
in the figure 3.2 in the second and third images. This gives the feedback to the
user, who immediately knows if he is performing correctly the desired gesture.

Figure 3.2: The pictures shown the interaction with the OctoPocus system. The user is drawing an S that
activates the save functionality. While the user is following the path for drawing the S, the other gesture
hints disappear.

If we are looking specifically for gesture hinting for mobile devices, there
are not other resources useful for address the problem. While the examples
presented in the background chapter shows that this is a problem that should
be addressed and that designers are developing different alternative methods
for coping this issue, the only targeted article on gesture hinting for mobile
devices is Alchemy, which will be described in detail below.
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3.3. Alchemy Concept
The Alchemy concept Lundgren and Hjulström (2011) suggests a possible
approach to the gesture hinting that could be used as a framework through
different apps and OSes. Alchemy is presented not as a perfect solution, but
rather as a proof of concept to explore and discuss issues related to gesture
hinting. Alchemy had at that point in time not been fully implemented and
thus never been tested with users. Since a first part of the thesis is focused on
the implementation and user testing of Alchemy concept, the next paragraph
presents the concept and exposes some early pros and cons related to it, as
stated by the authors.
“In short, our solution is to overlay semi-transparent gesture hints
on top of the interface – any interface – which means that the design
(graphics and code) can be used together with any application”
- Lundgren and Hjulström (2011).
The Alchemy solution proposes a dynamic gesture hinting system that use
a set of semi-transparent icons that appear under the finger of the user, on top
of the interface, that show which gestures are available for the target object
under the user’s finger.
To deeper describe the interaction that the user has with Alchemy, it’s
beneficial to split the interaction in few steps. First when the gesture hinting
starts, second how the icons are presented, and third which icons and how
to combine them. Some of these steps are entirely described in the article,
for others the authors propose a discussion of the possible implementation,
without showing a specific solution.
If we look at the temporal aspect of gesture hinting, there are different
solutions suggested by Lundgren and Hjulström (2011):
“indicate all possible gestures the first minutes of use, or to hint as
soon as the user touches a new area, and removing the hint once
the user has made the gesture. Or, dynamic gesture hints could
always be visible but only for a very short time, tuning in when a
new type of area is entered and then and tuning out again. Or,
they could appear if the user seems to hesitate.”
In the paper the authors didn’t choose or propose a specific solution that
can be better then others. The reflections are anyway useful for stating some
starting points for a discussion on the topic. The temporal aspect became a
crucial part of the gesture hinting solution. As described in the paragraph
2.3 different approaches have different pros and cons depending also on the
temporal aspect.
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In the designed concept, Alchemy shows the available gestures as icons
under the finger of the user. When the user touches the surface, Alchemy acts
like an intermediate layer that intercept the touch and shows semi-transparent
gesture hints over the interface. The gesture hinting is dynamic, since the
gesture hints follow the finger and change depending on the target item placed
under it. This means that the icon should be big enough to be visible, and at
the same time as small as possible to avoid to hide the content around it. The
hand of the user can occlude part of the icon, and if the target object is closed
to the edge of the display can be only partially visible. The icons should
be understandable also if they are only partially visible. Another solution
proposed by the authors is “to enlarge the circle and let it move only so much
that all of it still fits on the screen, to some extent following the finger, but
also allowing the finger to not be centred in it.” (Lundgren and Hjulström ,
2011) Also in this case the icon will be partially covered by the finger, because
the finger is not centred.

Figure 3.3: On the left the full icon set used in the Alchemy, on the top right the icon that combine a tap,
double tap and swipe, on the bottom right an image from Alchemy that shows the real use with the user’s
finger on top.

The authors in detail describe the icons that should be used with Alchemy.
First of all they chose to focus on seven main gestures: “We have, however,
focused on the seven defined by Apple, firstly because our proof of concept
was developed for iOS and lastly because the two finger (pinch and rotate)
gestures introduces interesting problems” (Lundgren and Hjulström , 2011).
The gestures considered are: tap, double tap, touch and hold, swipe, drag,
pinch and rotate. The figure 3.3 shows on the left part the icon set proposed.
The icons are idiomatic, i.e. they are not necessarily intuitive, but they should
be easy to learn and retain. Alchemy utilizes these seven icons and combines
them to generate a new icon that shows to the user many available gestures
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at the same time. In the example on the top right of figure 3.3, is visible how
tap, double tap and swipe are combined in one single icon that shows that all
the three gestures are available on the target item. In the bottom right part
of the picture we can see the implementation of Alchemy with a showcase of a
horizontal swipe gesture available on a slider item. As we can see in the image
the icon is just around the user’s finger, and centred under it. These choices
for the graphical aspect and for the position of the icons give some negative
sides to the design, which became more limited.
The use of idiomatic icons offers some advantages compared with the
metaphoric one.
“Idiomatic design is the future of interaction design. Using this
paradigm, we depend on the natural ability of humans to learn easily
and quickly as long as we don’t force them to understand how and
why. There is an infinity of idioms waiting to be invented, but only
a limited set of metaphors waiting to be discovered.” - Cooper et
al. (2007)
Idiomatic icons are meant to be learned, rather than be intuitive, they
should be clear, easy to memorize and retain.
A crucial aspect of Alchemy’s approach is that the gesture hints suggests
only which gestures are available, but not the consequences of these gestures.
This is a big difference from the gesture hinting that traditionally explain
the available gestures along with their consequences (i.e. “slide to unlock”).
Alchemy only provides hints about what the user can do on that object in that
moment. The reason to do so is to provide a generic dynamic gesture hinting
system that is cross-platform and cross-app.
The authors also discussed the code implementation of the Alchemy concept. They proposed three different approaches: include Alchemy as a part of
the frameworks, develop an application that can run in background and add
an overlay to the app currently running, or develop a framework that developers could use in their own projects. The first approach is of course the ideal
one since it would be turn into some kind of de facto standard; the OSes will
include it in their standard architecture. The second approach has the disadvantage that the application can interfere with the apps, and currently is not
supported by the operating systems. The third approach has the disadvantage
that it is up to developers to actively use it, which decreases the chances of it
becoming a de facto standard. To verify if the idea is possible to implement,
the authors used the third approach, since the other two were not supported
by the OSes, and created an Alchemy-app for iOS that implements partially
the concept.

4. METHODOLOGIES
This chapter lists all the methods used during the process. For each method
a short description of it will be presented along with references where the
method has been described previously. The list of methods is alphabetically
ordered.

4.1. Various Types of Brainstorming
Brainstorming is a method for the generation of ideas, since it produces a lot
of ideas in a really short time. Sixty minutes seems to be the optimum length,
accordingly to Kelly (2000) experience, though occasionally a brainstorm can
productively stretch to an hour and a half. During this time the participants
are pushed to generate as many ideas as possible. The basic rules for a good
brainstorming session are: sharpen the focus, go for quantity, encourage wild
ideas, build upon an idea and then jump to another, don’t allow evaluation
and judgements, avoid turns, and avoid expert roles within the group. (Kelly
, 2000; Dufree , 2007)
There are many variations of the traditional brainstorming. Some important of these are: Brainwriting, 6-3-5 brainstorming, and Reverse brainstorming. Brainwriting is an ideation method for quickly generating ideas by asking
people to write their ideas on paper (or online) rather than shouting them
out as they would in group brainstorming (Brahm and Kleiner , 1996). Reverse brainstorming helps you solve problems by combining brainstorming and
reversal techniques. To use this technique, instead of starting with direct questions, the moderator starts with reversed questions: instead of asking, “How
do I solve or prevent this problem?” ask, “How could I possibly cause the problem?”; instead of asking “How do I achieve these results?” ask, “How could I
possibly achieve the opposite effect?” This technique is specially useful when
is difficult to identify solutions to the problem directly; is good also for creative problem solving, and can lead to robust solutions, since the attention is
focused on problems. (Mind Tools , n.d.)
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Based on the concept of brainstorming, the aim of 6-3-5 brainstorming is to
generate 108 new ideas in half an hour. In a similar way to brainstorming, it is
not the quality of ideas that matters but the quantity. The technique involves
6 participants who sit in a group and are supervised by a moderator. Each
participant thinks up 3 ideas every 5 minutes. The ideas are written down on
a worksheet and passed on to the next participant. The participant reads the
ideas and uses them as inspiration for more ideas. Participants are encouraged
to draw on others’ ideas for inspiration, thus stimulating the creative process.
(Rohrbach , 1969)

4.2. C-Sketch
The collaborative sketching (C-Sketch) is an idea generation method that
extends the Method 6-3-5 in a graphical way. The method is suitable for use
after the problem definition and clarification stage in the engineering design
process.
“The designers work independently, developing a sketch of their
proposed solution to the problem for a predetermined length of time
(cycle-time). At the end of each cycle the sketch is passed to the
next designer. The designer may then add, modify or delete aspects
of the design solution. Two constrains are that the entire design
may not be erased and the sketching is the only allowed mode of
communication among design team members.” (Shah et al. , 2000)
There are two basic method variables in C-Sketch: the time allocated for
each designer to work upon a sketch and the number of designers in a loop.

4.3. Expert Evaluation
“Expert evaluations involve a review of a product or system, usually by a usability specialist or human factors specialist who has
little or no involvement in the project. The specialist performs his
or her review according to accepted usability principles (heuristics)
from the body of research, human factors literature, and previous
professional experience.” (Rubin and Chisnell , 2011)
The advantage is that during the evaluation only few experts are needed,
no external resources are needed. Therefore, since no users are needed for
the evaluation, this technique offers a fast and cheap way for the evaluation.
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Experts have a lot of experience in interaction and usability problems; their
comments lead to potential robust usability solutions. At the same time, if
the expert evaluators provide an analysis too punctual, they can find more
problems that what users really experience, a sort of false positive problems of
usability. Therefore, this technique is very dependent on the competency and
experience of the experts’ expertise within that area. (Jordan , 1998)

4.4. Focus Group
Focus groups are somewhat informal techniques that can help you assess
user needs and feeling both in the early stages, like the ideation phase, and
also later in the process after the implementation of a prototype. The focus
group usually consist of five to ten users that are encouraged to discuss issues
and concerns about the features of a user interface. The moderator runs the
group and maintains the group’s focus on the topic. Focus groups often bring
out users’ spontaneous reactions and ideas and give the opportunity to the
researchers to observe some group dynamics and organizational issues. (Nielsen
, 1997)
Most of the time the concepts that participants evaluate in these group
sessions can be presented with low fidelity prototypes, such as paper-andpencil drawings, storyboards, and/or more elaborate screen-based prototypes
or plastic models. The scope of the focus group is to identify how acceptable
the concepts are, in what ways they are unacceptable or unsatisfactory, and
how they might be made more acceptable and useful.
“The beauty of the focus group is its ability to explore a few people’s
judgments and feelings in great depth, and in so doing learn something about how end users think and feel.” (Rubin and Chisnell ,
2011)
A focus group is good for gathering general, qualitative information but is
not a user testing. The main difference between a user testing and the focus
group is that, with the user testing it is possible to observe users accomplish
their tasks and see how they operate, whereas with the focus groups users are
reporting what they usually do. There is a big difference between what the
users feel, like or want to tell about what they do, and what they actually do.
For this reason focus group are not suitable for learning about performance
issues and real behaviours of the users.
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4.5. Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic evaluation (Molich and Nielsen , 1990; Nielsen , 1994) is a usability engineering method for finding the usability problems in a user interface
design so that they can be attended to as part of an iterative design process.
Each evaluator has a checklist with the heuristics that she has to examine
and during the evaluation session, she goes trough the interface several times
and inspect which heuristics are respected and which are violated. These
usability principles, called heuristics, are general rules that describe common
properties of usable interfaces. The evaluators are obviously allowed to express
other considerations that come up in mind while they are analysing the interface. Of course the results of this technique are dependent on the knowledge
and experience in the topic of the evaluator.
Nielsen (1995) stated that: “Heuristic evaluation does not provide a systematic way to generate fixes to the usability problems or a way to assess the
probable quality of any redesigns.” However, since the heuristics highlight usability problems that refer to usability principles well known and universally
recognized, it will often be fairly easy to generate a revised design according to
the guidelines provided by the violated principle for good interactive systems.
Also, many usability problems have fairly obvious fixes as soon as they have
been identified.

4.6. Interview
Kahn and Cannell (1957) describe interviews as a “conversation with a
purpose”, and it can be very much like it. Mainly there are four types of interviews: unstructured (also known as open-ended), semi-structured, structured,
and group interviews (Fontana and Frey , 1994). Open-ended or unstructured
interviews are exploratory and are more like conversations around a particular
topic; they often go into considerable depth. Questions are open, meaning that
there is no particular expectation about the format or content of answers. They
are aimed to explore the range of opinions. In structured interviews, the interviewer asks predetermined questions similar to those in a questionnaire. The
questions need to be short and clearly worded, and they are typically closed
questions, which means that they require an answer from a predetermined set
of alternatives. Semi-structured interviews combine features of structured and
unstructured interviews and use both closed and open questions. The interviewer has a basic script for guidance, so that the same topics are covered with
each interviewee. Group interviews are made with small group of participants.
The most appropriate approach to interviewing depends on the purpose of
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the interview, the questions to be addressed, and the stage in the lifecycle.
(Preece, Rogers and Sharp, 2011)
“Interviewing can be combined with observation where the researcher
interviews respondents while they are engaged in some activity. In
this situation the researcher interrupts’ the observed activity to ask
questions, motivated by the observations being made. However,
there is a trade off here. One will influence the course of the activity, but the contextual interview can provide access to information
that observation alone might fail to uncover.” (Blomberg et al. ,
1993)
Interviews are also useful when you want to explore users’ general attitudes
or how they think about a problem. Nielsen (2010) argued that:
“The critical incident method is especially useful for such exploratory
interviews: Ask users to recall specific instances in which they faced
a particularly difficult case or when something worked particularly
well. These extreme cases are often more vivid in users’ minds, and
will give you the details needed to come up with useful features.”
Using this information it is up to the designers to meet the necessity and
wishes of the users. Interviews are a good method to: come up with new
useful features; plan good user centred design, find problems that only users
with experience from similar products can highlight; and understand deeply
how the users interpret the changes adopted for the new design.

4.7. Literature Study
Literature study is a comprehensive research of all the interesting papers,
books and articles available on a specific topic, aimed to describe the state of
the art. The literature study is important in the preliminary phase of a project,
since it gives background knowledge necessary for stating the right research
questions and understanding the significant aspects of the topic. The result
of the literature study summarise the knowledge that exists on the topic and
offers a review that helps the reader to understand the topic without being
forced to read all the individual research reports. (Aveyard , 2010; Jones ,
1992)
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4.8. Prototyping
“A prototype is one manifestation of a design that allows stakeholders to interact with it and to explore its suitability; it is limited
in that a prototype will usually emphasize one set of product characteristics and de-emphasize others. Prototypes are a useful aid
when discussing ideas with stakeholders; they are a communication
among team members, and are an effective way for designers to
explore design ideas. The activity of building prototypes encourages reflection in design, and is recognized as important part of the
design process.” (Preece, Rogers and Sharp, 2011)
Prototypes can be distinguished in two main categories: the low-fidelity
prototypes and the high-fidelity prototypes. The first are raw prototypes of
the final product, they are not looking like it. They are useful because they
are cheap, simple and quick to implement and modify; therefore low-fidelity
prototypes are used especially in the early stages of the design process, where
the designer have to explore and verify different ideas. Traditional types of
low-fidelity prototypes are storyboards, sketches, prototypes with index cards,
prototypes with fabrics and materials, Wizard of Oz, etc. The result is not
meant to become part of the final product; usually the low-fidelity prototypes
are set aside once they have fulfilled their purpose. The high-fidelity prototypes instead provide materials and interactions that you would expect to find
in the final product. High-fidelity prototypes are good to test the product
and find technical issues or performance values. However they have some disadvantages: they take time to be produced and modified; the user can focus
their attention on superficial aspect instead of the core features, they can have
too high expectations. Therefore high-fidelity prototypes are used only when
the concept is already well defined. High-fidelity prototypes are also good
for presenting the final concept, before this became the final product, to the
stakeholders for the validation.

4.9. Questionnaire
Questionnaires are a well-established technique for collecting demographic
data and users’ opinions. Effort and skill are needed to ensure that questions
are clearly worded and the data collected can be analysed efficiently. Welldesigned questionnaires are good for getting answers to specific questions from
a large group of people, and especially if that group of people is spread across a
wide geographical area, making it infeasible to visit them all. The big difference
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with the structured interviews is the absence of the interviewer that can explain
the questions to the participant to clarify any ambiguity. Because of this, it is
important that questions are specific; when possible, closed questions should
be asked and a range of answers offered, including a ’none of these’ option.
Finally, negative questions can be confusing and may lead to the respondents
giving false information, although some questionnaire designers use a mixture
of negative and positive questions deliberately because it helps to check the
users intentions. (Preece, Rogers and Sharp, 2011)
Another important aspect is the way the data are structured and the way
the data are collected. The standard response formats to the questions are:
check box, ranges, rating scales, Likert scales, semantic differential scales.
Questionnaires are made for quantitative data gathering; these formats help
the collection and the analysis of the data.

4.10. SUXES
As described by Turunen et al. (2009a):
“SUXES is an evaluation method for collecting subjective metrics
with user experiments. It captures both user expectations and user
experiences, making it possible to analyse the state of the application and its interaction methods, and compare results.”
The method requires the use of two sets of questionnaires, one before and
one after the use of the application. The first set of questionnaires is used to
measure the expectations of the users. The participants select two values that
define a range between the acceptable and desirable level of their expectations.
The second set of questionnaires, which use the same questions or metrics of
the first one, is used to measure the experience after the use of the application.
This time the participants have to choose only one value. Then the results of
the first and the second set of questionnaires are compared, and is possible to
measure the gap between the pre-test expectations and the post-test experience.
“The gap can be expressed using two disconfirmation measures, the
Measure of Service Superiority (MSS) and the Measure of Service
Adequacy (MSA). MSS measures the difference between the perceived level and the desired level, and MSA the difference between
the perceived level and the accepted level. If experiences are in the
range of expectations, MSS values are negative and MSA values are
positive. The range of the accepted and the desired level is called
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the Zone of Tolerance. The SUXES method is particularly suitable
for iterative development, since it has indicates what the strong features of the application are, and where further development efforts
are needed.” (Turunen et al. , 2009b)

4.11. User Testing
User testing is a method used to collect empirical data. Is based on the
data gathering from the observation of representative end users while they
are using the product to perform realistic tasks. The main focus here is to
use participants that are representative end users and see in which degree the
product or prototype meets some specific usability criteria. With the user
testing we can measure different aspects of a product, therefore it’s important
to define the criteria used in the user test.
Rubin and Chisnell (2011) define the metrics to measure of the usability
of a product with the following statement:
“To be usable, a product or service should be useful, efficient, effective, satisfying, learnable, and accessible.
• Usefulness concerns the degree to which a product enables a
user to achieve his or her goals.
• Efficiency is the quickness with which the user’s goal can
be accomplished accurately and completely and is usually a
measure of time.
• Effectiveness refers to the extent to which the product behaves in the way that users expect it to and the ease whit
which users can use it to what they intend. This is usually
measured quantitatively with error rate.
• Satisfaction refers to the user’s perceptions, feelings and
opinions of the product, usually captured through both written and oral questions.”
These definitions are the basis for the user testing. The usability goals are
usually defined with one or more metrics based on these attributes, and they
have to be well defined and precisely specify to obtain good results from the
user test.
The procedure of a user test starts usually with the formulation of one
or more hypotheses. The hypothesis states what the experimenter expects to
occur during the user test. The hypothesis should be expressed as specific
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as possible. The user test, by isolating and manipulating variables under
controlled conditions, tests these hypotheses and verify quality of the product
or prototype. It’s important that the conditions between the users are always
the same, so that each participant will have nearly the identical experience
during the test. The only thing that should vary between the participants’
tests are the tested variables. After that the cause-and-effects relationships
are carefully analysed and the hypotheses are either refused or confirmed.
This strict version of user testing is used in research fields to formulate and
test specific hypotheses, but often a less strict version is used to make informed
decisions about design to improve products.
Rubin and Chisnell (2011) describe four different ways of doing user testing:
• The exploratory study is conducted quite early in the development cycle,
when a product is still in the preliminary stages of being defined and
designed. The project team is probably wrestling with the functional
specification and early models of the product. The main objective of the
exploratory study is to examine the effectiveness of preliminary design
concepts.
• Assessments or summative test are probably the simplest and most straightforward for the novice usability professional to design and conduct. Assessment tests are conducted either early or midway into the product
development cycle, usually after the fundamental or high-level design or
organization of the product has been established. The purpose of the
assessment test is to expand the findings of the exploratory test by evaluating the usability of lower-level operations and aspects of the product.
• The validation test, also referred to as the verification test, is usually
conducted late in the development cycle and, as the name suggests, is
intended to measure usability of a product against established benchmarks or, in the case of a verification test, to confirm that problems
discovered earlier have been remedied and that new ones have not been
introduced. The intent is to establish that the product meets such a standard prior to release, and if it does not, to establish the reason(s) why.
Usability objectives are typically stated in terms of performance criteria,
such as efficiency and effectiveness, or how well and how fast the user can
perform various tasks and operations. Or the objectives can be stated
in terms of preference criteria, such as achieving a particular ranking or
rating from users. A verification test has a slightly different flavour. The
objective here is to ensure that usability issues identified in earlier tests
have been addressed and corrected appropriately.
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The comparison test is not associated with any specific point in the product
development lifecycle. In the early stages, it can be used to compare several
radically different interface styles via an exploratory test, to see which has the
greatest potential with the proposed target population. The comparison test
is the fourth type of test and can be used in conjunction with any of the other
three tests. It is used to compare two or more designs. The comparison test is
typically used to establish which design is easier to use or learn, or to better
understand the advantages and disadvantages of different designs.

4.12. Workshop
A workshop is a method of data gathering that allows for collecting data
within a small group of participants in a shared way. The participants are immersed in an environment equipped with all the necessary tools for exploring
the topic addressed by the workshop. The participants are prompted towards
discussing and collecting multiple viewpoints on the topic, and they are encouraged to cooperate and find consensus on their decisions. The workshop
can help to find general consensus also between stakeholders and developers,
this is one of the advantages offered by this technique. Workshops require
a very careful planning, but if it is designed in detail, everyone will get full
value from the event. Beside the focus of the workshop the way the tasks
are proposed to the participants makes the difference. Creative exercises will
get everyone relaxed and involved, and therefore will lead to more interesting
solutions.

5. THE PROCESS
In this chapter I present the process flow that lead me from the exploration
of the topic, through the design and evaluation of new alternative solutions, to
the user testing that compared Alchemy concept with Cicero concept designed
by me. The flow presents the first twelve weeks of work: eight of which were
spent stating the topic, analysing the current solutions, exploring new alternative solutions that can implement gesture hinting for mobile devices; and the
other four spent implementing two prototypes of different approaches to gesture hinting, making the user testing to compare their effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction, and analysing the results of the user testing.
Therefore in this chapter are discussed the literature studies made at the
beginning to find the background and the theory, the methods used to explore
the topic and the results that build the flow of the process, the designing
choices made for implementing the prototypes and the user test with the final
results.
In this chapter however, the new Cicero concept won’t be analysed, it will
be the central topic of the next chapter, same for the further improvements
made to the new concept. The process of refinement of the Cicero concept and
the open questions that still remain after the introduction of this concept are
discussed in the chapter 6 and 7.

5.1. Overview on the Project Flow
In the figure 5.1 is presented the flow of the project for the first twelve
weeks of work. This image summarizes how the flow goes through different
stages, with the use of different methods that I used to explore and design
alternative solutions to Alchemy concept. In the last month of this first part
of the project my work was focused on the implementation of two prototypes
and the following user test did with them. The user test, made to compare the
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction of the two approaches Alchemy and
Cicero, required some weeks of work and ended this first part of the project.
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Figure 5.1: The process flow described week-per-week with the list of the methods used during the first half
of the master thesis project.

After the first weeks, spent for the literature study, I collected enough
examples of current gesture hinting solutions that apps and OSes adopt nowadays. I added the researches that I found relevant on this topic, and I defined
the bases for the project flow. This literature study gave me a whole frame on
the current state of the gesture hinting topic. From that point some ideas for
new alternative designs came up.
Before starting to develop some of these ideas, I decided to utilize my colleagues’ knowledge in interaction design to explore the topic and find possible
alternative solutions to gesture hinting that I hadn’t come up with yet by myself. I chose to start with a focus group and some brainstorming to go deeper
and see if my assumptions and ideas were confirmed by their designs. The
workshop and the expert evaluation that followed highlighted the pros and
cons of the different alternatives. In this way I worked step by step, with an
iterative process that brought me to refine my ideas and defines some good
gesture hinting system flows. I finalized this process with the description and
implementation of an alternative solution to Alchemy, called Cicero.
The next step was to compare the two concepts in a user test. For this reason I developed two working prototypes of Alchemy and Cicero. This allowed
me to verify which approach was more effective, efficient and satisfactory for
the users. The results show that the Cicero concept is preferable, and thus I
refined this concept with further iterations that will be described in the next
chapter.

5.2 Methods for Finding Out Background and Theory
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5.2. Methods for Finding Out Background
and Theory
Despite the importance of the topic of gesture hinting in mobile devices,
it is hard to find out papers, books, or articles that describe, explore and
analyse the problem. A literature study is a good method that allows finding
sources related to the topic, compare the literature, analyse, synthesize and
evaluate them. I used for my researches the following digital library resources:
Google Scholar (scholar.google.com), ACM Digital Library (dl.acm.org), IEEE
Xplore Digital Library (ieeexplore.ieee.org), Citebase (www.citebase.org redirected to adsabs.harvard.edu), CiteSeerX (citeseerx.ist.psu.edu), CiteULike
(www.citeulike.org), Scirus (www.scirus.com), Collection of Computer Science
Bibliographies (liinwww.ira.uka.de/csbib). These digital libraries provide accessible web search engines that collect and rank full text of scholarly literature, papers, articles and books from computer science publications on the
web. After the first step of the literature review, I added personal experience
and knowledge acquired during my academic career, collecting material from
the textbooks, references and courses materials. Finally for a complete review
of the topic I explored the interaction with different mobile devices OSes and
I asked to colleagues and users how they perceive the topic and which kind of
examples about past experiences they remember during the interaction with
their devices. This final step allowed me to collect good examples for the
background description of current techniques for gesture hinting on mobile
devices.
Finalized the literature review about gesture hinting for mobile devices,
I collected books that helped me with the theory chapter. I especially analysed the design for graphical interfaces and the differences between the desktop and touchscreen GUIs. Many good references and books came from my
academic background. Interaction Design, Web Design, Graphical Interfaces,
Information Visualization, User Experience, Human Computer Interaction, Interaction Methodologies and Prototyping, Mobile Computing courses gave me
good bases for approach the problem. Many books I used to find principles
and rules that I could apply to my designs came from the background courses’
references literature.
Finally, a significant contribution in exploring the mobile devices OSes
came, besides from the Android design guidelines (Android , n.d.), Apple Human Interface Guidelines (Apple , n.d.) and Windows Phone developers’ guidelines (Windows Phone , n.d.), from the direct exploration of the apps and OSes
of mobile devices, and from colleagues and users that suggest me good/bad
examples of gesture hinting in mobile devices. With the knowledge I was able
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to define the basis for this master thesis project work.
After the literature review, I summarized the results of the current solutions
and research concepts and I started with the deep analysis of the Alchemy
concept.

5.3. Exploring Alchemy’s Concept: Starting
Point
Here, I describe the early assessments on Alchemy, reflections, and key
points that I extracted from a first analysis. I discuss also the decisions on
which method I used for approaching the problem. Talking about Alchemy,
which are the pros and cons of this approach compared also with the other
approaches showed in the previous chapter (paragraph 2.2)? Dynamic gesture
hinting offers something new, but still many observations and considerations
have to be done.
Alchemy is a concept proposed by Lundgren and Hjulström (2011) that
suggests using a semi-transparent layer to show gesture hints under the user’s
finger. The concept proposed should ideally run over any application or operating system as an independent layer. Therefore the design of Alchemy
should be neutral and flexible for different OS implementations. The icon set
proposed in the article describes seven main gestures of mobile devices: tap,
double tap, touch and hold, swipe/flick, drag, pinch and rotate. The icons are
combined together when many gestures are available for the same target item.
For a complete review of the concept look at the paragraph 3.3 in the Theory
chapter, in the following is discussed a first analysis of the concept, with an
overview of the main pros and cons of this approach.
To summarize and give a first overview of the pros and cons identified in the
first analysis of the Alchemy concept I prepared the Table 5.1, where I listed
the three main design decisions described in the article and for each I explain
some pros and cons. It will follow a complete description of the detected issues.
Alchemy offers a dynamic gesture hinting approach, this means that the
hints (in this case the icons) appear and change accordingly to the position
of the finger, indicating which gesture are available in the current position.
This offers the opportunity to show only the hints needed for that specific
element in the moment that the user is asking for it. The timing here is a very
critical aspect, as discussed by the authors; choose the right time to show the
hints is primary. Discussing with the author Sus Lundgren (who was also the
supervisor of this thesis), I had the opportunity to explore this aspect deeper
and the most promising solutions are to show the hints on user hesitation or
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Table 5.1: In the table are summarized the pros and cons of the main characteristics of the Alchemy concept.

CHARACTERISTICS

PROS

CONS

Icons appear to surround the user’s finger

- information displayed close to the
focus of the user

- occlusions
- requires combined icons
- possible problems with the size
and colour of the icons
- only partially visible if the finger
is close to one edge

Use of idiomatic icons

- flexible
- extensible

- less intuitive
- requires time to be learned

Use of combined icons

- occupies small space on the display
- very fast once learned

- can increase the users’ cognitive
effort
- takes time to understand and
learn
- require specific icons’ design to
fit together and still clearly convey
their individual meaning
- not flexible (difficult to extend
with more gestures at the same
time)

when the user voluntarily ask for them. The first solution requires a method
to predict when the user is hesitating (which is not simple), but directly offers
the hints needed to the user, also when he doesn’t know about them and/or
he didn’t ask for them. The second solution requires an initial intentional
gesture to activate the gesture hinting system. From one point of view this is
a bad solution, since if the user doesn’t realize that there are more gestures
available than what she currently uses, she will never ask for gesture hinting,
and she will not discover other functionalities. On the other hand, this removes
unnecessary hints that can be annoying for the user, and most importantly,
the magical effect of discovering new functionalities accidentally or by oneself
is not affected by this approach. This is not a point to be underestimated,
since it leaves to the user the decision to ask or not for help, and doesn’t affect
at all the current methods for gesture hinting and applications events. This
is a good aspect that makes Alchemy a general framework that can be used
in different operating systems and apps, without interfering with them; in the
worst case, if Alchemy is ignored by the users, the interaction with the mobile
device won’t be worse than it currently is. The necessity of activating the
gesture hinting however requires one extra step and a design decision on how
to activate Alchemy.
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The use of idiomatic icons offers some advantages compared with the
metaphoric ones.
“Idiomatic design is the future of interaction design. Using this
paradigm, we depend on the natural ability of humans to learn easily
and quickly as long as we don’t force them to understand how and
why. There is an infinity of idioms waiting to be invented, but only
a limited set of metaphors waiting to be discovered.” (Cooper et al.
, 2007)
Idiomatic icons are meant to be learned, more than intuitive, they should
be clear, easy to memorize and retain. This offers some advantages for the
designers: the icons shouldn’t recall a real-world metaphor; they can be abstract; and there is an infinity of them that can be used. The disadvantages
are two for the users: the icons are less intuitive, and they require time to be
learned. This is reflected on the first interaction that user has with the gesture
hinting system, which might be not easy to understand and interpret. The use
of idiomatic icons requires then a sort of training for the novel users; they need
to learn the message conveyed by each icon, and understand how they will be
combined.
On the design choices of the implementation of Alchemy we can make
many observations. First, Alchemy supports a dynamic gesture hinting that
shows the icons directly were the user has the focus in that moment. The
hints are placed directly under the finger, thus the user has all the necessary
information close to the item is pointing at. However, since the mobile devices
have touch screens this approach has some noticeable cons. Since the user is
using his finger to point the target item, the user’s finger partially occludes the
information displayed under (and around) it. The icons should be big enough
to be displayed around the finger, but what’s the right size? Every person is
different and has a different finger size. Some people interact with thumbs,
other prefer to interact with their index finger. Anyway the size of the icon
should be big enough to be visible and at the same time should be as small
as possible to don’t cover to much content around the finger. The colour of
the icons and the thickness of the lines should be carefully selected to: work
on different backgrounds, be still clearly visible, but avoid to hiding the rest
of the content.
Second, the icons will be probably partially occluded in the bottom part –
left or right depending to the hand used by the user – thus the icons should
be still clearly understandable also if they are only partially visible. This is
a critical aspect also because the icon can be partially visible also if the user
finger is closed to the edges of the display. If the icons are centred under the
finger, and the finger is close to the edges only half or less of the icon is visible
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– the worst case will be in one of the corners, where only one forth of the icon
will be visible to the user.
Third, using the icons under the finger requires to combines many icons in
one if the target item has many gestures available. This happens quite often,
since the use of the gestures in the apps is nowadays growing constantly; i.e.
in iOS on the map a user can interact with all the seven main gestures on an
item1 , and the same happens for the manipulation of images2 . Combining the
icons into a new icon requires more effort for the user to decompose the icon
and understand which gestures are available, and this will probably affect the
effectiveness and efficiency of the gesture hinting system.
Moreover, as described by Lundgren and Hjulström (2011), Alchemy doesn’t
address the problem of custom gestures:
“if a developer wants to create custom gestures, and still use Alchemy,
she or he needs to add them to the Alchemy code base, also adding
the related new graphic components for it, and these need to fit the
other components in such a way that any combination is possible.”
Considering the problem of combining the icons under the finger and the
necessity of having icons that convey their meaning also if only partially visible,
this could be a significant problem. Alchemy concept shows a lack of flexibility
toward the introduction of new gestures, this is however something that all
standard suffer from.
Two other aspects not considered in the article are the discrimination between context and target item, the temporal and mode aspect. If we show
the available gesture for an item placed under the user finger, we show the
gesture available for that item but also the overall gesture available in that
screen from that position. Let’s take an example from the Alchemy article
(Lundgren and Hjulström , 2011): in the figure 9.a) the authors propose a
scenario, where the user is in the home screen of an iPhone, “The user touches
the Safari icon. Alchemy indicates that there are three possible gestures; Tap,
Swipe (horizontally only) and Touch and hold.” The tap and the touch and
hold gestures act on the Safari icon, which is the target item, but the swipe
(horizontally only) is an overall gesture because can be applied everywhere in
the home screen. Should we clarify in some way what is an overall gesture and
what is a gesture for that specific item? Is this important for the user, or is
1

Maps: tap to select an item, double tap to zoom-in, touch and hold for dropping a
pin, flick/swipe/drag to pan the map, pinch tap to zoom-in and out, rotate for change the
orientation of the map.
2
Photos: tap to hide/reveal controls, double tap/pinch for zoom-in and -out, touch and
hold for copy, flick/swipe to browse pictures in the album, drag to pan the image when
already zoomed, rotate to turn it.
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it negligible? If this information doesn’t affect the interaction with the item,
then the disambiguation is negligible. This is anyways an aspect that requires
more exploration.
The second aspect is connected to temporality and mode. From the same
scenario example above, we can argue that the icons in the home screen could
be also dragged, once the user with the touch and hold activating the edit
mode. And what if the item became available for new gestures only after
time, for example in a game new objects and functionalities are available on
the same target item after the user reaches a certain amount of points. Is it
important to show to the user the other gestures available later? How can
we disambiguate these gestures with the others? Is showing only the current
gestures available the best solution? The Alchemy concept doesn’t address
these questions, but some assessments must be made about it.

5.4. Gesture Hinting: Focus Group
The scope of this first focus group session was to discuss the current solutions for gesture hinting available on mobile devices, highlight the important
and problematic aspects of the topic and find some insights for new alternative
techniques.

5.4.1

Methodology

The focus group was done with 4 master students of the Interaction Design
& Technologies course at Chalmers (Goteborg – SWE). These participants are
creative people, experts in interaction designing, but they have never discussed
the gesture hinting topic before (therefore are the perfect candidates for the
focus group).
During the session the participants tried to discuss around the following
broad questions: “How can we suggest to the users which gestures are available
for an element of the mobile device’s GUI?”, “Which are the pro and cons of
the current techniques? Which would you like to use for your gesture hinting
solution?”, “When should we show the gesture hints? And for how long?”
These questions highlight three mainstreams: the first was a broad question
that allow participants to approach the problem without biases, the second
question move the focus of the discussion on the current techniques, and the
third try to explore the temporal aspect of gesture hinting.
In the second part of the focus group, I worked with an opposite focus
group. I asked questions like: “How can you generate gesture ambiguity on
mobile device’s GUI?”, “Which kind of hidden gestures did you find while you
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had used your mobile phone?”, “Which kind of functionalities, that you would
like to design or that you found in some apps, requires a non-obvious gesture
interaction?”. The focus was moved towards exploring which are the most
problematic cases of gesture hinting. I started with a broad conceptual question, followed by a practical question that asked participant to recall their
experience with mobile devices and I finished with addressing the custom gesture problem, by asking for non-obvious gesture interactions.
Each participant had some white sheets and many sticky notes. They were
free to sketch and place their ideas, or keywords close to others in order to
organize and explore concepts. Each idea was numbered and placed in the
middle where everyone can see it. After the focus group discussion all the
ideas were placed aside and the participants started the opposite focus group,
following the same rules of the previous one. During the focus group the
participants were invited also to use an iPod Touch and an Android mobile
phone in order to find some good examples or recall what they discovered by
using their apps before. For this reason I made available to them an iPod
Touch and an Android phone.
During the focus group I played the role of the moderator. I pushed the
discussion into the topic, I helped the participants to go beyond the stalemate
moments, and I followed the participants’ ideas over the interesting topics
that popped up. I took notes about their discussions and I noted some quotes
presented in the following section.

5.4.2

Findings

The general opinion of the participants, about standard components was
positive. Participants stated that a good point is that standard components
very quickly become understandable and recognizable at a glance by the user.
After the user has learnt them once, he will always know how to interact with
them. From their point of view, standard components are a very good way to
conform all the apps that run on one OS. It will be even better if these standard
components will be the same or at least very similar, instead of having different
implementation for each OS. This is also the main negative aspect about standard components. It is hard to introduce new standard components, and it is
even more hard convince companies to adopt them consistently. Participants
highlighted that each company takes its own way and the rivalry between them
will never be overcome.
About written instructions and tutorials, the participants’ first observation
was referring to the annoying or boring effect that these instructions have
once the user discovered them. The observations stress the dissatisfaction or
annoyance experienced with some apps on their mobile phones. The statements
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made by the participants show the disappointment:
“I don’t like apps that show me written instructions. I and many
of my friends like to discover the apps and the instructions should
appear smoothly only when necessary.”
“I find boring when the instruction are always there in the background, especially if I know what I have to do. They are useful
only the first time.”
“If an instruction should be written and persistent, then it should
be at least nice to see!”
From these opinions we can say that written instructions are not very well
assessed by this team of participants.
The animations instead received a positive assessment. The participants
highlighted the importance that the animations are subtle, noticeable, but not
distracting. The way to design good animations need to be based on affordance. The users should immediately understand how to act. The animation
should attract the eyes and be pleasant to see and interact. A participant
expressed this relevant opinion: “I like the slide to unlock of the iPhone. Also
if I see it thousand of times I like the way it is designed and I don’t get bored”.
One element that could make the difference is the playfulness of the hints. I
heard two examples from the comments of the participants that clearly shows
this role of the playfulness and pleasantness of interaction:
“There was an app that offered a wheel that you have to turn with
a circular gesture and allows you to zoom in and zoom out. I spent
hours playing on it, just because it was nice to interact with it.”
“I have a web application that allows me to drag my pictures on
a specific area and then when I release the file it will be directly
uploaded. The nice thing is that when I select a file and I start to
drag it, the target area starts to blink and the animation changes
the text in ’drag the file over here’. When I drag the file there the
animation changes, the area starts to show that is preparing for
the upload and invites me to release the file. Sometimes I drag
the file there and I wait before I release it because I like to see the
animation and play a bit with it.”
These are two good examples of how animation combined with playfulness can be a good way to go for gesture hinting. Another observation that
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I came up with while I was listening to the participant comments is that the
animations are very effective when the user can imitate the action, without
necessarily thinking about what to do. The implied rule is “Don’t make me
think!” The example comes from “unlock following the path” from some Android systems; a participant said: “I found this interaction to be pleasant, I
immediately understood that I had to follow the highlighted path. It’s automatic.”
Hoping for the best received some good assessments: it’s fun for some people to discover how an application works. One participant said: “Many of my
friends are excited when they have to start to use a new mobile phone or a new
application, only because they have to discover many new things. They enjoy to
try random gestures on the phone”, and a second most important observation
says that what the users discover on their own, they tend to remember longer
in comparison with tutorial or instructions. This suggests that an exploring
modality would be more convenient and appreciated by the users.
In the second part of the focus group, the participants showed some good
examples of ambiguity in the gesture hints. One of the participants showed
me that the three dots used in the Instagram app (on Android 4.0) confused
her because it reminds of the standard component element for pagination and
hints to swipe, instead the three dots are used there like a button to open more
functionalities – share, delete, copy, email, etc. – with a tap gesture.
Some other examples of gestures that are not easy to know and understand
are the hold gesture on an icon for change the disposition of the iPhone/iPod’s
home icons, the close application gesture for the iPad (using four fingers to
pinch on the screen). These gestures are not obvious, the participants in many
case learn these magic functionalities by reading on Internet some articles
about that. However they agreed on saying that some gestures are definitely
hard to learn without specific instructions, and they are willing to spend some
time on internet to learn these gestures (shortcuts), since once learned are easy
to remember so they have to do it only once – and I would add, also because
these gestures are designed from the OS and not from a specific app. Indeed,
in another example the participant didn’t show the same disposability to find
more information on Internet: using the Spotify app on his mobile phone, the
participant noticed that there are no hints to understand how to change the
order of the tracks. Two other participants tried to help him to understand
how to do that, but no one discovered the solution and at the end they gave up
by saying “I don’t know, you should check on Internet”. This shows how users
sometimes give up using apps or functionalities, because they don’t find the
right way to interact with them and they are not always disposable to search
instructions on Internet.
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5.4.3

Discussion of the Findings

The results confirm some expected outcomes and I found some relevant
insights on the main problems of gesture hinting topic.
Standards are very important, but the problem is that different companies
develop different solutions for these standard components. Some good examples came out in the opposite focus group. It’s extremely hard to propose a
solution that will be adopted by all companies.
The written instructions and tutorials should always be not intrusive and
not persistent: once the user read the information, this is no longer useful and
can disappear; the instruction doesn’t have to interrupt the attention of the
user or be presented too often otherwise it will be perceived as annoying. If
this instruction is needed, then at least it should be presented in a pleasant
way that gladdens the eyes of the user.
The animations are a very effective way of suggesting gestures to users.
Their dynamic nature makes fascinating the way in which it can suggest to
the users the available gesture(s). What come out from this focus group is that
smooth, small, but noticeable, and never disturbing animations are one of the
best solutions currently used by the apps. In combination with playfulness
and imitation can generate very good gesture hinting. However from my point
of view the animations are more appropriate for ad hoc solutions and less for
general solution good for every app.
I also noticed that the focus group confirms some of my doubts about a
philosophic question: “What should we suggest to the users, and what should
we leave them discover by themselves?” To suddenly discover new functionality
is part of the magic pleasant feeling that users have during their interaction
with mobile devices, it shouldn’t be removed. We have three different possible
approaches:
• Don’t show gesture hints, partially or at all, and let the user discover the
interface by himself.
• Show everything the user has not yet tried, or show him run-time what
he can do with each element on the interface.
• Show only few gesture hints run-time, but allow the user to ask for more
hints. This third approach it’s for me the most promising. With this
approach the purpose is to offer some gesture hints run-time, but let the
user discover the interface by himself, and when the user ask for “help”,
show him all the available gestures.
After this first focus group I suggested to explore more in details some
specific topics and find more pros and cons of specific solutions.
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5.5. Gesture Hinting: Classic Brainstorming
The focus of this brainstorming session was to find some insights for new
alternative techniques for gesture hinting and try to propose a general framework/solution, independent from the specific applications.

5.5.1

Methodology

The brainstorming was done with 4 master students of the Interaction Design & Technologies course at Chalmers (Goteborg – SWE). The participants
were not the same four of the first focus group, but four new students. These
participants are creative people, experts in interaction designing, but they have
never discussed the gesture hinting topic before (as the first group used in the
previous focus group). The session was really short: 45 minutes in total.
During the session the participants tried to discuss around the following
general questions: “Mobile gesture interfaces lacks of ways of communicating
how to interact with them. How can we suggest to the users which gestures are
available for an element of the mobile device’s GUI?” “How can we provide
information on what gesture can be used in a general way, independent from
the specific applications?” The frame of the problem was still broad and the
participants were less biased.
Each participant received some
Post-its of different colours. The participants wrote their first ideas on
their Post-its. In the first 5 minutes
the participant were not allowed to
speak to each other. In this way they
were more independent and not biased by the other participants. This
warm up step tried to let the participants think by themselves how to
deal with the problem stated.
I restated the problem definition and the participants started
the brainstorming together by adding
Figure 5.2: In the picture the Post-its placed by the
participants on the table, each participant with a dif- their Post-its on the table and exferent colour.
plaining their first ideas to the other
participants. They could see other’s
solutions and build upon them, or propose new solution that combined their
first concepts with other ideas. They were free to sketch and place their ideas,
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or keywords, close to others in order to organize and explore concepts. Each
idea was numbered and placed in the middle where everyone could see it. During the brainstorming the participants were invited also to use an iPod Touch
and an Android mobile phone that I made available for them, in order to find
some good examples or recall what they discovered by using their apps.

5.5.2

Findings

As expected, at the beginning the participants started to explore the problem from their point of view and they propose different ways of suggesting
gesture hinting. Three of them proposed more visual and animated solutions,
while the fourth one proposed some sound clues for gesture hinting. After
the warm up they started to talk to each other and they proposed several
alternatives for their first ideas. The participants produced four main groups/categories of ideas: animations close to the finger, contextual menu around
the finger, small visual clues and icons placed in one overlay layer that appears
on user’s request. The participants presented many ideas through sketches.
The animation-solutions proposed by the participants show a set of animated icons that visually mimic how the user should put the fingers and how
should act, by placing these animated icons close to the element pointed by
the user. These concepts recall the Alchemy concept, but differ from it since
the participants proposed animations instead static icons.
The second most cited solution is a contextual menu that appears when the
user holds the finger on one object. These solutions were less focused on the
single gestures (ad hoc solutions) and proposed a more general idea applicable
to the different gestures. Some ideas proposed to combine also an animation
(e.g. a vibration of the object, a circle that is growing around the finger to
show to the user how long she has to press, fade in of a contextual menu,
fade in of icons around the finger), or device feedback (e.g. a sound feedback,
a vibration of the device). These ideas show that it could be more effective
combine different solution to the dynamic gesture hinting. These concepts
differ from the Alchemy concept, since they propose to show a contextual menu
instead of an icon around the finger. This time the concepts were presented
more by words than by sketches, therefore participants expressed the concept
more than its implementation.
Other ideas were grouped under small visual clues (e.g. small handles,
arrows, gradients, standard components, etc.) that propose ad hoc solutions
for singular gesture hints. Finally, some other ideas were related to present all
possible gestures, each with an icon/name, in a specific area of the screen (top
or bottom), with an overlay layer.
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5.5.3

Discussion of the Findings

The results confirmed some expected outcomes and highlighted two possible
solutions that should be still explored. Unfortunately the topic seems to be
very hard to face and the solutions tend to be not so outside of the box.
The general view was that visual hints (sometimes combined with vibration or
sound feedback) could help the user to understand the gesture hinting.
I found really interesting that, to suggest to the users how they can interact
with the elements, participants moved their attention toward animations and
visual solutions and they were moving toward a dynamic and placid gesture
hinting solution.
I noticed that the participants used a lot of sketches to propose their solutions, therefore in the next brainstorming I decided to explore the dynamic
gesture hinting with a brainstorming where the users showed their concepts
trough sketches and a few words to explain the dynamic interaction of the
hinting. In this way I tried to focus their attention on a specific solution (or
set of solutions) for dynamic gesture hinting and obtain some visual alternative
implementations.

5.6. Dynamic Gesture Hinting: 6-3-10
Brainstorming with C-Sketch
The focus of this brainstorming session was to find some new alternative
solutions for dynamic gesture hinting, showing where and how we can visually
place symbols and when and for how long should they appear.

5.6.1

Methodology

The brainstorming was done with 6 master students of the Interaction Design & Technologies course at Chalmers (Goteborg – SWE). These participants
are creative people, expert in interaction designing. This time for reasons of
resources, I re-used two participants from the first focus group, two from the
previous brainstorming and two new students. The total time taken for this
brainstorming is 75 minutes, 60 of these spent for the real brainstorming.
During the session the participants tried to sketch some solutions for the
following questions: “How can we show symbols in dynamic gesture hinting?
Where and when should we show them? When should they disappear?”
Since this brainstorming session combined a 6-3-5 brainstorming with a
C-Sketch brainstorming, I explained to participants the basic rules of both the
brainstorming. In the traditional C-Sketch brainstorming the participants are
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allowed to sketch only, but in our brainstorming, since the interaction with
the mobile device is important, the participants were allowed to add brief
descriptions (not more than one or two sentences) to describe when the hints
appear, and when they disappear.
The sheets where the participants wrote their ideas (Figure 5.3) were divided in six turns, each turn had a section where the participant could draw
a sketch (to show where and how displaying symbols) and a section where
they could write when the visualization appears and when it disappears (from
which we can also estimate the duration).
Sheets used during the brainstorming. Each participant received three
sheets: one with a screenshot and a sentence that suggested on which element and gestures he had to focus on (Figure 5.3 - left); and two other sheets
with a white screen that allowed the participants to be free to create their
own scenario (Figure 5.3 - right). In this way I tried to not bias the participants with my scenarios, but at the same time I suggested a starting point
to help the participant to begin the session, instead of starting from a blank
sheet. Moreover in this way I had the opportunity to propose all the seven
gestures (tap, double tap, touch and hold, swipe, drag, pinch and rotate) to
the participants. For this reason I designed six different scenarios (for all the
screens see the appendix 1 “Appendix 6-3-10 Brainstorming with C-Sketch”
at the end of the document). I also added a scenario with a landscape view
and with a game app that create more complexity for design a general solution
that could work also in those situations and made reflect more the participants.
6-3-10 Brainstorming. Each participant received three sheets stapled together. Every participant produced three ideas, and wrote one on each sheet
every turn (10 minutes). At the end of the turn the participant gave the three
sheets to the participant to his left and received the three sheets of the participant to his right. After 6 turns (60 minutes) each participant had read and
added an idea on each sheet.

5.6.2

Findings

This session showed more than a dozen of really different possible implementations of dynamic gesture hinting. Some solution were based on the
same principle, but expressed by participants with alternative implementations. Only in 4 cases (of 108) the participants left one sketch blank. The
main problem with the solutions proposed was that half of them were ad-hoc
solutions, while we were aiming for solutions that can show gestures over different applications in the same way. With that being said, I think that some
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Figure 5.3: In this figure are presented two examples of the sheets used for the 6-3-10 Brainstorming with
C-Sketch. On the left is visible the sheet with the proposed scenarios, and on the right the sheet without
them.

of the ideas were very original and brilliant and they could be a starting point
for a prototype that could be tested with users. Answering to the question
“How?” there were two different branches:
• Show available gestures directly after the user interaction with an interface element.
• Use an explorative mode where the user first switches to this mode, then
interacts with the elements to get available gestures.
Both of these solutions have pros and cons. The first one is more immediate,
but hard to implement without conflicts with apps gesture functionalities and
could also lead to invasive solutions. The second one has the advantage that
avoids conflicts with apps, but has the disadvantage that breaks the flow and
requires more time to the user. Let’s see in detail the ideas proposed by the
participants.
The participants proposed different ways to interact with the items to reveal
the available gestures: touch and hold the item, double tap, triple tap, and
drawing a circle around the item.
To activate the explorative mode the participants proposed some solutions
that require specific custom gestures, some others proposals were combined
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with existing element of the interface or with consolidate interactions. The
proposed custom gestures were: draw a question mark; shake up & down;
bouncing the finger in the top-right corner; swipe with two fingers; doodling
– a zig-zag gesture. The participants proposed to use the status bar to show
a question mark or info mark that allows users to switch between the normal
mode and the explorative mode. Or to use a solution that allows the users to
slide from one side, from the bottom or from the top right and disclose the
explorative mode – as done for the Notification Center in iOS.
Answering the question “Where?” most of the proposed ideas suggested
the use of a contextual menu, a semi-transparent overlay, icons around the
finger, or icons on the top of the interface in a fix place, animations. The
most cited idea was to use a contextual menu. This contextual menu appeared
in the sketches of the participants in different alternatives: a list, a dialog
window, icons around the item connected with lines to it, etc. These solutions
require the use of a semi-transparent overlay that allows the user to clearly
distinguish the gesture icons from the bottom information. Other ideas showed
animations that invite the user to imitate the gestures proposed. All these
solutions placed the gesture hints close to the finger of the user, or to the item
selected. A different solution promoted the use of a panel with gesture icons on
the top of the interface in a fixed position. This solution has the cons that the
information is shown in a non-adjacent way, but has the advantage of making
icons more visible – because they are on the top and the icons don’t conflict
with the content under them.
Answers to the question “When and for how long?” were a bit less clear,
since each solution suggested a different time slot required to best suite the
specific implementation. In summary: if the interaction requires a touch and
hold then the hints will be displayed until the user lifts the finger; if the
interaction requires a double/triple tap or a circle gesture on the item, then
the hints can appear for some seconds or until the user repeats the gesture on
the element – a good idea was to show the available gestures until the user will
do one of them on the item; when the user activates the explorative mode the
hints will be displayed until the user will switch back to the normal mode.
The participants were moderately satisfied with the brainstorming, but
they also seemed bit tired – since they squeezed their brains to give a lot of
different solutions to the same topic in a short time. They found 10 minutes
poor for sketching and briefly describing three ideas. What I think is that they
would like to go deeper in their ideas, but since they had to give their ideas to
another participant after 10 minutes they were forced to build and jump to a
completely different idea. This made them tired, but this was also the purpose
of the intended brainstorming. Another problem found by the participants
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was to immerse themselves in different scenarios. Here the participants had
conflicting opinions. Half of them would like to have only a white rectangle
where they could sketch (only the display of the phone) and others preferred
the screenshot that presented a specific scenario, where they could directly
start draw upon it.

5.6.3

Discussion of the Findings

From these results I made some reflections that can summarize the good
ideas and briefly discuss the pros and cons on some of them.
The first branch of solutions presupposes that the user has to choose an
element and get information regarding it. The participants proposed different
ways of interact with the items to reveal the available gestures: touch and hold
the item, double tap, triple tap, and drawing a circle around the item. With
these actions the users can disclose the available gestures for that element.
All these solutions (except for the touch and hold) imply that the user has
to select an item, look at the available gestures and then select another item
or continue with his work. This kind of interaction has some advantages, for
example we don’t have the “fat finger problem” – once the user double/triple
tap or make a circle around the item he can remove the finger and look at the
information without occlusions. Another advantage related to this branch of
solutions is that they don’t break the flow, therefore I suggested to combine
it with a timing that shows the gesture hints for some seconds or until the
user will do one of the available gestures on the item. This kind of interaction
will be perceived more natural and will leave the user in the flow. A different
reflection should be done for the touch and hold. This interaction implies
that the gesture hints are shown while the user has her finger over the item
and disappear when the user lift the finger. This means that in this situation
occlusion occurs and this can be problematic.
In many of the second branch solutions, that proposed the explorative
mode, the participants agreed on the necessity of using a semi-transparent
overlay that allow the users to show the available gesture without cluttering
the view or interfere with the bottom view. This has from my point of view
more advantages: putting the focus on gesture hints, decreasing the cluttered
effect on the interface, avoiding possible conflicts with gesture recognizers of
bottom elements, pointing out to the user that she is in an explorative mode.
Once we have activated the explorative mode the selection of the item for which
we want to see available gestures, is implemented with the simple and fast tap
gesture. This is from my point of view the best solution since it avoids several
possible problems: the tap is the most simple and common gesture – the users
don’t have to learn special gestures –, there is not the “fat finger problem”
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– once the user taps on the item he can remove the finger and look at the
information without occlusions – and therefore it is possible to use smaller
icons and place the hints directly close to the item.
Discussing the position where the icons/words should appear, what it is
possible to say is that Android Human Interface Guidelines document explicitly
says “Avoid using long press for showing contextual menus” and moreover “In
previous versions of Android, the long press gesture was universally used to
display contextual actions for a given data item in a contextual menu. This
pattern changed with Android 3.0. The long press gesture is now used to select
data” (Android , n.d.). The contextual menu is replaced in Android 3.0+
with the CAB (Contextual Action Bar), and this could be a solution to this
problem, but then instead of place the icons close to the finger or the target
element, we place the icons on the top of the interface. This could also be a
valid solution.
Once I had these different possible alternatives, I decided to continue with
the next workshop focusing on some combinations of these ideas that can give
life to some prototypes that I could test with users. I planned to use for
the following workshop the affinity diagram method, which is a useful way to
identify connections between issues and reveal innovative solutions.

5.7. Draw the Flows: Workshop
The focus of this session was to discuss the alternative solutions about dynamic gesture hinting proposed by participants in the previous session, showing where and how we can visually place symbols and when and for how long
should they appear. Since the previous sessions produced many alternatives,
and I didn’t want to find a solution based only on the objective critique of these
solutions, I preferred asking users which solutions they find more interesting.
Therefore the aim of this workshop was to explore deeper the alternatives, and
find pros and cons of different solutions.
In order to let the users discuss to each other, I designed a new method that
asked to participants to draw three possible flows that they would like to see
in their gesture hinting system. This forced the participants to arguing with
each other and arguing for pros and cons of each alternative, without saying to
participants that they should do it. The discussion then became more natural
and participants feel less pressure, are more involved and motivated.

5.7 Draw the Flows: Workshop

5.7.1
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Methodology

I planned to repeat the session two times, in order to get more results. Each
session was done with 4 master students of the Interaction Design & Technologies course at Chalmers (Goteborg – SWE); so in total 8 participants. All
the eight participants were new students that never took part to the previous
steps. These participants are creative people, expert in interaction designing,
but they have never discussed the gesture hinting topic before.
The total forecasted time was 40 minutes, which could be extended if the
participant argued more and couldn’t find easily an agreement. The idea
was however that the session should not bee to long and I - the facilitator should help the participants to find some compromise before some of them get
frustrated.

Figure 5.4: Before running the workshop I designed the steps of the possible flows and placed the stickers
with the alternative solutions already grouped for steps. I also added a final section for comments, where
the participants are asked to add their pros and cons for each designed flow.

For this method I used a whiteboard, many stickers with different colours
and markers. The whiteboard was used for create the space where the participants organized their flow. In this session the whiteboard (presented in
figure 5.4) was divided horizontally in two – explorative mode and direct manipulation – and vertically in 4/5 areas, which included 3/4 steps of the flow
(depending on which method is used: direct manipulation or explorative mode)
and final comments with a list of pros and cons.
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On each sticker I wrote one action (e.g. for the first step: draw a question
mark, triple tap on the target item, etc.; for the last step: press the home
button, repeat the first gesture, etc. – for a complete view of the stickers see
the appendix 2 “Appendix Draw the Flows”) or an element that participants
can use in the flow. Each step had a different colour. For each step I proposed
several different alternatives. The participants could add new stickers and
move those already on the whiteboard wherever they wanted.
They had to argue with each other in order to select three flows that should
be the best solution for the dynamic gesture hinting. Since they were four and
they had to propose only three flows they weren’t able to choose one flow
each, they were even more pushed to discuss for find pros and cons of each
solution. At the end for each flow they had to summarize in a list the pros and
cons of their solutions. This method generated a natural discussion between
participants and forced them to reflect and highlight many different pros and
cons of all alternatives on the whiteboard.

5.7.2

Findings

I noticed one methodological difference between the two sessions. In the
first session the participants chose and discussed one flow per time and they
directly wrote pros and cons after the choice. Whereas in the second session
the participants discussed all the possible flows at the same time and only at
the end they added the list of pros and cons for all the three solutions. The
second approach required more time, but offered more argument of discussion
and also more different flows were considered.
Session One. In the first session I noticed that participants started with
a complex flow full of steps and after the first flow they changed and they tried
to make the flow simple and faster.
The first flow designed by participants was really long and a bit confused.
They also added the video tutorial element, which wasn’t present between the
possible alternatives of how to show the available gestures. Some good points
that they had highlighted during the flow A were: the question mark is a
common symbol for asking help, but we can have cultural problems (in other
cultures maybe the question mark doesn’t have the same meaning, or the same
shape, e.g. Spanish reverse question mark “¿”); the gesture can be fun to do
and easy to remember, but it could be complicated draw it in the proper way.
In the flow B they tried to make the flow simple and faster. They chose the
touch and hold gesture on the target item, which is simple and fast, but at the
same time they realized that it requires holding the finger always on the item.
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A. First Flow
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Drawing a question mark on the display
Context menu on the top bar
Tap on the item
Video tutorial (sticker added by the participants)
Go back to the second step or Press the home button

PROS:
- question mark is a common symbol
- can be fun

CONS:
- cultural problems
- can be complicated

This could be annoying and could also obscure the information, for this reason
they chose to show a contextual menu with icons around the finger. The
discussion on the possible interferences, between the gesture hinting system
and the app that the user runs, generated with the touch and hold lead the
participants to explore a third flow from a different starting point.
B. Second Flow
1. Touch and hold on the target item
2. Contextual menu with icons around the finger
3. Lift the finger
PROS:
- simple
- fast

CONS:
- requires holding the finger

In the flow C the participants tried to keep the flow fast (only three steps)
and with the direct manipulation approach, but with the triple tap solution
they tried to make the initialization of gesture hinting less ambiguous, harder
to make it by accident. On the other side this makes the flow more demanding
and less intuitive. Another issue connected with the transparent layer with a
list of icons for available gestures, is that once the user want to select a second
target he has to remove the list by pressing the home button and then he can
triple tap again on a new target item. This makes the process inefficient.
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C. Third Flow

1. Triple tap on the target item
2. Transparent layer + List of icons for available gestures
3. Press the home button
PROS:
- hard to make by accident

CONS:
- more demanding
- less intuitive

They had raised also another problem connected to the home button. Usually in an iOS devices the home button is used to go back directly to the home
and therefore it is not a very good choice to use it to close the gesture hinting
explorative mode. This observation is a good point, however is not completely
true. This is what usually happens in every app, but the iOS operating system
(until version 6) works sometimes differently. One example is when the user
is in the home screen, by touch and hold an icon she activates the edit mode
and by pressing the home button she deactivates the edit mode (but then she
is back on the home screen). The second, more important, example is when
the user opens the multitasking and by touch and hold an icon he activates
the edit mode. Then by pressing the home button he doesn’t go back to the
home, he just switches back from the edit mode to the multitasking view. So
if the gesture hinting is integrated in the OS, maybe it can be possible to let
the users use also the home button.
Session Two. This second group started by stating that the explorative
mode is the best choice, because the actions that activate the direct manipulation could interfere with the actions that the user should accomplish in the
app that is using. They were sure that direct manipulation should be left
free for primary things, and not for a help modality. However after they had
discussed each of the starting points of the explorative mode proposed by me,
since many of them could anyway interfere in some ways, in the last flow they
chose a direct manipulation action as starting point.
From the beginning they chose that the best way to close the gesture hinting system is to accomplish an available gesture on the target item. They
motivated this choice by saying that since the users also have to accomplish
the gesture, they will be sure that they did the gesture properly, and they will
remember it longer because they did it. Therefore in all the three flows they
ended with this solution.
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In the flow A they select a bouncing gesture because it was a unique gesture,
that they have never seen before. This make the gesture hard to interfere with
the apps, but at the same time is complicated and not natural.

A. First Flow

1.
2.
3.
4.

Bouncing with a finger on the top-right corner
Touch and hold on the target item
Contextual menu with icons around the finger
Accomplish an available gesture on the target item

PROS:
- works in full screen applications
- unique

CONS:
- slower
- complicated

In the flow B the participants tried to make the interaction faster. They
chose a more standard interaction: drag down a handler from the top-right
corner. In this flow they also decided to show an icon over the finger that
holds the icon. They said that placing the icon under the finger provokes a
harder interpretation of the symbols. This is also the only time that they
decided to not use a contextual menu with icons around the finger, which is
the most frequent solution proposed.

B. Second Flow

1.
2.
3.
4.

Drag down a handler from the top-right corner
Touch and hold on the target item
Show an icon over the finger
Accomplish an available gesture on the target item

PROS:
- quick
- efficient

CONS:
- doesn’t work in full screen

In the last flow they selected a direct manipulation and they decided to
reveal the gesture hinting when the user makes a circle around the target item.
They however mention the possible interference with the slide gesture (e.g. in
iOS home menu, if you try to make a circle around an icon, the page will move
with your finger left an right as you are swiping or panning. Also in this case
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they have rewarded the idea of having a unique gesture and a short and quick
flow.

C. Third Flow

1. Drawing a circle around the target item
2. Contextual menu with icons around the finger
3. Accomplish an available gesture on the target item
PROS:
- unique
- less steps

5.7.3

CONS:
interfere with swipe gesture

Discussion of the Findings

The participants liked the tools that I gave them: the whiteboard gave them
the opportunity to draw and delete arrows between steps, add annotations and
draw sketches; the stickers were good since they are easy to add, move and
remove; the opportunity of speaking to each other has fuelled the debate. For
a complete review of the flows and the images taken during the workshop see
the appendix 2 “Appendix Draw the Flows”.
The participant where a bit sceptical about the good result of their work,
since they found pros and cons for each flow and they didn’t managed to find
a “perfect” flow with only pros. However this was exactly my aim for this
session with the Draw the Flows method. The purpose of this workshop was
to further explore the different alternative solutions that have come out from
the previous sessions, and to find more pros and cons for each alternative. It
wasn’t in the scope of this workshop to find good flows or a perfect flow that
can be directly implemented in the following steps.
From these two sessions I found many good observations and critiques on
the different alternatives. I collected those pros and cons and I used them to
analyse and design some good flows, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of each of them. Once I have designed some good flows, the next
step was a workshop with expert evaluators, who will analyse my proposals
and will select the most promising solutions.

5.8 Judge the Flows: Expert Evaluation
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5.8. Judge the Flows: Expert Evaluation
The focus of this session was to discuss the six possible flows designed by
me, based on the results of the previous tests. For the complete collection
of the flows see the appendix 3 “Appendix Judge the Flows”. I combined the
solutions, proposed by participants in the three previous sessions – the gesture
hinting focus group, 3-6-10 brainstorming and draw the flows workshop – about
dynamic gesture hinting, in six flows that represent the best flows I came up
with, until now. The aim of this session was to let expert evaluators judge the
different flows and find possible problems and/or solutions. This in order to
help me to judge in a more objective way the flows, and to rise other pros and
cons that I can have missed before.
Before starting to describe the expert evaluation session, I’d like to present
some reasoning I made for the six flows. First of all I collected the more interesting solutions proposed by the users, and I divided them in three categories:
• Activate and deactivate the gesture hinting mode: touch and hold on
the target item and lift the finger, triple tap on the target item, drawing
a circle around the target item, use a unique custom gesture, press on
the “?” icon on the status bar, drag down a handler and drag up the
handler, swipe with two fingers top down or bottom up and swipe in the
opposite direction, accomplish an available gesture on the target item,
tap on the top bar.
• Show the gesture hints: icons around the finger, icons over the finger,
contextual menu with icons around the finger, contextual menu on the
top bar.
• Select a new target item: hold and move the finger on the target item,
repeat the gesture on the target item, tap on the new target item.
Then I started to combine them in a meaningful way to create good alternative flows. I created six different flows: one with a direct manipulation
similar to the Alchemy concept, two with a contextual menu on the top bar
(with different activation/deactivation actions), and three with a contextual
menu close to the finger (with different activation/deactivation actions).
Two examples of the result of these design choices are shown in the figure
5.5; for the complete list of the six flows look at the appendix 3 “Appendix
Judge the Flows”.
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Figure 5.5: Two examples of the six flows I’ve designed for the expert evaluation session. On the left an
example of direct manipulation similar to the Alchemy concept; on the right an example based on a helping
mode with a contextual menu on the top bar.

In the above two examples of the sheet that I used to show the flows to
the expert evaluators are shown. In the top part of each sheet I drew a flow
chart that connects the activation action(s), to the visual presentation of the
gesture hints and finally to the selection of a new target item or the deactivation
action(s) of the gesture hinting mode. Along with the description of the steps
I also added some pros and cons that I had already thought about. I chose to
show them to avoid that the evaluators would replicate the same criticisms I
made against the various alternatives, and to stimulate them to find something
that I had not thought about yet.
For the same reason also in the bottom part of the sheet I added a section
with overall pros and cons of the whole flow. This summarized my considerations about the flow, showed to the evaluators that I’m conscious of some pros
and cons, and highlighted that there are not perfect solution, but rather trade
offs that should be evaluated.
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Methodology

The session was done with 5 master students of the Interaction Design
& Technologies master programme at Chalmers (Goteborg – SWE) and 2
professors from the same programme that worked in pair. These participants
are creative people, they have years of experience in interaction design, and
all of them are familiar with designing for mobile devices, thus they are expert
evaluators of interaction design.
The total forecasted time was 35 minutes. The session was part of a workshop day with other master students; therefore the time slot couldn’t be longer.
Anyway the test was planned in such a way that allowed me to collect enough
good results. The participants received an introduction to the problem and
the problem statement:
“I prepared 6 flows. Each flow combines different steps. Each step
has pros and cons. Therefore also each flow has pros and cons.
What I want from you is to add positive comments or new pros
with the green Post-its, suggestions or new ideas with the yellow
Post-its, and negative comments or cons with the red Post-its.”
The participants were invited to add Post-its with positive feedback, pros,
suggestions, new ideas, negative feedback, or cons. I gave one flow to each
participant; they had 5 minutes for adding the Post-its then they should give
the flow to the next participant on their left. After 6 turns the task ended. At
the end I asked the participants to highlight the solutions that they considered
the most or the less promising.

5.8.2

Findings

The participants were asked to judge each flow and the result was surprisingly very good, because each flow received a lot of comments. To explain
more clearly the comments obtained for each alternative, I discuss them one
by one, instead flow by flow. The focus should be on the alternatives, not on
the flows, since from the good sub-solution we can build new better flows.
ACTIVATING/DEACTIVATING THE GESTURE HINTING
Since the activation and deactivation of the explorative mode should be
coherent I discuss them together.
Touch and hold on the target item & lift the finger. Touch and
hold on the target item offers a fast and easy interaction, without extra steps
required. Touch and hold could be easier for elderly users compared with other
custom gestures. One problem with the touch and hold gesture is the occlusions
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generated by the necessity of holding the finger on the screen. However, the
main problem with this solution is that the touch and hold gesture is already
used to trigger other actions of the operating system or applications. One
proposed solution requires a longer touch and hold (more than 3 seconds).
This solution has some problems: it is strange to have different long pressures
for different functions, and the gesture hinting become “invisible” if the normal
touch and hold will trigger something before. Therefore if we want to use this
solution we should find a good way that solves the conflict and doesn’t make
the activation “invisible”.
Triple tap on the target item. Triple tap on the target item results
as one of the best choices to open the gesture hinting mode, or to ask hints
directly for a specific target item. The advantages of this solution are: the
activation is fast, still simple (unless for elderly users), doesn’t interfere with
OS and apps. There are only few minor cons: elderly users could have trouble
with triple taping, because it requires three fast taps in a row, and the users
should learn this gesture. This last cons however is very minor since the users
are used to learn new gestures and this gesture is also very simple to remember.
Drawing a circle around the target item. This solution is very creative
and unique, however the results show many cons that make this solution not
applicable. The gesture interferes with apps and OSes. It requires that the user
learn it before and accomplish the gesture correctly (which could be not simple,
especially for the items on the corners). It is also very hard to implement.
Unique custom gesture. The use of a unique custom gesture offers
some relevant pros: the gesture is unique, therefore if properly chosen, doesn’t
interfere with OS and apps; it doesn’t have the occlusion problem; and it could
be customizable by the users. The cons are related to the learnability and to
the implementation: custom gestures need to be learned, is hard to design
natural custom gestures for this function, they could be hard to implement
and also hard to find a way that doesn’t interfere with any app or OS gesture.
Press on the “?” icon on the status bar. This solution offers all the
main advantages showed in the other solutions: fast, easy, doesn’t interfere
with other applications, doesn’t have occlusions, and is always visible for the
users (something new that other solution can’t offer, since they are visible only
after an accomplished activating gesture). However this solution has two main
big cons: it requires the OS’s support and even worse, it breaks a standard.
Since we want to show a tap-able icon in the status bar we require that the OS
allows us to place the icon in the status bar. The problem is that in iOS the
system doesn’t allow tap-able icons in the status bar; this gesture is used for
scrolling the page to the top. Therefore the feasibility of this solution became
really hard, and subject to the producing companies agreement.
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Drag down a handler from the right corner & drag up the handler.
This solution recalls the iOS and Android Notification Center, this is a pro
since the user is familiar with it, but is also a con because this solution could
interfere with it. The pros are: common, easy, without occlusions. The only
con is that may interfere with the Notification Center functionality.
Swipe with two fingers top-down or bottom-up & swipe in the
opposite direction. This solution is an alternative to the previous one.
The pros are the same, but this solution is faster and a bit less common
for smartphones (while for tablet user is more common to swipe with more
fingers, for smartphones is not that common). In this case the gesture doesn’t
interfere with the Notification Center, but could maybe interfere with OS or
apps (especially in tablet version). The use of more fingers could be a solution.
Accomplish an available gesture on the target item. To close the
gesture hinting mode, accomplish an available gesture on the target item it’s a
good way to make the flow fast. The user doesn’t need to close the explorative
mode and then apply the gesture; he can directly do it. Another advantage
comes from the retention: the user will remember longer the available gesture
on that target item, since she does it to close the explorative mode. The
cons for this solution are the difficulty of implementation and the necessity of
having another way to close the explorative mode. We shouldn’t force the user
to accomplish a gesture to close the gesture hints, after she got the information
of available gestures she can chose to go back to the work without doing any
of them.
Tap on the top bar. This solution offers a fast and easy way to close the
gesture hinting mode. It’s also without occlusions and is always visible on the
top part of the display. However this solution requires the use of the top bar
for show the gesture hints, thus its pros and cons are related to that solution.
SHOW THE GESTURE HINTS
I proposed four different solutions for showing the gesture hints.
Icon surrounding the finger tip. This solution use one icon under the
finger of the user, the icon is visible around the finger, but for that reason
the icon should be bigger than the size of the finger. Since this solution is
affected by the occlusion problem, one con is then the big size of the icon.
Since only one icon can be placed under the finger, the icon should combine all
the available gestures, therefore a composite set of icons are required. Third,
since the icons are shown under the finger it is less clear for the user which
icon is shown and thus he will need more time and effort to understand which
gestures are available. The pro of this solution is that the information is shown
close to the target item. The user doesn’t have to move his focus far away.
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Icon above the finger tip. This second solution, which move the icon
over the finger, tries to eliminate some cons from the previous solution. This
time there is the pro that the icon can be smaller, it requires a connection with
the finger but is still close to the target item. However the finger occlusion
problem is still present, and it also requires composite icons, since we want to
show only one icon over the finger.
Contextual menu with icons around the target item. The contextual menu solution, with icons around the target, solves two cons in one. First
there isn’t the need to hold the finger on the target item, therefore the fat
finger problem and the occlusions are solved. Second a composite icon is not
necessary, it is possible to use single icons for every gesture. Another pro is
that this solution leaves the information close to the target item. The cons
however are: more space for showing all the available gestures is needed, is
hard to display the icons depending on the position of the target item, this
inconsistent behaviour could be confusing for the user.
One comment that I received with the feedback said to let the icons be
tap-able in order to the user to accomplish the gesture. I disapproved with
this idea, it’s better if the user accomplishes the correct gesture on the item
for the reasons explained before. However, this showed me that the icons of
the contextual menu should be designed in a way, that clearly states to the
user that they are not tap-able.
Contextual menu on the top bar. The use of a contextual menu on
the top bar is a way to avoid occlusions, don’t use composite icons, and show
the icons in a clearly and organized way. The cons for this solution are: the
distance from the target item require to the user to move his focus, and the
small size for the top bar could be a limitation if we have to show many gestures
at the same time.
An alternative idea proposed in the feedback of the participant suggests
that, maybe the top bar icons can be tap-able. Once the user tap on one
gesture all the elements of the screen that could accomplish that gesture will
be highlighted. This solution could be a good idea, but has two cons related:
the size of the icons should be enough big to be tap-able, and the solution is
hard to implement.

SELECTING A NEW TARGET ITEM
In order to select a new target item I explored in my examples three main
ways of doing it: one requires the user to hold and move the finger, one requires
only a tap in the explorative mode, and one requires to the user to repeat the
same gesture that opens the explorative mode.
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Repeat the gesture on the target item. This is the worst of the three
solutions. It’s slow compared with the other solutions, it’s demanding for the
users and always requires two steps for selecting a new item.
Drag the finger on the new target. The hold recalls the touch and hold
gesture used to activate the gesture hinting mode, is fast, easy and immediate,
but has the problem of the occlusions and the cons that comes from the touch
and hold solution.
Tap on the new target item. This is the best solution, and could be
used in the explorative mode. It’s fast, easy and immediate to understand for
the users. It’s a perfect way to select a new target item in one tap, the only
thing is that requires an explorative mode.
SUGGESTIONS AND NEW IDEAS
Other comments suggested the use of the audio input to activate the explorative mode, or the audio feedback for the gesture hinting. I don’t recommend
the use of audio in the gesture hinting system for different reasons. First of all
we should think that the mobile device are always with us and they are used
in different contexts. If the explorative mode requires a sound to be activated
then how can we activate this mode if we are in a quite room and we don’t
want to disturb other people? By doing so we will annoy someone else. What
if we are in a noisy situation? The input will be hard to perceive for the device.
Same for the feedback, which should never be the only feedback that the user
receives. Finally the feedback sounds can interfere with the app sounds, and
this is something that we should avoid.
Another idea was to use specific custom gestures that require the rotation
of the device (180◦ /360◦ ), which could be a solution that can be included in the
same pros and cons of the section Unique Custom Gestures explained above.
The difference here is that the gesture is not on the display, but with the device
and this has the pro that interfere less with the OS or other apps.

5.8.3

Discussion of the Findings

In the results I analysed the different alternatives, and I merged my analysis
with the comments and opinions of the participants. For a complete review
of all the comments, stated by the expert evaluators, look to the appendix 3
“Appendix Judge the Flows”. From this merger I created a table (Table 5.2)
with pros and cons for each of these alternatives.
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Table 5.2: This table summarize the pros and cons of the alternative solutions evaluated during the Judge
the Flows expert evaluation.

ACTIVATE THE GESTURE
HINTING MODE

PROS

CONS

TOUCH AND HOLD ON THE
TARGET ITEM & LIFT THE
FINGER

- fast
- easy
- less steps

- interferes
- occlusions

TRIPLE TAP ON THE TARGET
ITEM

-

- need to be learned
- hard for elder

DRAWING A CIRCLE AROUND
THE TARGET ITEM

- unique
- no occlusions

- interferes
- bad for overall gestures
- need to be learned
- hard with items closed to the
edge
- hard to accomplish correctly

UNIQUE CUSTOM GESTURE

- unique
- customizable
- no occlusions

- need to be learned
- may interfere
- hard to implement
- hard to find natural custom
gestures

PRESS ON THE ? ICON ON THE
STATUS BAR

- common
- easy
- no occlusions

- may interfere

SWIPE WITH TWO FINGERS
TOP-DOWN OR BOTTOM-UP
& SWIPE IN THE OPPOSITE
DIRECTION

- fast
- easy
- no occlusions

- may interfere

ACCOMPLISH AN AVAILABLE
GESTURE ON THE TARGET
ITEM

- fast
- easy to remember

- hard to implement
- shouldn’t be the only way to
close

TAP ON THE TOP BAR

-

- require to show the bar

SHOW GESTURE HINTS

PROS

fast
easy
doesn’t interfere
no occlusions
easy to remember

fast
easy
no occlusions
always visible

CONS

Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – Continued from previous page
SHOW GESTURE HINTS

PROS

CONS

ICONS AROUND THE FINGER

- close to the target

- occlusions
- less visible, less clear
- requires composite icons

ICONS OVER THE FINGER

- close to the target

-

CONTEXTUAL MENU WITH
ICONS AROUND THE FINGER

- close to the target
- no-composite icons

- hard to display without occlusions
- more space required
- inconsistent behaviour

CONTEXTUAL MENU ON THE
TOP BAR

- no occlusions
- can be tap-able
- no-composite icons

- far from the target item
- small with many icons

SELECT A NEW TARGET
ITEM

PROS

CONS

HOLD AND MOVE THE FINGER ON THE TARGET ITEM

- fast
- easy
- immediate

- occlusions
- requires touch and hold activation

REPEAT THE GESTURE ON
THE TARGET ITEM

TAP ON THE NEW TARGET
ITEM

occlusions
small
less visible
requires composite icons

- slow
- demanding for the user
- requires two steps
- fast
- easy
- immediate

With this analysis I found many pros and cons for each alternative solution.
I discussed the main reasons why we should choose one rather than another.
The best choices for the activation of the explorative mode are: triple tap on
the target item, the swipe with two fingers, touch and hold on the target item
and the “?” icon on the status bar. The best solutions for showing the gesture
hinting icons are: the contextual menu on the top bar or contextual menu
with icons around the target item. For the selection of a new item, the tap is
the best choice, however sometimes also the drag action could be a reasonable
solution. From this expert evaluation I had enough data for designing an
alternative gesture hinting system to Alchemy.
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5.9. Icon Set Redesign
The icons set proposed in the Alchemy concept was well described and the
design of the icons well motivated, but I noticed a few small possible problems,
therefore I decided to redesign the icon set in order to avoid biases in the user
test due to the icon set. To make the result of the user test more focused on the
comparison between the two approaches and less to the icons, in the user test
I decided to use only one icon set for both of the approaches. This implies that
the icon set should be specifically designed for the Alchemy concept, because
this approach imposes more restrictions to the design of the icons, since the
icons should be displayed under the finger, and additionally they should be
able to be combined in any way. In the following section I will describe the
redesign process of the icon set, with reflections and design choices.

Figure 5.6: In the image the icon set proposed in the Alchemy concept. From left to right the icons represent
the following gestures: tap, double tap, touch and hold, swipe, drag, pinch and rotate.

First I present the original Alchemy’s icon set, presented in the figure 5.6.
The icon set has a few problems, so in my redesign I changed just a few things,
but I tried to stay with this concept. The first small observation is semantic:
the double tap is not presented with a double circle, but if we semantically
analyse the gesture, this implies a two times tap gesture. Thus since the tap
gesture is presented with a circle, would be better have then two “full” circles,
instead of having one “full” and one dotted circle. Another small semantic
observation is for the pinch gesture: the swipe and the pinch gesture use the
same triangles to indicate that is possible move the finger in a certain direction.
The pinch gesture allows the user to zoom-in by moving two fingers together
from the centre to outside, or to zoom-out by moving two fingers together from
outside to inside. It would be better to have this indication also in the icon,
putting two triangles that point the centre of the circle. The last problem,
which is more significant, is that not all the icons are symmetric; therefore
the drag and rotate icons have a problem that can occur when they are not
entirely visible. If these icons are only partially visible (this will happen when
the user is pointing his finger on a target close to the edge of the display), the
characteristic elements of the icon that convey the meaning associated could be
hidden. It’s extremely important that the icons will be understandable also if
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only partially visible, thus means that the characteristic elements of each icon
should be redundant in the icon. This consideration implies that the icons
should be symmetrical (i.e. convey the meaning also if half of the icon is not
visible).

5.9.1

Redesign Flow

The redesign of the icons was an iterative process. I started with the
original Alchemy icon set, and then based on the first reflections I started to
adjust some identified problems. First of all I made the icons symmetrical:
I added a second “tail” to the drag gesture icon, and a second arrow to the
rotate gesture icon. In the following figure 5.7 the result of the first redesign
iteration is presented.

Figure 5.7: In the figure the first iteration of the icon set redesign. The drag and rotate icons are now
symmetrical.

In the second iteration (figure 5.8) I added some details to the icons in order
to make them clearer. The first alteration was for the double tap icon, which
became a two “full” circles icon, which is semantically more correct because it
represents a two times tap gesture. I made the touch and hold icon simpler to
understand replacing the triangles placed in the inside part of the circle with a
grey uniform colour. The grey that fills the icon was a semi-transparent layer,
in order to leave the possibility to see the target under the finger. A third
modification was applied to the drag icon. Since the characteristic elements of
this icon are the small curved lines that comes out from the circle, I wanted
to make this small hint more visible by adding two other “tails” to the icon.
In this way the drag icon became easier to see. Finally I added two small
triangles pointing toward the centre of the circle in the pinch icon. This added
a semantic value, the user can see that the gesture can be accomplished by
open but also close the fingers. It makes also the pinch gesture icon more
different from the swipe gesture icon.
After the second iteration I noticed a problem in the entire icon sets designed until now. The problem is that all of them are based on the tap gesture
icon. The circle is used in all the icons, therefore is not possible to discern
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Figure 5.8: In the figure the result of the second iteration: the double tap icon became semantically logical
with two “full” circles, the touch and hold icon became simple, the drag icon became more visible with more
“tails”, the pinch icon became semantically logical with two triangles that point toward the centre.

between a combined icon that use a tap and one that doesn’t use the tap gesture. An example that shows the problem is presented in the figure 5.9. There
are no clues that can distinguish the situation presented in the figure and the
same situation with the addition of the tap gesture. All the icons overlap the
tap gesture with their inner circle.

Figure 5.9: In the picture is shown an example of a combined icon without a tap gesture. From the combined
icons is not possible discern if there is or not a tap gesture available.

To solve this problem I redesigned the icon set following a new approach.
The tap icon is the only that shows the inner circle with a continuous line, all
the other icons use a dotted inner circle. In this way one can easily distinguish
between the icons that show an available tap gesture and those which don’t.
The result of this last refinement is shown in figure 5.10. Now when the icons
are combined it’s easy to state if there is an available tap gesture or not, the
only thing we have to look at is if the inner circle is drawn with a dotted or a
continuous line.

Figure 5.10: The final icon set. The inner circle is dotted for all the icons, only the tap gesture icon has a
inner “full” circle, that show a continuous line.
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The figure 5.10 shows the final version of the icon set. In the appendix 4
“Appendix First Icon Set Redesign” there is a full visual description of the icon
set and some possible combined icons that show how the icons are combined
together with the Alchemy’s under the finger approach. During the user testing
I used this icon set with both the approaches.

5.9.2

Icon Set Validation

Based on these iterations I also tried the different icon sets on different
backgrounds with a high-fidelity prototype implemented specifically for this
purpose. The prototype allowed me to test the three different icons sets – the
three iterations developed during the icon set redesign process – with different
colours and thicknesses for the lines of the icons. I also used emboss and
shadows effects to see if the visualization of the icons on different backgrounds
can be improved.
The prototype allowed me to change the icon sets; the tap gesture with
two fingers selects the first iteration’s icon set, with three fingers the second
iteration’s icon set, and with four fingers selects the final version icon set. The
prototype shows a top bar with the icons of the seven gestures, by tapping on
them it is possible show/hide the single gesture icon. In this way it was easy
to test all the different combined icons, by simply tap on the gesture icons of
the gestures we want to show, and left the others hidden. This solution saves
also a lot of work for the graphical design since combine run time – with a
code implementation – the seven icons and doesn’t require a single icon for
each of the possible gestures combinations.
The prototype allows me to switch with a swipe gesture between three
scenarios: the iOS home screen, the map view, and a white background (the
one used during the user testing). The first scenario (figure 5.11 on the left)
is useful to test the icons on a dark background with coloured elements in
foreground. The second scenario (figure 5.11 in the middle) is useful because
the map background is rich of details and full of small details. The third
scenario (figure 5.11 on the right) is useful to test directly the icons with the
background used in the user test and therefore verify preliminarily that it won’t
be problematic or hard to visualize the icons during the user testing.
The figure 5.11 shows three different scenarios that can occur with the
Alchemy approach. The first screenshot on the left shows the iOS home screen
with the icon that combined four gestures: double tap, touch and hold, swipe,
and drag. The second screen shows the map view with the icon that combines
other four gestures: double tap, swipe, pinch and rotate. The last screen was
used for the user testing, here the icon combines: touch and hold, drag, pinch
and rotate. While the icons now are totally visible in the screenshots, one
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Figure 5.11: In the figure are shown three different scenarios where the icons are tested to verify how visible
and understandable they are.

must always keep in mind that in the Alchemy concept the user has his finger
always over the icon, therefore the finger’s occlusion makes only a part of the
icon visible.
This prototype helped me to validate the goodness of the icon set designed,
but it made a great job also to define the colour, the thickness of the lines and
the use of the emboss and shadow effects. I chose to use a grey colour for the
icons, because this colour works well both on dark and light backgrounds. The
emboss and the shadow effects help me under two aspects. First they make
the icon more visible on all kind of backgrounds, second and most important,
they give to the icons a three-dimensional effect that allow the user to easily
understand that the icons are not part of the graphics of the apps or OSes
that lay under them. Also the original version of the icons presented by the
authors of Alchemy used the shadows for the same reason.
Finally the prototype test helped to remove pixel-perfect distortion of the
overlapping icons and to define an appropriate size for the icons. The size at
the beginning was too small, but with some iterative adjustments, I made it
big enough to surround the finger and small enough to not cover too much
content around the target item.
Based on this prototype I implemented the icon set in the two prototypes
used for the user test.
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5.10. Prototype Development
To compare the two approaches I planned to make a user test to see the
difference between the effectiveness, the efficiency and satisfaction of Alchemy
and an alternative. Therefore I had to design and implement two prototypes
used during the user testing. I chose to implement high-fidelity prototypes
because I needed to test the approach and not only the graphical interface.
The user testing was focused on the visualization of the information on the
interface, but also on the interaction of the user with the system. A lowfidelity prototype – like pen and paper prototypes or wizard of Oz method
combined with possible templates – breaks the flow of the interaction, and
it would not allow me to measure how fast the system reacts to the user’s
interaction or how the user behaves with the system hints. For these reasons
I decided to implement a high-fidelity prototype that could mimic directly the
functionalities of the gesture hinting system, could look and behave like a final
product.
For Alchemy I chose to implement the following flow, based on the original
article that describes it, and the comments received by the author Sus Lundgren. The gesture hinting is revealed with a touch and hold gesture, under
the finger of the user it appears an (combined) icon that shows the available
gesture(s) for the target item. The user can move his finger around the screen,
over a new target item, and the icon will change accordingly with the available
gestures of the new object. The gesture hinting disappears when the user lift
the finger.
For the alternative concept I chose to create a flow based on the best
alternatives highlighted during the expert evaluation, described in detail in the
section 5.8.2 and 5.8.3. To activating/deactivating the gesture hinting system
I selected the triple tap gesture. As described in the table 5.2, this solution
offers many advantages compared with the other approaches: it’s fast, easy, it
doesn’t interfere with other standard gestures, it doesn’t have occlusions and
it’s easy to remember. The only two weak points are: it could be harder for
elder accomplish correctly a triple tap instead of a basic gesture, and the users
need to learn this gesture because they are not familiar with it. Anyway these
disadvantages are very small compared with the disadvantages of the other
evaluated solutions and also if the triple tap is not familiar, this gesture is an
“extension” of the double tap gesture, so the users will not have problems to
remember this gesture once they learn it. The triple tap gesture is used both
to activate and deactivate the gesture hinting system. This consistency in the
interaction helps the users to understand that they are changing the mode –
from the working to the helping mode and vice versa. When the user triple
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taps on the display, on the top of the screen appears the top bar containing
the seven icons of the gestures. I used this alternative to visualize the hints
because is the opposite of the under-the-finger-approach and solves all the
disadvantages of that solution: there are not occlusions and neither the need
to use combined icons. Moreover this solution offers less disadvantages also to
the contextual menu close to the target item, which is hard to visualize when
the finger is close to the edges, and has problems with the occlusion because
use a lot of space to visualize the available gestures. Once the contextual
menu in the top bar is revealed the user can tap or touch and hold with his
finger on the target item and in the top bar the available gesture(s) will be
highlighted, as shown in the figure 5.12 on the right. The user can move his
finger on the display and the top bar will change run time accordingly with the
current target item under the finger of the user. The tap solution offers the
advantage that the user can move the hand out of his view, and thus there are
no occlusions with this approach. When the user has finished the exploration
of the available gestures of the elements on the screen, she will triple tap again
to switch back to the working mode.

Figure 5.12: Two screens that illustrate the difference between the implementation of the two approaches
during the user testing: on the left the visualization of the screen with the Alchemy approach, and on the
right the visualization of the same screen with the Cicero approach.

For the user testing, I implemented both the concepts for the iOS platform, using the SDK 6 for iOS on Xcode version 4.6.2. Xcode is the Apple’s
integrated developing environment (IDE) that contains the suite of software
development tools for developing software for OS X and iOS. I compiled and
test the code on an iPod Touch 4th generation, with a display 3.5” inches and
a resolution of 960x640 with 326 ppi (pixel per inch). The same device was
used also during the user testing.
Both the prototypes were created on the basis of the same scenario used for
the user testing. The scenario included ten white screens with three objects
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each, where the user has to discover which gestures were available for each
object. I chose to show two screens with one available gesture, two screens with
two available gestures, two screens with three available gestures, two screens
with four or five available gestures, and two screens with six or seven available
gestures. To choose properly a good set of available gesture combinations I
selected some examples from the current apps available for mobile devices.

Table 5.3: In the table are summarized all the 30 icons that shows the available gestures for the target
items during the user testing. Along with the available gestures are shown some examples of when these
combinations occur.

NUMBER

AVAILABLE GESTURES

EXAMPLE

Tap

Like Button (Facebook app)

Double Tap
Touch and Hold
one
Swipe
Drag

Slide to unlock (iOS Lock Screen)

Pinch
Swipe, Drag

Camera icon (iOS Lock Screen)

Tap, Drag

Switch button

Touch and Hold, Swipe

Day view blank (Calendar app)

Tap, Swipe

Message list (Mail app)

Swipe, Drag

Apps’ icons (iOS Home Screen – edit
mode)

two

Double Tap, Pinch
Tap, Touch and Hold, Swipe

Icons (iOS Home Screen)

Tap, Swipe, Drag

List view (Maps app)

Tap, Double Tap, Swipe

Events (Reminder app)

Double Tap, Touch and Hold, Pinch

Plain text content (Mail app)

three

Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – Continued from previous page
NUMBER

AVAILABLE GESTURES

EXAMPLE

Drag, Pinch, Rotate

Edit crop mode (Camera app)

Double Tap, Drag, Rotate
Tap, Double Tap, Touch and Hold, Swipe

Events daily view (Calendar app)

Tap, Double Tap, Swipe, Drag

Events daily edit view (Calendar app)

Tap, Double Tap, Touch and Hold, Swipe

On links (Mail app)

Tap, Double Tap, Swipe, Drag, Pinch

Take a picture (Camera app)

Tap, Double Tap, Swipe, Pinch, Rotate

The instruction billboards (Maps app)

four/five

Tap, Double Tap, Touch and Hold, Pinch,
Rotate
Tap, Double Tap, Touch and Hold, Swipe,
Drag, Pinch

Images (Facebook app)

Double Tap, Touch and Hold, Swipe, Drag,
Pinch, Rotate

Map (Maps app)

Tap, Double Tap, Touch and Hold, Swipe,
Drag, Pinch

Camera roll (Camera app)

six/seven

Tap, Touch and Hold, Swipe, Drag, Pinch,
Rotate
Tap, Double Tap, Touch and Hold, Swipe,
Drag, Rotate
Tap, Double Tap, Touch and Hold, Swipe,
Drag, Pinch, Rotate

On a pin over the map (Maps app)

Based on these 30 cases, presented in the table 5.3, I created for the Alchemy
prototype 30 combined icons based on the available gestures presented above,
and for the alternative prototype 30 top bars with the appropriate available
gestures highlighted. When the finger of the user was on the target item the
prototype showed the hints according to the approach, respectively under the
finger of the user or on the top of the screen in the top bar.
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Prototypes for the Training Sessions

I also coded two prototypes for the training session for the users. They had
to train with both the approaches for 5 minutes before they started the user
testing. These sessions were organized with two screens, presented in the figure
5.13, that showed 15 square coloured target items each on a white background.
To switch between the two screens the users had to tap on the “next” button,
they did the same during the user testing to change the screen. Training with
many icons on one screen help the users also to be precise and more confident
later during the user testing.

Figure 5.13: In the figure two screenshots of the training session prototypes for the two different approaches.
On the left the Alchemy’s prototype used during the training session. On the right the Cicero ’s prototype
used during the training session.
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5.11. Alchemy vs. Cicero: User Test
With this user test I compared the Alchemy and the Cicero approaches in
order to understand which of them is more suitable for further developments.
Alchemy assumes that gesture hinting starts when the user touch and hold
his finger over an item. An icon, that represents the available gestures for
the target item appears centred under the user’s finger, follows it and changes
depending on the current target item. The icon disappears when the user lifts
the finger.
The Cicero approach assumes that gesture hinting starts after a triple tap;
this action activates the gesture hinting mode and reveals a top bar. The
user can select an item by tapping or moving the finger on it. The top bar
disappears when the user triple tap again on the screen.
For the user test I tightly followed the structure proposed in the Handbook
of Usability Testing (Rubin and Chisnell, 2011), and this helped me with the
test.

5.11.1

Overall Objectives for the Study

The user testing gathered baseline data about the overall effectiveness and
efficiency of the two approaches in order to compare them. The goals of this
study were:
• Assess the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the gesture hinting with
the two different approaches with users performing basic tasks.
• Identify difficulties to understand the available gestures of a target item.
• Assess the overall satisfaction derived from the use of the two different
approaches.

5.11.2

Research Questions

In addition, in this study I tried to find an answer to the following questions:
• How easily and successfully the users can understand the available gestures for the target item in the two approaches?
• How the number of available gestures for a target item affects the efficiency and effectiveness in the two approaches?
• Does the first approach require less time than the second when the task
is simple (less then three gestures are shown for the target item)?
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• Does the second approach require less time than the first when the task
is hard (more than three gestures are shown for the target item)?
• How the users feel about how long it takes them to accomplish a task
with different approaches?
• Do users consider one of the two approaches easier to understand?
• Do user consider one of the two approaches more learnable?
• Do users consider one of the two approaches more intuitive?
• Do users consider one of the two approaches more easy to use?
• Do users prefer the flow of one approach to the other?

5.11.3

Participants

For the user testing I involved 12 participants, plus 2 participants for the
pilot test. They come from different countries all over the Europe: Sweden,
Italy, Germany, Greece, UK, France, Spain, Turkey and Poland. The participants were chosen equally between male and female, and most importantly,
they included expert and beginner users. A person was considered expert user
if owns a touch screen mobile device that is using everyday, and a beginner
if doesn’t own a touch screen mobile device and they are not familiar with it
(this participants represents the first time users). The table 5.4 summarize the
characteristics of the participants.
Table 5.4: The table summarize the relevant characteristics of the participants to the user test.
Characteristics

Desired Number of Participants

Participant type
pilot

2

regular

12
Total Number of Participants

14

Experience with touch screen mobile devices
expert users

8

beginner users

4

Age
20-30

12

Gender
female

6

male

6
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5.11.4

Methodology

This usability study gathered assessment data about the effectiveness and
efficiency of the two approaches. Participants were divided in two groups, to
avoid biasing I used a within-subject user test. I collected data about time
spent, error and success rates as well as qualitative data about participants’
experiences using the two approaches.
In this within-subjects study, each participant tried all the 10 mini-tasks
– describe in detail in the following paragraph – with both approaches, in
counterbalanced order. I conducted up to 12 individual 40-minute usability
study sessions. Each participant performed all the 10 mini-tasks with both
approaches. I used 20 minutes of each session to explain the session to the
participant, review the basic background information with the participant,
fill the questionnaire about expectations and experience, and then conduct a
debriefing interview. During the middle 20 minutes of the session, participants
worked to discover which gestures are available for the target items in each
mini-task. At the end the participants filled out a questionnaire to evaluate
their satisfaction and I conducted a post-test debriefing.
For this user test I used 10 mini-tasks to compare the effectiveness and
efficiency of the two approaches in terms of errors and time spent. While for
the satisfaction I used two questionnaires, the first collects data about the expectations and the second about the experience. This method is used in the
SUXES method (Turunen et al., 2009a, 2009b) for measuring user expectations
and experiences. I took some inspirations for the debriefing interview from the
Interview Questions of Williamson (2012), who explore the user experience
and acceptance of multimodal interfaces.
Pre-test arrangements. Have the participant:
• Review and sign nondisclosures and recording permissions (the form for
the participants is available in the appendix 5 “Appendix Alchemy vs.
Cicero”).
• Fill out a background questionnaire (name, gender, age, experience).
Introduction to the session (10 minutes). Discuss:
• Participant’s experience with usability studies and focus groups.
• Importance of their involvement in the study.
• Moderator’s role.
• Room configuration, recording systems of the screen, observers, etc.
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• The protocol for the rest of the session.
• Presentation of the icons set and associated gestures.
• Presentation of the two different approaches.
• Fill a questionnaire for the user expectations (appendix 5 “Appendix
Alchemy vs. Cicero”).
Training and Tasks (20 minutes). Participants were divided in two
groups, each with 4 expert and 2 beginner users. The first group performed
the tasks with the approach A and then B; the second group performed the
tasks with the approach B and then A. For each approach the participants
were trained for 5 minutes, and then they had 5 minutes to accomplish the 10
mini-tasks with that approach.
GROUP A

Training A, Tasks A, Training B, Tasks B

GROUP B

Training B, Tasks B, Training A, Tasks A

Post-test debriefing. Participants where invited to fill out a questionnaire for the user experience (appendix 5 “Appendix Alchemy vs. Cicero”),
to evaluate their satisfaction, and answer to some questions for a debriefing
interview.

5.11.5

Tasks

Each mini-task required to the participant to activate the gesture hinting, understand and say to the
moderator which gestures are available on the three
target items displayed on the screen, and press the
button to go to the next mini-task.
When the participant has activated the gesture
hinting (with the touch and hold – for the approach
A – or with triple tap – for the approach B) a timer
starts. The timer stopped when the participant accomplished the task and pressed on the button for
moving to the next mini-task. In this way I could
measure in a precise way the time spent by the users
to accomplish each mini-task. This time doesn’t consider the time spent for activate the gesture hinting
– which could be calculated in a more accurate way
in a separate test.

Figure 5.14:
mini-task.

Screenshot of a
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For each mini-task the user received a white screen with 3 items of a different shape and colour (figure 5.14, on the left side of the paragraph). I chose to
show 3 different items for each screen because it required to the participants to
move between targets. In this way I could gather data also about how the participants acted and how much time they spent for change the target as quick
as they could. With 3 items I could also show more icons. Since I considered 7
gestures, the number of all the possible combination is 127 (27 − 1), and with
10 mini-tasks we can present 30 icons.
The number of available gestures presented for each target varied with the
mini-task according with the following list:
• 2 mini-tasks will show 1 available gesture per target item;
• 2 mini-tasks will show 2 available gestures per target item;
• 2 mini-tasks will show 3 available gestures per target item;
• 2 mini-tasks will show 4-5 available gestures per target item;
• 2 mini-tasks will show 6-7 available gestures per target item.
I compared the time spent with the approach A and the approach B to see how
the difference between them changes. I didn’t compare the time of the minitasks with one gesture with the mini-tasks with more gestures, because with
many gestures the time spent for naming all the available gestures is obviously
more than for naming only one.
The ten tasks were executed in sequence, within a maximum time of 5
minutes - mean time of 30 seconds for each mini-task, but the simplest minitasks will be accomplished in a few seconds, while hardest in around or more
than 30 seconds. I decided to divide the task in 10 mini-tasks in order to have
more precise values of time spent by the participants to recognize the available
gestures of a target item, and because in this way I also could see how the
efficiency changes within the two approaches with the increasing number of
available gestures showed at the same time.
Task Component. For each of the ten tasks then we have the following
statements:
Task

Understand and say to the moderator which gestures are available on
the three target items displayed on the screen.

State

White screen with three target items of different form and shape.

Success Criteria
Component

The participant will say all the available gesture for a single target
item without errors.
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Test Environment

The user testing session was conducted in the Science Park at Lindholmen,
Goteborg (SWE). There was a testing room with a calm environment.
Participants used an iPod Touch 4 with the prototype of the two different
approaches ready to be used for the training and for the test.
A camera recorded the participants’ interaction with the prototypes during
the user test.

5.11.7

Moderator Role

I was the moderator during the user testing. I sat next to the participant
while I was conducting the introduction to the test, the training and the debriefing. These were the only moments when the participants were allowed
to ask me questions, and I was allowed to speak with them to clarify questions. Since the debriefing was somewhat exploratory, I might ask unscripted
follow-up questions to clarity the participants’ behaviour and experience.
During the tasks I stood behind the participants, I was not allowed to
say anything; I took notes of the answers of the participants and checked the
camera it was properly recording the user testing.

5.11.8

Measures

I collected both performance and preference data during the user testing
session.
Performance:
• Errors of omission.
• Errors of commission.
• Time to complete a task.
Preference:
• Overall preference between approaches.
• Perceived amount of time.
• Ease to understand overall.
• Ease of use overall.
• Intuitive overall.
• Learnability overall.
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Results

Fourteen users attended the test: two of them (one male, one female) were
used for the pilot test; the other twelve (six male and six female) attended the
user test. The pilot test revealed that the protocol for the user testing was
clear and the flow was pleasant. The users find the expectations questionnaire
a bit hard to understand, therefore I made an example that I presented to all
the users to clarify how to select the two values for the expectations evaluation. Beside that, they found the user testing easy and playful, since the 10
mini-tasks challenge them to do fewer errors as possible and as fast as possible.
The overall evaluation of the test was good.
Effectiveness. If we look at the effectiveness of the two approaches: the
results for the number of errors and omissions committed by the participants
during the 10 mini-tasks shows that the Cicero approach has just 2 errors and
2 omissions, while the Alchemy approach has 48 errors and 19 omissions.
These results seem to show that with Alchemy approach the users make
a lot of errors, but during the 10 mini-tasks 100 individual icons (combined
in 30 icons in the under the finger approach) were shown. This means that,
if we compare the number of error and omissions for the each singular icon,
the average value for the errors is 4% for Alchemy and 0,16% for the Cicero;
and the average value for the omissions is 1,58% for Alchemy and 0,16% for
Cicero.

Figure 5.15: On the left, the table with the error rate for each approach, depending on the number of
available gesture per target item; under the table the legend with the values used as variables for weight
the errors and omissions. On the right, the chart that shows the difference of effectiveness between the two
approaches.
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The results are presented in the chart above (Figure 5.15). I selected two
different values for the errors and the omissions and I put them together. The
errors are counted as 0.5 point while omissions count as 1 point. I chose to
penalize the omissions more, since in the real context, when the user makes
an error he will immediately realize that he misunderstood the icon; while if
he misses an icon he will hardly find the available feature associated with that
gesture.
The results show how the Cicero approach helps the user to avoid mistakes,
and the few exceptions are due to distractions, rather than for real errors for
the users.
Efficiency. Here too, Cicero has better results than Alchemy. The time
spent with Alchemy is always higher than the time spent with Cicero. The
curves of the time spent with the two approaches show that the time spent with
both approaches increases with the number of gestures shown for each target
item, as expected from the hypothesis. However with the Cicero approach in
the last two tasks (where the number of the gestures shown was 6 or 7) the
time decreased rapidly, because the users can easily identify the only gesture
not available, and say “everything except for . . . ”. In the Alchemy approach
this is harder, and even the users that for brevity said “everything except for
. . . ” spent more time then with the Cicero approach.

Figure 5.16: On the left the table with the average time spent with both approaches for each task and
the difference between them. On the right the chart that represents graphically this difference: in blue the
results with Alchemy approach, in red the results with the Cicero approach, and in green the difference
between the two approaches.
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In the above chart (Figure 5.16) we can see the difference between Alchemy
(blue) and the Cicero (red) approaches. I added also the difference between
the two approaches (green) in order to show how this gap changes during the
tasks. In this second chart (Figure 5.17) the difference between the average
times spent by the users is visible, grouped by number of available gestures
per single target item.

Figure 5.17: On the left the table with the average time spent with both approaches and the difference
between them, group per number of gesture available for each target item. On the right the chart that
represents graphically this difference: in blue the results with Alchemy approach, in red the results with the
Cicero approach, and in green the difference between the two approaches.

As we can see from the charts the difference between the Alchemy and the
Cicero approaches is constant (except for the 6-7 gestures) and is around 7
seconds. This shows that no matter how many icons are shown, the Cicero
solution is more efficient than Alchemy. We can also notice that, for the hard
tasks 6-7 gestures, the time spent with Cicero it’s less than one third (32,687
vs. 10,255 seconds) of the one with Alchemy. Also the total time spent for
the 10 mini-tasks shows a considerable difference between the two approaches
(220,314 vs. 126, 309 seconds with a difference of 103,005 seconds), quite double time.
Satisfaction. The results for the user satisfaction were quite surprising.
The expectations for the users are similar for both approaches. The acceptable
and the desired curves show only a big difference for the “understandable”
value. But the experienced values describe two different curves for the two
approaches. The results are shown in the next page, figure 5.18.
The Alchemy curve of experience is quite in the middle between the acceptable and the desired curves of expectations, this means that Alchemy meets
the minimum expectations of the users, but doesn’t come close to the desirable values. For the pleasantness especially the experienced value (4.2) is just
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above the acceptable threshold.
The Cicero curve of experience is almost always over the desirable curve of
expectations. The only exception is for the “learnable” value that is just under
the curve. The Cicero experienced curve is always in a range of 0.7 and 2.5
points over the Alchemy experienced curve. This shows how the satisfaction
of the users is greater for the Cicero approach.
In the following charts (Figure 5.18) are presented the curves of the two
different approaches. The values are in a 1-7 range. All the values in the table
are average values of all the evaluations expressed by the users.

Figure 5.18: On the top the table with the expectations and experience values for both the approaches:
acceptable (ACC), desired (DES) and experienced (EXP). Bottom left the chart with the three curves for
the Alchemy approach, and on the right the same three curves for the Cicero approach. The blue line
indicates the acceptable values, the red line indicates the desired values and the green line the experienced
values.

The same results are shown with the SUXES graphic style (Figure 5.19)
that illustrates the Zone of Tolerance (grey area) across the dimensions using
the median values for the acceptable level (the lower bound of the grey area)
and desired level (the upper bound of the grey area), and perceived level (black
circles). The values are here approximate at an interval of 0.5.
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Figure 5.19: In the table are presented the expectation values with the Zone of Tolerance with the grey
background and the experienced values with black dots.

Also in this chart is evident the different values experienced by the users.
While the Zone of Tolerance are in both approaches expressing a good expectation of the users (usually between 3.5 and 6) the experienced values are: for
Alchemy always in the middle-low part of the Zone of Tolerance, while for the
Cicero always on the top of the Zone of Tolerance.

5.11.10

Additional Findings

While I was observing the users perform the user test and during the debriefing interviews I collected other additional findings that are useful to enrich
the whole view.
Holding and Pointing. The first thing that I noticed is that the users
held the device in different ways. When they were ready for the user testing
I asked them to find a confortable position and hold the device as they wish.
The following table (Table 5.5) summarize their behaviours.
Table 5.5: The table summarize the different ways the users held the device during the user testing.
Holding the device

Device on the table

Thumb

4

0

Index

5

3

Four of them use their thumb to select the target items, three of them by
holding the devise in one hand, and one of them by holding the devise with
both hands and using both thumbs. The other eight participants used the
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index finger to select the target items; five of them held the device with the
not dominant hand, and three of them left the device on the table.
These behaviours affect the interaction. The size of the thumb is bigger
than the size of the index finger, so the users that used the thumb have more
problems to see the icons under the finger (i.e. one special behaviour was the
tilting of the device to see better the icon under the finger). At the same time
these users during the debriefing interviews shows that they are more comfortable and familiar with the Alchemy solution, but eventually only one of them
prefered Alchemy to the Cicero approach.
Problems with Icons. I asked to the users which icons were more problematic. The users can express more than one problem; therefore the sum of
the mentions is more then the number of participants. The results are shown
in the following table (Table 5.6).
Table 5.6: The table summarize the number of times that the users mention some problems with the icons
during the debriefing interview.
Tap - Double Tap
6

Pinch - Swipe
4

Touch and Hold
3

Drag
1

Rotate
1

The combo tap-double tap received 6 mentions by the users. This means
that half of them found the combination of tap and double tap hard to distinguish. They found problems especially with the dotted inner circle of the
double tap that became full when we have also a tap gesture for that target
item.
The pinch and the swipe icons received 4 mentions. This means that one
third found problematic distinguish between pinch and swipe icon. The most
obvious reason was that the two icons have similar triangles and the only
thing that these 4 users noticed was the direction of these triangles. For the
other users the direction plus the inner triangles of the pinch were enough for
distinguish between the two icons.
The touch and hold received only 3 mentions. The people that mention
this icon as problematic found problems with the grey layer, which was too
transparent for them. To see the difference many of them were moving the icon
over the edge of the target item to see the difference with the white background,
others were tilting the device. They suggested a layer less transparent, but at
the same time if the layer is greyer, then they will not see the target under
the finger or the objects close to it. Anyway nine people over twelve find the
transparency appropriate.
The drag and rotate icons where clear for almost all the participants, in
fact they received only one mention each.
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Alchemy vs. Cicero. Only one person preferred the Alchemy approach.
Eleven people preferred the Cicero approach because is more clear, easy to
understand and easy to use. While with the Alchemy approach they found
more problematic see the icons under the finger, decompose the icons and
remember the combinations; in other words the cognitive effort was higher.
The users perceived the touch and hold faster to select the target item
instead of the triple tap. Six users mentioned that they find slower the triple
tap. This can have different explanations: they are not used to accomplish a
triple tap (but only the double tap), the touch and hold is more familiar, and
with the triple tap they need an extra tap to select the target item. I also
noticed that with the triple tap people sometimes lose the focus on the target
and they don’t remember where exactly they were before (i.e. especially in the
training where in one screen they had 15 different targets close to each other).
The triple tap can be improved.
Four users of twelve, found it useful to remember the order of the icons
with the Cicero approach. This helped them to quickly guess which gestures
were available. Two of them said: “It’s easy for me to remember the order of
the gestures, so I don’t have to look at them every time. This will be even more
easy after a while” and “I remember the order, I don’t have to move my focus
from the target”. These quotes confirm another possible advantage that I was
thinking when I proposed the Cicero approach. Exploring this opportunity
with others tests will give us more results.

5.11.11

Discussion of the Results

The user testing revealed that the Cicero solution is more effective and
efficient than Alchemy. The results indicate that users are faster and make
fewer errors and omissions with Cicero, which seems to be very clear, easy to
read and require very little cognitive effort. Also the satisfaction of the users
shows that besides the expectations that are similar for both the approaches,
the Cicero solution received extremely good experience evaluations. The users
perceived the interaction with Cicero aligned with the desired values or even
over them.
The results show that the Cicero approach is preferable than the Alchemy
approach. The Cicero approach turns out to be more effective, efficient and
satisfactory for the users. The effectiveness of the Cicero approach is shown
by the few errors and omissions made by the users. Anyway to verify the
effectiveness of this approach it is necessary try it in a user test with some
real scenarios. The number of the available gestures affects the time spent to
understand which gestures are available, but with the Cicero approach this
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time is restrained. The advantage of this approach is that users can easily
notice which gestures are available and which not in two cases: when the
gestures available are a few – one or two – or many – six or seven. The
worst case will be then when there are 3 to 5 gestures available. The Cicero
approach shows that it is faster and more effective than Alchemy in both cases:
when there are many gestures available, but also when there are a few. The
expectations and the satisfaction experienced with the Cicero approach show
that this approach meets the desirable expectations of the users and sometimes
even went over them pleasing the users.
The user test offers very good results for comparing the two approaches.
The results show differences in all the aspects considered. The Cicero approach
is more effective (less errors and omissions), more efficient (less time spent) and
more satisfactory. Therefore, from the results of this user test, I planned to
proceed by exploring the Cicero concept.
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6. THE NEW CONCEPT
The previous chapter ended with the results of the user test that compare
Alchemy with the Cicero alternative concept. The user test offers very good
results to compare the two approaches. The results show differences in all
the aspects considered. The Cicero approach is more effective (less errors
and omissions), more efficient (less time spent) and more satisfactory (the
user experience meet the desirable level of expectations). Therefore I chose
to improve the Cicero prototype following this alternative approach. In this
chapter I discuss the new concept, the pros and cons of this approach, the
improvements applied to it and the open questions left for further explorations.

6.1. Analysis of the New Concept
First I’d like to start with a discussion of what the new concept introduces
and which Alchemy’s problem solves.
The Cicero concept introduces the use of a gesture hinting mode, where
the user can only interact with the interface to explore and discover which
gesture are available for each item on the screen. This approach introduces the
necessity for the user to switch between the working flow of the application,
and the gesture hinting mode. Alchemy instead doesn’t require an explicit
switch between these two modes. The information about available gestures is
given contextually with the touch and hold gesture directly during the working
flow. The two solutions are radically opposite; both offer advantages and
disadvantages. Alchemy offers a direct solution for giving hints to the users
without breaking the working flow, but it could interfere with the touch and
hold gesture used in the app and therefore could give problems or unexpected
behaviours. Instead, for the Cicero approach the problem is that it requires
switching between the two modes; the users will spend time to switch between
them and this will inevitably break the working flow. The advantage is that the
two modes offer a completely independent mode for gesture hinting, making it
explicit and non-interfering with the working flow.
107
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Both approaches require an initial intentional gesture to activate the gesture hinting system. As discuss in the paragraph 5.3, from one point of view
this is a bad solution, since if the user doesn’t realize that there are more
gestures available than what she currently uses, she will never ask for gesture
hinting, and she will not discover other functionalities. On the other hand,
this removes unnecessary hints that can be annoying for the user, and most
importantly, the magical effect of discovering new functionalities accidentally
or by oneself is not affected by this approach. This is not a point to be underestimated, since it leaves to the user the decision to ask or not for help, and
doesn’t affect at all the current methods for gesture hinting and applications
events. This is a good aspect that makes this approach suitable for a general
framework that can be used in different operating systems and apps, without
interfering with them. In the worst case, if the users ignore the gesture hinting
system, the interaction with the mobile device won’t be worse than it currently
is. The gesture hinting system uses a helping mode where the user can interact
with the system only for asking which gestures are available for the items on
the screen. From this point of view, using a gesture hinting system that leads
the user through this helping mode makes the system follow more tightly to
this approach. The Cicero completely splits the flow in two modes the working
flow and the gesture hinting, and makes them independent. This means that
the gesture hinting system will not interfere in any case with the “normal use”
of the app’s or OS’s gestures.
In conclusion, the Cicero concept removes the Alchemy’s main disadvantages: the occlusion problem; the partial visibility of the icons when the target
item is close to the edge; and the cognitive effort needed for decompose the
combined icons.
The occlusion problem is removed via the gesture hinting mode and the top
bar. Once the user has activated the gesture hinting system, he can select the
target item with a single tap, or dragging his finger over it. The information
about available gestures is shown on the top bar, therefore is not occluded by
the finger. Moreover, when the user has selected the target item, the user can
lift his finger from the screen and therefore the occlusions are removed.
The icons in the top bar are always visible to the user, unlike what happens for Alchemy, the icons are always visible in the same place. They are
placed on the top of the interface, this design choice brings two advantages:
is more familiar for users to see the important information on the top (iOS
banners, Android notifications); the top of the screen is the best position to
display information (since it captures the focus of the eyes and it avoids possible hand/fingers occlusions that more likely occur in the bottom part of the
screen). Therefore the icons are always entirely visible, no matter where the
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target item is placed in the screen. This solution avoids problems of the partial
visibility of the hints of the target items close to the edges.
The Cicero concept also solves the problem of combined icons. The icons
are always visible individually in the top bar. This solution reduces the cognitive effort for the users to understand which gestures are available on the
target item. As demonstrated with the user test, displaying the singular icons
in the top bar increases the results in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. The
reduced workload for the users turns in fewer errors and less time spent.
To summarize the advantages introduced with the Cicero, compared with
Alchemy’s disadvantages, I prepared the Table 6.1, where I listed the main
changes and consequences of these design choices.
Table 6.1: In the table are summarized the advantages achieved with Cicero, from design choices that work
to fix Alchemy’s disadvantages.

Alchemy ’s Disadvantage

Design Solution

Advantage Achieved

Introduction of a triple tap gesture to activate/deactivate a gesture hinting mode

Create two modes that work independently, avoiding therefore conflicts with apps and OS

Occlusion problem

The introduction of a gesture hinting mode allows the user to select
the target with a tap, allowing the
user to lift the finger

No occlusions

Icons are only partially visible
close to the edges

The top bar is always entirely visible on the top part of the screen

Icons are always entirely visible

Use of combined icons

The top bar shows always individual icons for available gestures

Cognitive effort reduced by avoiding the decomposition of combined
icons

Possible conflicts with
touch and hold gesture

the

From this analysis we can see that there are many advantages introduced
with the Cicero concept. The only disadvantage is that this solution requires
a gesture hinting mode: the activation and deactivation of the mode break
the working flow of the user. As discussed above this design choice has, however, advantages that counterbalance the disadvantages and make the solution
meaningful and usable.
From the observations and additional outcomes of the user test I made some
considerations about elements that could be improved in the Cicero concept.
Here I list three main points that were highlighted during the user testing:
• Exploring the possibility of introducing a new icon set which best suits
Cicero. There is no reason to use the same icon set that was designed
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specifically for under the finger use and for combining different icons into
composites.

• Considering the possibility of introducing a different gesture for activating and deactivating the gesture hinting mode, or find a way to minimize
the effort spent by the users with the triple tap.
• Highlighting the last target selected. The Cicero removes the occlusion
problem offering to the users the opportunity to tap on the target item
and move their finger away. This has the advantage of removing the
occlusion of the finger, but on the other side, since the user has to move
his focus on the top bar, she can find it difficult to remember which was
the last item tapped.
Other minor technical issues need to be explored:
• Since the size of the top bar used by the gesture hinting system is the
double of the status bar, it’s important define if the top bar should appear
as an over-layer or should replace the status bar and move the content
down.
• Since the mobile devices have two different orientations, it is necessary
to clarify where the top bar should be placed when the device is held in
the landscape orientation.
• It’s necessary to state if the activation/deactivation of the gesture hinting
should reveal/hide the top bar with or without an animation.
Besides these necessary improvements and minor technical issues, there
are other questions that expand the problem of gesture hinting, and still don’t
have an answer:
• The question about the importance of distinguishing between the available gestures for the target item, and the available gestures for the context, still has no answer. Is this relevant for the users? How is it possible
to show this difference with the Cicero approach?
• The problem is now focused on the seven main gestures, but what if
we want to expand the gesture hinting also for other gestures? Is this
approach enough flexible to introduce more gestures?
• Until now the concept and the prototypes were developed for mobile
devices with small screens, like a smartphone. Is this solution portable
also on tablet mobile devices? Which adjustments should be applied to
the concept? Is this concept enough flexible?
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• The Cicero solution doesn’t solve entirely the problem of gesture hinting.
Since the user should evoke the gesture hinting mode, if the user doesn’t
know that there is a hidden functionality, this functionality will result
invisible also with this approach, because the user will not ask help for
something that he doesn’t know it exists. Is it possible to propose something that suggest to the user, in the right moment (which means when
the user miss some features of the app or need help to accomplish the
task), to use the gesture hinting?

6.2. Improving the Concept
From the analysis above it is possible to extrapolate different features of the
Cicero concept that can be improved. I started with a process of improvements
based on the observations made during the user test: the necessity of explore a
new icon set, specifically designed for the Cicero approach; a solution that can
reduce the effort of the triple tap gesture; a marker that shows the last touch’s
location. Then I solved some technical issues that include the placement of the
top bar; the animation that reveal and hide the top bar; and the visualization
of the top bar in the landscape orientation. These improvements are the basis
of the Cicero’s redesign.

6.2.1

Icon Set Redesign

The first observation that came out from the user test was the importance
of exploring the opportunity to redesign the icon set in a way that best suits
Cicero. Since the icons are no longer placed under the finger of the user, it
is possible to use also the centre part of the icons. The Alchemy’s icon set
was designed based on the circle icon (used for the tap gesture), because the
finger was supposed to be held over the target item. The only part visible to
the users was the part that surrounded the finger – therefore the outer part
of the circle – while the inner part was left empty. Now that the icons are
placed in a top bar, they are visible and don’t suffer of occlusions, because the
user’s finger it’s far from the top bar, and in any case the user can remove the
finger after the selection of the target item. Therefore it’s important to use
all the available space to make more visible and clearer the difference between
the icons.
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First Iteration. I started with a version of icons that include a user’s
hand, in this way I want to emphasize the action that the user has to accomplish. The result, shown in the figure 6.1, presents the seven icons redesigned
with the use of the user’s hand that recall in the mind of the user the action
that she has to perform. These were the first sketches of the new redesigned
icon set.

Figure 6.1: In the figure the first sketches of the new redesign with the introduction of new symbols and the
use of the metaphoric user’s hand. The icons represent the seven basic gestures, from the left to the right:
tap, double tap, touch and hold, swipe, drag, pinch, rotate.

The icons are consistently built upon a logic semantic principle: the touch,
so the basic interaction that the user accomplishes on the screen, is represented
with a circle. All the gestures that require a long press of the finger has a
dark circle, the inside colour of the circle represents the time duration of the
pressure. Therefore the touch and hold, drag, pinch and rotate have an inner
part coloured with dark grey. The movements of the finger(s) to accomplish
the gesture are shown with arrows that outline the path to follow. The swipe
is designed with arrows that go in horizontal or vertical direction that means
that the user can move his finger in these directions to complete the gesture.
The pinch gesture is designed with four small arrows, two that are pointing
toward the centre, and two toward the outside. The two circles show that it is
required a two fingers’ pressure. Same for the rotate, where the arrows outline
the movement of the fingers with a curved path that describe a circle. The
drag gesture is the only one that requires a movement of the finger and is not
represented with an arrow; I used three circles that show that the object can
be moved, and I didn’t use arrows because it can be moved in any direction.
Second Iteration. Based on these three elements (a circle to represent a
touch, inner grey colour for circles that represent a long pressure, and arrows to
outline the path that finger/s should follow) I built the new icon set. The first
set of sketches shows that using the whole hand of the user has the consequence
to reduce the space for the icons, and since the top bar will be visible in a 320
x 40 pixels space, it’s extremely important not to waste this space. Therefore
the first step was to reduce the space occupied by the hand. I resized the icons
and I placed them in the middle, so that half of the hand was outside of the
top bar space. In this way (figure 6.2) the icons became bigger and clearer.
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Figure 6.2: In the picture is presented the second step of the icon redesign. The icons are placed in the
middle and resized to be more visible; the hands are only half visible.

The hand recall to the mind of the user that the icons represent gestures
that he can accomplish touching the screen, however the hand representation
gives little extra information to the user. It is redundant, because once the
user understands that the circles indicate the finger’s touch then there is no
reason to show the hand. Moreover, showing the hand inside the icon is not
enough to design metaphoric icons, because the hand doesn’t move and thus
doesn’t mimic the action that the user has to accomplish. Therefore the next
step was to remove the hand, and use all the space only for the icons.
Final Design. The result is shown in the figure 6.3, where the icon set is
presented with two versions: one that presents the icon set with the normal
colour, and one with the highlighted icons. As it is possible to see in a glace,
comparing this icon set and the previous, this solution seems to be bigger then
the previous while occupying the exactly same space.

Figure 6.3: In the figure the new redesign of the icon set. On the top the icons with the light grey colour
that indicates that are not available, and on the bottom the highlighted icons that shows available gestures.

The seven icons are thus presented:
• Tap: with a circle that represents a touch.
• Double Tap: with two circles that represents the two touches.
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• Touch and Hold: with a circle with the inner grey part that that indicates
a long press touch.
• Swipe: four arrows pointing on the four directions that allow the user
to accomplish a swipe gesture, along the vertical or horizontal direction.
The icon doesn’t contain circles because the gesture doesn’t require long
presses and most important can be initiated from any place, not necessary from the centre.
• Drag: three circles with different grey saturations (lighter behind, heavier
in front) that shows that the object can be moved with a touch and drag.
• Pinch: two circles that indicate that the gesture requires two fingers and
the arrows that show the two fingers can be moved together towards
outside or towards the centre.
• Rotate: two circles indicating that the gesture requires two fingers and
the arrow those outline the circular path that the fingers have to follow
to correctly accomplish the gesture.

Figure 6.4: In the picture the images of the two icon set tested on the iPod Touch 4. On the left the first
version with all the icons unselected; on the right the final icon set with all the icons highlighted except for
the double tap icon.

The figure 6.4 shows the difference between the two icon sets tested on the
iPod Touch 4. On the iPod Touch screen, where I tested the two different icon
sets, thanks to the great density of pixels and the quality of the brightness,
also the small details of the icons (the small arrows) are clearly visible and
rendered like in the figure 6.3 also in the small size.
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Triple Tap Gesture

In the concept I used the triple tap gesture for activating and deactivating
the gesture hinting mode. This gesture requires three touches in a row, with
one finger, on the same point. The advantages of this solution are: the activation is fast, still simple (unless for elderly users), and doesn’t interfere with
OS and apps. There are only few minor cons: elderly users could have trouble
with triple tapping, because it requires three fast taps in a row, and the users
should learn this gesture. This last con is however very minor since the users
are used to learn new gestures and this gesture is also very simple to remember, because it extends the basic gestures of tap and double tap. Therefore
the triple tap on the target item results as one of the best choices to open the
gesture hinting mode.
During the debriefing interviews after the user test, the participants perceived the touch and hold faster to select the target item instead of the triple
tap. Six users mentioned that they find slower the triple tap. As I recall, this
was not true, or at least the difference in time was minimal. However, as a
result of these user’s observations, I considered the possibility of introduce a
different gesture for activating and deactivating the gesture hinting mode, or
find a way to minimize the effort spent by the users with the triple tap.
Some considerations had to be made from the beginning. The participants
who expressed this experienced perception were most probably biased from
their past experience. The touch and hold gesture is a basic gesture, that
users are familiar with. Thus the participants were more forgiving towards
this gesture rather than towards the triple tap.
The triple tap in the tested version of the Cicero concept, requires an
extra tap to select the target item, this seems to prolong the duration of the
activation of the gesture hinting mode. The perception of the participants was
that the touch and hold gesture was faster than the triple tap gesture.
Based on these observations I made some conclusions that bring me to the
final version of the activating/deactivating gesture. I chose to keep the triple
tap gesture for my concept, since the gesture is very simple, easy to remember,
it extends a basic gesture (tap and double tap) and therefore, also if now is
not familiar to the users, it will be easy to introduce the gesture as a standard.
Since the gesture is not used as a standard gesture, it doesn’t interfere with
other gestures already “taken” for other interactions with the OS and apps.
This is another advantage that makes the triple tap adapt for this purpose.
Finally, since the main critique that came from the participants was about the
perceived long time spent for accomplish the gesture, I implemented a small
app that could measure the time spent by a user to accomplish the triple tap
gesture.
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With this small app I tested this duration with five participants, with ages
between 20 and 60 years old – in order to include also elder people. I asked
to the participants to accomplish the triple tap gesture five times slowly and
five times as fast as they can. The results show that the average time spent
is 0.8 seconds for the slow interaction and 0.4 seconds for the fast one. The
best results 0.3 seconds came from the interaction with the index finger, so
when the user held the device with the non-dominant hand; while when the
user used the device with the dominant hand, interacting with the thump, the
average time was around 0.5 seconds.
Compared with the touch and hold gesture, these results show that there
is not a big difference between the times spent by the two gestures. The touch
and hold gesture is programmable by the developer and it has for default a
duration of 0.5 seconds (Apple Developer, n.d.). The touch and hold gesture is
not significantly faster than the triple tap gesture for the novice users, and it’s
even a bit slower for the expert users that can accomplish quickly the triple
tap in less than a half second. Thus the perception of the participant during
the test was wrong or biased by the extra tap required to select the target item
after the activation of the gesture hinting mode.
To further enhance the user experience and reduce this perception, I changed
the way the prototype responds to the activation with the triple tap. To minimize the effort spent by the users, by removing the additional required tap to
select the target item, I merged two previously distinct actions into one and
therefore I introduced the direct selection of the target item. Once the user
has triple tapped on the target item, the gesture hinting mode will be displayed and also the available gesture for that item will be immediately visible
on the top bar. There are not extra tap required. This makes the perceived
interaction shorter and at the same time requires less effort for the user – fewer
numbers of taps.
Based on the above motivations and the user test’s results I chose to keep
the triple tap gesture as the only gesture used for activating and deactivating
the gesture hinting mode. The improvement makes faster the interaction, for
the selection of the first target item, and thus reduces the effort and the time
spent by the users.

6.2.3

Last Touch Marker

Along with the necessity of reducing the effort and the time spent by the
users when activating and deactivating the gesture hinting mode, I noticed
that it was important to highlight the latest target selected.
The Cicero concept removes the occlusion problem giving to the users the
opportunity to move their finger away after the selection of the target item.
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This interaction has the advantage of removing the occlusion of the finger, but
on the other side, since the user has to move his focus to the top bar, she can
find it difficult to remember which was the last item tapped. During the user
test I observed that some users lost the focus on their target item and they
didn’t know to which item the available gesture highlighted in the top bar were
referring to. Thus I decided to introduce a marker that shows the last touch
on the screen.
The design decisions were how to represent the last touch and when. I
tried different markers with different gradients and forms, based always on the
circular shape used in the icon set. The figure 6.5 shows, in the sequence that
I created them, the markers designed to highlight the last touch of the user.

Figure 6.5: The seven different markers tested with the prototype. The flow from left to right show the
chronological sequence of the designed markers. The last marker is the one used in the final version.

The first idea was to use the same tap gesture icon filled with a gradient
of the same colour of the highlighted available gestures in the top bar. The
simple design was a grey circle with a semi-transparent light blue inner part.
The dark colour of the marker didn’t work on dark backgrounds; the first step
was to modify the border colour with a more appropriate bright light blue.
This colour is the same that is used for highlighting the top bar icons and it
works very well also on different backgrounds. Then I tried a more creative
version that uses a texture of a fingerprint to show to the user where he touched
for the last time the screen. The marker conveys effectively the meaning of
the last touch of the user, but it’s hardly visible on different backgrounds,
especially the dark ones. Moreover the fingerprints cover all the inner part
and make less readable the target item under it. Therefore I abandoned the
idea. One observation that came up after the first three designs of the marker
was that the marker doesn’t show the selection precisely. The circle highlights
an area, but it doesn’t show the coordinates of the touched location. I tried
a completely different approach with two lines that create a cross that shows
precisely where the user touched the screen. This time the design wasn’t
effective to convey the meaning of the marker; it shows the coordinates of the
last touch but it doesn’t convey the metaphor of the last touch. I abandoned
also this idea.
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Combining the concept of the last marker with the first two, I came up
with a new design that shows a circle with a dot in the middle. Since the
marker’s icon is centred on the last touch location, the dot in the middle
exactly represents the coordinates of the last touch on the screen. I started
with an empty dot. I chose this solution because it doesn’t cover the point
where the last touch was centred; the idea was to leave clear (without an
overlay semi-transparent colour) the target under the centre of the touch. The
dot is very small and therefore the rendering wasn’t effective. Then I chose
to use a full dot. The full dot has the same colour used for the border of the
circle. Thus the user sees the last touch with a circle and the precise point that
is referring to the available gesture represented by the dot centred in the circle.
This last version was already effective, but I made a further improvement based
on the design guidelines found in the literature study. In the Ripple’s article
(Wigdor et al. , 2009) the authors state that:
“A particularly surprising outcome of our process was the transition
away from simple, minimal circles around the fingers (’halos’) to
the partially transparent amorphous shape. It was this iteration that
largely eliminated complaints of visual overhead and distraction.”
Since they found that the partially transparent amorphous shape largely
eliminated complaints of visual overhead and distraction, I decided to eliminate
the border of the circle and make the form of the marker more of amorphous
shape, using a radial gradient that gradually dissolves. This solution is clearly
visible and effective. The marker it’s well rendered on dark and on light backgrounds, because the radial gradient effect and the semi transparency of the
marker makes it bright when the background is dark, and dark when the background is light. The figure 6.6 presents six screenshots that show the rendering
of the marker over different background colours.
The first three screenshots are with light background colours (light blue,
white, orange), the marker and the dot became really dark blue – note that
also on the light blue the marker is visible. The three other screenshots are
with dark background colours under the marker (red, purple, dark blue) and
this time the marker looks bright, especially in the middle part, where the
gradient is less transparent and the dot is clearly visible – note that also on
the dark blue the marker is clearly visible.
After I decided how to represent the marker for the last touch I should
decide also when it should appear. At the beginning I was thinking to show
the marker only when the touches ended, and hide the marker when the touches
began or moved. This solution shows to the users the coordinates of the last
touch on the screen, but it doesn’t give direct feedback to the users while they
are touching the screen with the fingers. After I tried this implementation with
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Figure 6.6: In the picture six screenshots show how the marker is clearly visible on different background
colours.
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a prototype, I realized that it was better give a constant visual feedback to
the user. Like in Ripple’s prototype, the marker follows the movement of the
finger on the screen. If the user moves quickly the finger the effect is even more
evident, because the marker with a delay of milliseconds follow the finger and
it seems to be tied with an elastic band to the bottom of the finger. When the
user lifts the finger from the screen the marker is still there exactly where the
user was holding his finger. This visual feedback solution enhances the user
experience and conveys in a more effective way the meaning of the marker for
the last touch on the screen.
Eventually, the marker is represented with a semi-transparent amorphous
shape, designed with a radial gradient centred on a small dot that follows
everywhere the touches of the finger on the screen and shows the exactly point
where the touches ended. In this way the user has always the focus on the last
target item and knows clearly and easily to which element of the interface the
available gestures highlighted in the top bar are referring to.

6.2.4

Minor Technical Decisions

Some technical issues require design decisions. First of all the top bar could
appear over the interface of the OS or app, or it would be possible replace the
status bar and move the content down for the amount of extra pixels required
for the top bar. The iOS Human Interface Guidelines (Apple , n.d.) states:
“Make sure your UI can handle the double-high status bar. The
double-high status bar appears during events such as in-progress
phone calls, audio recording, and tethering. [. . . ] In a multitasking environment, it’s especially important to be able to handle the
double-high status bar properly because there are likely to be more
apps that can cause it to appear.”
Thus it will be possible on iOS platform to replace the double-high status
bar with the top bar of the gesture hinting system and everything should work
properly without layout problems for the apps. Unfortunately Android and
Windows Phone don’t have the same feature; therefore this solution will be
applicable only on iOS platform. Also the size of the status bar depends on
the platform. For iOS (Apple , n.d.) the status bar is constantly on the top of
the screen, and it occupies 20px in both the orientations in all devices (iPod,
iPhone, iPad). Thus when is double-height requires 40px. Android’s status
bar size depends on the display density: the default size is 25px (for 160 dpi
– density-independent pixels per inch); a size of 19px for the lowest resolution
(120 dpi); and a bigger size for more capacity displays 38px for 240dpi and
50px for 320dpi. Also for Android the status bar is presented always on the
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top of the screen in both the orientations. Instead Windows Phone (n.d.)
adopts a different approach; the status bar has two different sizes depending
on the orientation of the device. The default height for the status bar is 32px
in portrait orientation growing to 72px in landscape orientation. The status
bar is displayed on the top in portrait orientation, and on the left or right side
respectively on the left or right landscape orientation. The status bar takes the
double space because in the landscape orientation the icons within it are shown
in a vertical direction, one under the other. Based on this knowledge I opted
for placing the status bar as a semi-transparent layer that overlays the status
bar and part of the interface. I excluded the possibility to replace the status
bar and use the double-height space, because the only OS that allows this
solution is iOS. Therefore I opted for a more general and flexible solution that
can be adopted in the same way through different operating systems. Since
each OS uses a different size for the status bar, depending also on the display
density, I preferred to define a fixed height that doesn’t depend on the status
bar. Anyway the height could be customized by the OSes to better fit their
requirements; the top bar is enough flexible to be reduced unless the quality of
the icons used to show the available gestures degrades. Thus I defined a height
of 44px that cover entirely the status bar and a small part of the underlying
interface. I tried two different solutions, presented in the figure 6.7; the first
one with a white not transparent background colour, and one with a semitransparent glassy background. Both of them leave the icons in the top bar
still clearly visible, therefore the choice was more about which top bar could
be more pleasant and appealing for the users.

Figure 6.7: In the picture the comparison between the white background and the semi-transparent glassy
background.
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I chose the semi-transparent glassy background for two reasons. The first
is that the semi-transparency leaves partially visible the background and thus
gives a sort of context to the user; while with the white background the top
bar seems to cut the underlying interface. The second reason is that since I
implemented the prototype for iOS, and this solution recalls the background
used for the control panel introduced in iOS 7.
Since the mobile devices have two different orientations, the second technical issue was to clarify where the top bar should be placed when the device
is held in the landscape orientation. From the discussion above, iOS and Android have always the status bar on the top of the screen; while Windows
Phone moves the status bar on the left or right side when the user changes the
orientation of the device in the left or right landscape view. For this reason
I think this time it will be appropriate to differentiate the behaviour of the
top bar depending on the OS used. For iOS and Android I suggest using the
top bar always on the top of the screen. When the orientation of the device
changes the width of the display increase, the top bar shouldn’t be resized, and
neither stretched. When the orientation changes the top bar is centred in the
top of the screen; therefore it occupies always 320 x 44 pixels in the top centre
of the screen. For Windows Phone I suggest moving the top bar on the same
side where the status bar is moved. The icons in the top bar can be rotated
and displayed vertically one under the other; there are no problems to change
the orientation of the icons because they were designed in square areas that occupy the same amount of pixels. The Figure 6.8 shows the difference between
the Android and Windows Phone top bar in the landscape orientation.
The last technical issue was whether the top bar should appear and disappear immediately or with an animation. I implemented and tested two prototypes to see the difference between these options: the first was without any
animation; the second one slide the top bar down to reveal it and slide it up to
hide it. The animation was programmatically designed for having a duration
of 0.3 seconds. Also this time the design decision was more about pleasantness
and appeal rather than usability and efficiency. The only motivations that I
could find for the two alternatives were: the first one is immediate, therefore
more efficient for a quick use; the second one is more effective, because since
is an animation it catches the eyes’ focus of the users. Besides these weak
motivations I would say that both solutions are good. I chose to implement
the one without the animation because is quicker.
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Figure 6.8: In this picture are presented two examples of where the top bar is placed in the Android (for
iOS will be in the same position) and Windows Phone when the orientation of the device changes.
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7. DISCUSSION
In this chapter is presented a discussion of the flow of the process, the
methodologies used and not used, the good and bad results obtained, and a final discussion of possible improvements and future researches or developments.

7.1. The Methodology: Good and Bad
Aspects
The flow of the designing process didn’t follow a straight path. In the
designing process specific stages are visible that include five main steps: the
literature study; the expansion of the problem; the convergence toward a specific prototype; the user test that compares Alchemy and Cicero; and the final
iterations aimed to improve the concept. The illustration 7.1 shows the process
flow with the stages along with the methodologies used.
The process flow followed an almost ideal flow, but was also biased by the
time and resources I had. In the first part of the work I had easy access to
human resources. I had the opportunity to work with other colleagues that
are studying interaction design and this helped me with the second and the
third stage of the flow, where I explored the different possible alternatives for
the gesture hinting system. I had also access to a discrete number of end
users from different countries that I used to grasp the essential aspects of
gesture hinting and for the user test. In the last stage I worked mostly alone,
developing improvements and designing solutions based more on theoretical
and logical choices, intuitions and discussions with Sus Lundgren – the author
of the Alchemy’s paper, who was also my supervisor for the master thesis
project.
The first aim of this master thesis project was to implement and test
Alchemy with users, because it had never been done before. The second step
was to find possible solutions that could refine the concept or improve it. There
were two possible approaches to the problem: start with the Alchemy concept
and work iteratively to refine and improve this concept, or start from the be125
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ginning with an exploration of the topic to envision new alternative solutions.
The first approach was closer to the original concept, but at the same time
could lead to less innovative solutions, because it converges on a single solution
and excludes other alternatives. The second approach starts from the analysis and exploration of the topic, with a divergent phase that helps to grasp as
many aspects and ideas on the topic, followed by a convergent phase that leads
to a possible alternative to Alchemy that can be tested in comparison with it.
I chose to follow this second approach because it gave me the opportunity of
exploring and analysing the all frame, see more alternatives solutions, and see
if I could come up with a new good concept.
In the second stage of my process, after the literature study, I planned
to use focus group (section 5.4) and brainstorming (section 5.5 and 5.6) to
explore and expand the topic from the beginning. I worked with a divergent
approach, aimed to find as many solutions as I could. The focus group and
the brainstorming worked very well to highlight many possible options and
alternatives. Especially the 6-3-5 brainstorming merged with the C-Sketch,
that I used to visualize how to display the hints on the interface, was a very
good method to get many inspirations and alternatives in a short time. The
standarrd 6-3-5 brainstorming allows to collect many ideas in a short time
(6 participants x 3 ideas x 6 rounds = 108 ideas in 5 minutes x 6 rounds =
30 minutes), but it’s ususally made with concepts or words; it’s not a visual
method. The C-Sketch offers a visual approach to the ideas’ generation, but
works over a few ideas that are modified by the participants during each round,
and at the end the result is that there are only a few concepts designed.
Marging the two methods I obtained the advantages from each method: many
visual concepts in a short time. Anyway, since sketching is more demanding
than orally propose new concepts, this method will require more time and
effort for the participants. This is the reason why I adapted the method for a
longer session that requires 60 minutes (6-3-10 so 10 minutes each turn), and
at the end the participants where really tired.
Once I get many alternatives I needed to reduce their number and select
the best. For this reason I ideate a new method for the workshop (section 5.7)
to highlight more pros and cons for each alternative, that doesn’t ask directly
to the participants to elicit wich pros and cons they find for each alternative,
but through the discussion between them, shows in a more natural way which
aspects are critical and which solutions are more promising. Based on these
results I designed some possible flows that I thought were the best solutions;
since I’d like to have more feedback on my work and I didn’t want to choose a
solution based only on my opinion I planned an expert evaluation. Due to the
short time available with expert evaluators; I should adapt the method to best
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Figure 7.1: The process flow shows the steps of the project that lead to the final result.
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suit my conditions (section 5.8). I designed the expert evaluation based on the
number of experts and the number of flows that I have to evaluate. Since these
were six and I had only thirty minutes to perform the method, because this
was inserted in a workshop session with other teams and projects, I ideated a
strategy to make all the evaluators work simultaneously on a different flow and
then switch the flows with their neighbour in order to have all the six flows
evaluated from each expert. This method worked really well and I could collect
a lot of feedback and suggestions. The evaluations helped me with the final
deep analysis on all the possible alternatives and made easier for me to take
decisions for the final alternative concept. In this stage was really important
the feedback received from other colleagues and experts, which gave me many
different points of view on the solutions, highlighting good and bad aspects
that I couldn’t see at the beginning, or confirming my expectations – four eyes
are always better than two.
Then I started with the implementation of the prototypes, preparing two
of them for the user test. It was really essential to have the opportunity to
work with high fidelity prototypes: fix the size of the icons based on the real
size of the finger, see how the icons are rendered on the screen and if they
were clear also on different backgrounds, understand how to show the icons
and where. These are all aspects that require hi-fi prototypes. I didn’t use
low-fi prototypes because they couldn’t offer the same wealth of information.
The hi-fi prototypes have been really important also for the comparative user
test that compares Alchemy with the new alternative design. It couldn’t be
possible compare them with low-fi prototypes, since the measurements were
based on the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, which is strictly linked
with the user experience. Since with the hi-fi prototypes I could measure all
these factors in one user test, I preferred to use them.
Planning the user test required a lot of work and time, all the details are
important to assure good results and answer to the research questions. The
use of a handbook guide about usability testing helped me to structure all the
important aspects, avoid forgetfulness, define a strict plan, prevent possible
problems and collect the meaningful data. It was really important define all
these aspect before starting the user test and had them clear while I was
running the user test. The two pilot tests were especially useful for find out
possible problems with the test introduction, training tasks, and moderator
role. Interesting findings came also from the observation of the users. These
weren’t planned at the beginning, but while I was observing the participants
executing their tasks, I started to notice and write down all these annotations.
Since I had a video of the interaction I could also check more than once how
the participants interacted with the device.
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7.2. Discussion of the Results
The aim of this master thesis project was to implement Alchemy concept
and test the prototype with the users, refine and improve the concept. The
results of the user test that compared the Alchemy with improved concept
Cicero show that the new concept improves the effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction of the users. This is a very good result because the design is found
to be better on all the aspects. The new concept introduces a top bar that
is revealed/hidden when the gesture hinting system is activated/deactivated
with a triple tap gesture made on the screen. The triple tap gesture is a nonstandard gesture – therefore avoids the Alchemy’s weakness of the touch and
hold, which is a standard gesture and is already used for other apps and for
the OS – simple to learn and memorize for the users. Once the gesture hinting
system is activated the user need only to tap on a target item, or he can also
drag his finger from an item to another, but the important thing is that once
the item is selected he can lift the finger. This design choice removes the
occlusion problem that afflicts Alchemy; now the icons are clearly visible in
the top bar on the top of the screen. Since the icons are visible in the top bar,
they are always visible with single icons, without the need to use combined
icons. This implies that the user has less cognitive effort to understand how
many and which gestures are available.
The user test proved the difference between the two approaches. The number of errors and omission made by the users during the tasks – effectiveness
– was almost absent with the second approach and significantly less compared
with Alchemy. The time spent to understand which gestures are available
for a target item – efficiency – was significantly less with Cicero, both if we
compare the results per single task or per number of gestures (even with a few
gestures Cicero required less time). The satisfaction of the user – based on the
expectations and experience before and after the user test – shows that Cicero
meets the expectations of the users and sometime goes even over their expectations. Once I proved, with the results of the user test, that Cicero is better
than Alchemy, I improved and refined the concept with further developments.
Summarizing the results obtained with this master thesis project, it is
possible to say that from the analysis of the weakness of the Alchemy concept
I was able to design an alternative concept that improves the results of the
original design and makes the gesture hinting system more performing, easy to
use and understand. Both the prototypes were user tested and the results show
this difference. The refinements and improvement of the new concept make it
enough flexible to be integrated in any OS for mobile devices, extensible with
more gestures and adaptable to different devices.
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7.3. Expanding the Problem
As discussed in the first section of the previous chapter, besides the necessary improvements and minor technical issues, there are other questions that
expand the problem of gesture hinting, and still don’t have an answer. In this
section I present a discussion of each question, along with ideas and proposals
for possible solutions.

7.3.1

Objects and Context

Two other aspects not considered in the Alchemy and the Cicero concepts,
already presented in the analysis of the original concept (section 5.3), are: the
discrimination between context and target, the temporal and mode aspect.
If we show the available gestures for an item placed under the user finger, we
show the gestures available for that item but also the overall gestures available
in that screen for that position. For example, in the iOS home screen the icons
allows tap and touch and hold gestures, but they allow also the swipe gesture
for changing the screen. This last gesture is an overall gesture, but can be
applied over an icon. Is it relevant for the user to distinguish between the
overall gestures and what is a gesture for that specific item, or is negligible?
How is it possible to show this difference with the Cicero approach?
The first idea was that a possible critical situation would show up when
two objects are related and contained one inside the other. If the container can
be dragged and the content can’t; showing the overall gesture of the container
could lead the user to try to drag the content, which is not responding to this
gesture, confusing the user. Exploring this problem, it came up the idea of
using the colours to distinguish the gestures available for the context and the
target item. For instance using green for the gestures only on the objects, dark
blue for the gestures available only for the context, and turquoise for gestures
available for both. The colours took in consideration also the colour-blindness
people, who have mostly problems with the red-green scale, while using a
green-blue scale, plus the saturation/darkness solves this problem. At the same
time discussing the problem I came up with a consideration that resolves the
question of the necessity of showing the difference between available gestures
for the context and the object. If this information doesn’t affect the interaction
with the item, then the disambiguation is negligible. Moreover, since the
gesture will affect the context, the user will immediately understand that the
gesture is an overall gesture and is not applicable for the target object, and
he can act in consequence. The important point is that he will discover a new
available gesture that he didn’t try before.
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The second aspect is connected to temporality and mode. From the same
example above, it can be argued that the icons in the home screen could be also
dragged, once the user with the touch and hold is activating the edit mode.
And what if the item became available for new gestures only after time, for
example in a game new objects and functionalities are available on the same
target item after the user reaches a certain amount of points. Is it important
to show to the user the other gestures available later? This question has a
short answer that take in account two aspects: from one side, to keep clear
the gesture hinting system, it’s extremely important that the available gesture
shown in the top bar are consistent with the real one (it will be very bad if
the user sees available gestures that she can’t apply on the target item in that
moment); on the other side this means that the user need to activate again the
system when she switches in a different mode, or when in a game the context
conditions change.

7.3.2

Supporting More Gestures

Alchemy and Cicero are focused on the seven main gestures (tap, double
tap, touch and hold, swipe, drag, pinch and rotate), but what if we want to
expand the gesture hinting also for other gestures? Is this approach enough
flexible to introduce more gestures? Until this point none of these questions
was taken in account. It’s extremely important that the gesture hinting system
is enough flexible to support more gestures, and also custom gestures. Is the
Cicero concept enough flexible to allow also the introduction of custom gestures
in the gesture hinting system?
Fortunately I designed the system by having in mind a flexible gesture
hinting system that can cope with extensions that includes more gestures.
Apparently the top bar has a fixed dimension (320 x 44 pixels), thus the icons
of the gestures that can well fit in this space are seven. However my idea was
to introduce a swipe gesture that allow the user to swipe on the top bar and
reveal more gesture icons. In the figure 7.2 are presented the two screenshots
of the top bar with extra available gestures: the primary content on the left
with the main seven gestures and the arrow on the right that points to the
secondary content; and the secondary content revealed, after the user’s swipe
on the top bar.
I made three design decisions that make the system flexible enough to
support any number of available gestures, without interfering with the original
concept of presenting the main seven gestures. First, I chose to keep the
seven main gestures always visible in the first content of the top bar, also if
they are not available. I decided that the first content of the top bar should
be always the same, because many users are using the order of the icons to
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Figure 7.2: In the left picture the top bar with the main seven available gestures, with the arrow, on the
right of the top bar, pointing to the secondary content. In the right picture the extra available gestures
(shake and change device orientation), revealed after the swipe gesture, with the arrow on the left pointing
the primary content.

remember the meaning of these icons; this consideration arose from the user
test’s additional findings (Alchemy vs Cicero in 5.11.10 Additional Findings
section). The extra available gestures are shown in the secondary content of
the top bar; this content is revealed when the user swipes on the top bar. In
this case I opted for showing only the available extra gestures. Since the extra
gestures don’t appear as often as the main seven gestures, or they can even be
completely absent in some applications, there is no reason to show them all
each time, this will only increase the number of secondary content icons that
will require more than one swipe. Therefore, in the secondary content of the
top bar are presented only the icons of the available extra gestures. The user
will not memorize the order; she needs to look at them.
The third design decision was about how to hint that there are extra available gestures; I chose to reveal a highlighted arrow on the side of the top bar
that indicates that there is more content. I didn’t use the standard cut content to reveal that there is more, because the first icon that appears after the
main seven can change depending on which is available, and this inconsistency
in the visual aspect can confuse the users. The arrow instead is always the
same and indicates the direction where there is more content. The arrow could
blink, highlighted with the same colour of the icons, with a subtle animation
that catches the eyes’ focus of the user. This increases the visibility of the
extra-content and encourages the user to swipe. Once the user swipe, the secondary content is revealed, and the top bar will show an arrow on the left to
the primary content, and possibly an arrow on the right if there are more then
seven extra gestures for that item. This flexibility allows to show many icons,
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without interferes with the presentation of the main seven gestures, which will
have always the main attention of the user.
With this solution it is possible to answer that the Cicero concept is enough
flexible to behave in a consistent way also if extended with new gestures, and
even custom gestures.

7.3.3

Extended to Tablets

Until now the concept and the prototypes were developed for mobile devices
with small screens, like smartphones. However the rage of mobile devices is
wide and it’s important that at least tablets can support the Cicero gesture
hinting system. Thus, the topic questions are: is this solution portable also on
tablet mobile devices? Which adjustments should be applied to the concept?
Is this concept enough flexible?
Considering the difference between smartphones and tablets, there are two
big different aspects that count for the gesture hinting system: the size of
the display and the number of gesture available. Tablet devices have bigger
screens, and thus can display more content than smartphones. This is not a
problem for our gesture hinting system, it means only that the top bar has
more space to be displayed, and thus is it possible to show many gesture icons
at the same times. At the same time the number of gesture available increases.
Besides the basic gestures, which are consistent in both devices, tablet devices
offers more often gestures that requires multiple fingers. Gestures like a swipe
with three fingers, or gestures with four fingers are more likely to be seen on
tablets. The difference lies in the size of the screen and the way the users
hold the device. On big screens users are more confortable to perform gestures
that require many fingers at the same time, while with smartphones users use
one or two fingers to navigate through the interface. This difference came
also from the different way they use to hold the device. Smartphones are
often used only with the dominant hand, while tablets are usually supported
with the non-dominant hand or lean on the table. This position allows more
confortable interactions with the device.
From this analysis, it is possible to say that the Cicero concept is enough
flexible to be adapted also to other devices; nothing prevents to use this solution also on tablets. The top bar can fit perfectly also on tablets, and the extra
gestures available for these devices can be shown in the extra space available
in the top bar. This concept can perfectly adapt also for tablet devices.
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Possible Future Researches

There is still a lot of work to do on this topic, the gesture hinting topic will
rise and became increasingly important with new technologies that requires
direct manipulation to manipulate objects on the interfaces. New strategies
and patterns will grow. This is a work that extends the concept described
in Alchemy and find a better solution to display available gestures on mobile
devices.
The Cicero solution doesn’t entirely solve the problem of gesture hinting.
Cicero offers a system that hints to the user which gestures are available on
target items displayed on the screen, but the user should be the first that
start the interaction. Since is the user that should activate the gesture hinting
modality, if the functionality is hidden to the user, it will be hard for the user
to discover it also with this approach. Is it possible to propose something that
suggest, in the right moment (which means when the user miss some features
of the app or need help to accomplish the task), to the user to use the gesture
hinting? This will help to improve the current concept or define new concepts
that could work even better than the current one.
What I didn’t do is a second user test on the new concept. The gesture
hinting system should help the user in situations where he doesn’t know what
he can do, or he is disoriented by the interface. It wasn’t meaningful to test
the Cicero concept compared with the actual OS without a gesture hinting
system. Of course testing the performance with or without Cicero doesn’t
give any indication of the utility and the aid that the gesture hinting system
can provide to users when they really need it, because the users will be forced to
use the new gesture hinting system. What is really important now will be the
possibility to test this concept with a full implementation in the OS. It would
be ideal to give the device with the gesture hinting system to a large number
of users for some weeks, track how many times the users have used the system,
track how much time they have spent each time they activated the system, see
if there were specific problems with specific icons, interviewed the participants
after this period to grasp their observations, sensations, and experience. Only
these results will probe if the system is really useful and can aid the users when
needed. Unfortunately only the companies that provide the operating systems
can perform this kind of user test. Without the possibility of introduce the
gesture hinting system in the OS, it will be possible only to compare other
alternative design concepts. Also implementing the gesture hinting system in
a specific application won’t be fully effective to probe the utility of the system,
because the user will be forced to use this specific application often, and he
will not receive the same help in other applications and in the OS interface
(thus this will be an inconsistent behaviour of the OS).

7.3 Expanding the Problem
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The current concept (and relative prototype) developed for this master
thesis project can be integrated by the developers in their applications for different OSes; but the project will benefit from further developments integrated
inside the OS. Further researches or user tests, in collaboration with the OSes
companies, will allow to discover the potentiality of the gesture hinting system
designed. Once the Cicero concept is integrated with the OS I’ll suggest to
perform a user test in the field that includes the possibility for the users to
experience the presence of the gesture hinting system in their everyday life,
when they really need it. It will be perfect give the device with the gesture
hinting system to a large number of users for some weeks, track how many
times the users have used the system, track how much time they have spent
each time they activated the system, see if there were specific problems with
specific icons and improve them, interviewed the participants after this period
to grasp their observations, sensations and experiences. These data will provide information about the successfulness of the concept. I would be pleased
if new researches will start on this topic inside these companies.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
In this master thesis project I compared the Alchemy concept with the
Cicero and this second concept resulted better then the first one. The number
of errors and omission made by the users during the tasks – effectiveness –
was almost absent with the second approach and significantly less compared
with Alchemy. The time spent to understand which gestures are available
for a target item – efficiency – was significantly less with Cicero, both if we
compare the results per single task or per number of gestures (even with a few
gestures Cicero required less time). The satisfaction of the user – based on
the expectations and experience before and after the user test – shows that
Cicero meets the expectations of the users and sometime goes even over their
expectations.
I have designed Cicero, a system for gesture hinting, which solves the following problems that its predecessor Alchemy had:
• It solves the possible conflicts with the touch and hold gesture to activate
the gesture hinting system, replaced with the triple tap gesture.
• It solves the occlusion problem, caused by the presence of the finger on
the target item, by allowing the user to select the target item with a
single tap and showing the icons in the top bar instead of placing them
close to the finger.
• It solves the problem of partial visibility on icons for target items close
to the edge of the screen, because all the icons are placed in the top bar
in the top part of the screen.
• It solves the problem of combined icons, each icon is visible individually and the user doesn’t have to decompose the icon to understand the
meaning and the number of available gestures.
Moreover the new concept adds more flexibility and adaptability. The top
bar can fit every OS because the size and the orientation of the device don’t
affect the usability of this solution. The concept uses the triple tap gesture
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for activate/deactivate the gesture hinting system, but nothing prevents to
replace this gesture with another one. In the top bar are visible seven icons,
but with the possibility of scrolling horizontally the top bar, it is possible to
place as many icons as are needed. Thus every future gesture can be mapped
with a new icon and introduced in the top bar, even custom gestures. His
flexibility allows to adapt the concept also to tablet devices, where perhaps it
will be more important include more gestures. Therefore, Cicero results really
powerful and adaptable to different situations.
Cicero shows better results and gives a fluent and better user experience
to the users, which were able to quickly and easily detect which gestures are
available for target items on the screen. It will be interesting integrate the
concept to an OS for mobile devices and perform more tests, to see how often
the users will use the Cicero hints and how many times this gesture hinting
system will help them to find new functionalities and perform their tasks easily.
Nevertheless, Cicero is a significant improvement towards solving the gesture
hinting problem.
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1. Appendix – 6-3-10 Brainstorming with
C-Sketch

Figure 1: In this first screen are visible the first three scenarios I made for the 6-3-10 Brainstorming with
C-Sketch. The first with the focus on the double tap, the second on the touch and hold, and the third on
the swipe gesture.

1 Appendix – 6-3-10 Brainstorming with C-Sketch
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Figure 2: In this first screen are visible the first three scenarios I made for the 6-3-10 Brainstorming with
C-Sketch. The first with the focus on the drag gesture, the second on the pinch gesture, and the third on
the rotate gesture.
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2. Appendix – Draw the Flows

Figure 3: In the picture the results of the first session of the workshop “Draw the Flows”. On the top the
flow A, in the middle the flows B and C and at the bottom the pros and cons for each of the three flows.

2 Appendix – Draw the Flows
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Figure 4: In the picture the results of the second session of the workshop “Draw the Flows”. On the top
the flows A, B and C with some more details in the middle and at the bottom the pros and cons for each of
the three flows.
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3. Appendix – Judge the Flows

Figure 5: In the figure are presented the first two flows used in the expert evaluation Judge the Flows. In
the flow A the flow of the system is similar to the Alchemy concept’s flow, with direct manipulation and
icons under the finger. In the flow B the users activate a mode and a contextual menu is revealed.

3 Appendix – Judge the Flows
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Figure 6: In the figure are presented other two flows used in the expert evaluation Judge the Flows. In
the flow C the flow of the system is similar to the Cicero concept’s flow, which was the final version of my
designing process. In the flow D the flow with the activation of the gesture hinting mode and also in this
flow the top bar solution.

Figure 7: In the figure are presented the last two flows used in the expert evaluation Judge the Flows. In
the flow E the flows concern the activation of a gesture hinting mode, the visualization use a contextual
menu around the target item. In the flow F the same flow described in E, with alternative solutions for the
activation and deactivation of the gesture hinting mode.
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Is following a complete description of the expert evaluators’ comments collected during the Judge the Flows expert evaluation. For each of the six flows
described above are presented the images with the post-it left by the experts
and the full transcription of their comments.

Figure 8: A picture of all the comments added to the flows during the expert evaluation.

3 Appendix – Judge the Flows
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FLOW A – Expert Evaluations

Positive feedback: ”Popup conform with Apple pattern”, “Fast”, “Good
with a help mode which can be used to browse”, “Icon under the finger is
a better solution”, “Swipe to look around and explore feels nice”, “No extra
steps needed”, “Slow is not a problem because of reasons”, “Can graphically
solve the problem with small icons, connected with lines with the target item”.
Suggestions: “Can probably not use composites with small icons”, “Still
needs indications of general interactivity”, “Indication/Help should disappear
automatically”, “Touch and hold is easier for elderly; but very invisible, especially since normal touch and hold will trigger something before”.
Negative feedback: “Strange with different long presses”, “Connect use
touch and hold for other things = already taken”, “icon over finger might
lead user to think they can tap the pop up”, “If you hold and move to a new
target you could instead just show all gestures for the screen directly instead
of having them hold all over the screen”.

3.2

FLOW B – Expert Evaluations

Positive feedback: “Like a semi-transparent layer and stuff [lines], so that
there is a connection between the contextual menu and the target”, “The actins
[icons] are also quite clickable”, “Triple tapping easier to do and implement”,
“Gesture hinting should appear on items”, “I think it is good that you have
to repeat the gesture on the new item. Gesture hinting should be transparent;
not a mode”, “Good to skip the step that only adds the overlay”, “Triple tap
screens easier that circle. Could we have both?”.
Suggestions: “Tapping is better then circling as stated on previous Postit!”, “The level of semitransparency could indicate other interactions. Is better
to use triple tap to create/open the help mode”, “How about audio input to
call out gesture hints? Like a whistle or something?”, “How about using a
rotation of the device 180◦ /360◦ ?”.
Negative feedback: “Occlusion can occur”, “Confusing to not be able to
use the contextual menu”, “Occlusion could still occur in this example for
someone using their left hand”.
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FLOW C – Expert Evaluations

Positive feedback: “Triple tap better than circling.” “Less cluttered than
overlay + contextual menu [solution]”.
Suggestions: “Can sound be used?”, “Have/play animations for the available gestures”, “Like [flow] B better since the description [in the contextual
menu] is closer to the target”, “When you’re in this mode, simply select another item. No need to repeat the thing [triple tap or draw a circle] that
changes the mode”.
Negative feedback: “You need to know where to circle or tap”, “interferes
with other interactions”, “Help should appear automatically, if activated in
for ex. Settings, or first time use, do no activation is needed”, “Drawing a
circle around the target only works if where is an explicit target like an icon
or object and not with a canvas”, “Both gestures feels unintuitive, need to be
learned before used”, “Catch 22 need to learn help gesture.”, “How to tap on
a swipe to get hint?”, “Might be hard to triple tap for the elderly”, “Hard to
draw a circle around something close to the edge”, “All suggestions use some
kind of extra mode. Is there another way?”.

3.4

FLOW D – Expert Evaluations

Positive feedback: “Nothing selected = overall gestures?”, “Less cluttered
than overlay + contextual menu”, “Not a mode that covers as much as the
other. [Therefore] more transparent”, “A mode can hint about swipes which
can not be tapped”.
Suggestions: “Showing gesture in the top bar could be like a work? So
instead open/close it with a small handle?”, “Perhaps have the contextual
menu closer to the target, like a rainbow over it or something”, “Click on
an action to see all elements where it can be applied”, “can this be made
modeless by not requiring an explicit exit?”, “Why not make use of the/a
physical button?.
Negative feedback: “[Requires a] mode”, “Hint not close to target”, “Takes
up some space and is occluding”, “How large is the element that can be interacted with?”.
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FLOW E – Expert Evaluations

Positive feedback: “Like: bounce a finger”, “Non-composite hints”, “Customizability”, Can this overlay idea be transferred to one of the ideas that are
not a mode? Where overlay disappears on release”.
Suggestions: “Can utilize full screen in this mode not just use icons”,
“Chain of actions? If very rich area = problematic to show all hints”.
Negative feedback: “Non-standard to have tap-able menu bar items”, “No
gesture hint for the unique custom gesture”, “Hard to find natural gesture”,
“custom gesture might be hard to find”, “It’s [required] a mode”, “Semitransparent layer hides everything”, “Where does all-over gesture show?”,
“Having to ask for hints”, “Hard to implement! but good”, “Hard to use
custom gestures that doesn’t interfere with standard gestures, if you’re not
using a gesture area/zone”.

3.6

FLOW F – Expert Evaluations

Positive feedback: “Like: could work across applications.”, “Nice way to
get the overlay out”, “Non-composite icons”, “Good to have on/off mode”,
“Good for beginners”, “Like that it is a global mode so that it is intuitive to
check many things at once”, “Can you utilize/show which components have
same actions?”.
Suggestions: “In this mode don’t use only icons. You can utilise the full
screen if needed or use text”, “Drag down from top, interferes with the standard drawer. [It is] possible to use the actual drawer instead?”, “The semitransparent layer could highlight items that the user can ask about”, “One
preference for the two finger swipe”, “How to pick gestures? Do you show all
possible or only the tricky ones? Could get crowded and confusing explaining
everything at the same time”.
Negative feedback: “Annoying to cancel help mode [especially to select
another target]”, “[Bad with] swipes”, “This is a mode which is strange”,
“You need to ask for gesture hints”, “Better that hints for tapped once [target]
disappear when tapping twice the target”.
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4. Appendix – First Icon Set Redesign

Figure 9: In the figure the final version of the icon set used for the user testing, with bellow some examples
that show how the icons are combined together when the target item under the user’s finger has many
available gestures.

5 Appendix – Alchemy vs. Cicero
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5. Appendix – Alchemy vs. Cicero

Figure 10: The document for the pre-test arrangements: the nondisclosures and recording permissions form.
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Figure 11: The two questionnnaires used for the SUXES method, aimed to measure the expectation and
experience of the participants. The first collects data about the expectations and the second about the
experience.
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